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Summary

In various high-tech industries, complexity and size of code has reached a level
where maintainability by classical means is no longer feasible (e.g. 100 million lines
of code or more). A technique that is being increasingly employed to deal with
maintainability issues is Model-Driven Engineering (MDE). MDE aims to raise the
level of abstraction at which software and systems are designed, (for instance) by
means of domain-specific languages (DSLs). DSLs facilitate engineers in creating
models of their software and systems in terms relative to their domain, rather than
encode them into general purpose concepts such as those offered by General Purpose
Languages (GPLs). Subsequently, using automated code-generation, traditional
artifacts can be generated from model-based artifacts. Added benefits of MDE
using DSLs is that, e.g. using automated analyses, effects of design decisions can be
made insightful early in the design process, reducing overall development costs.

However, MDE is not without flaws of its own. When scaled to industrial size,
MDE and DSLs come with maintainability issues of their own. Most notorious is the
model co-evolution problem: A model that is created using version 1 of a language,
may not work with a version 2 of that language. Compare this to a Python 2 program
that does not compile using a Python 3 compiler, or more informal a book written
in English from the 1500’s being almost impossible to read using English anno 2018.
Such a problem also occurs when GPLs evolve. However, GPLs evolve at a much
slower rate. For instance Java and C evolve once per two years, and are (nearly
always) backwards compatible. We have observed, in our industrial context, that
DSLs evolve (on average) every two months and are often not backwards-compatible.
Combined with an order of magnitude thousands of models, a maintenance problem
again emerges: 20% of development time is spent on keeping models in check with
new versions of DSLs. These incurred maintenance costs threaten to overshadow
the possible 20% increase in productivity obtained by the adoption of MDE.

Fortunately, the model co-evolution problem is solvable! Consider for instance
Microsoft Word, that changed its .doc format, to .docx. However, when opening a
legacy .doc document with modern .docx infrastructure, an automated process mi-
grates your old .doc file to a .docx file without loss of data. And indeed such efforts
can also be made in an MDE context. By exploiting the “everything is a model”
paradigm, using model-to-model transformations, one can bridge the gap between
different versions of languages. However, we have found that such transformations
are hard to make. Lead times of three weeks are no exception, and with a turnover
time of only two months, the fraction of effort spent on backwards compatibility is
disproportionate.

In this work, we investigate whether creation of co-evolution infrastructure can
be automated to a large extent, to reduce the effort required for enabling backwards
compatibility. We investigate the nature of DSL evolution, and conclude that up-
dates to their semantics are the primary cause of evolution, followed by changes to
their syntax. We show that maintaining syntax is a challenge that has been largely
tackled in literature, but show that maintenance limited to syntax is often insuf-
ficient: incorporation of semantics is needed. The second half of this dissertation
focuses on co-evolution of models whilst incorporating their semantics. This work



proposes to use constraint solving techniques to automatically generate new, valid,
models equivalent to their outdated ancestors. This in contrast to most syntax-
preserving co-evolution techniques, which rewrite outdated models until they are
valid in the new setting. However, towards implementing this technique several
challenges with respect to feasibility exist. In particular the inability of several
constraint solving techniques (such as Alloy), to deal with imperative language con-
structs. As such, two chapters are dedicated to investigating the extent to which
practical MDE solutions rely on imperative constructs of (1) constraint specifica-
tions (OCL), and (2) semantics-specifications (QVTo). Following the results, that
a large amount of these imperative constructs may be translated to Alloy, a proof-
of-concept is performed. In summary:

This dissertation studies frequently occurring types of DSL evolution in
the industrial setting, and proposes solutions for both syntax-preserving and
semantics-preserving model co-evolution in response to those types of DSL evo-
lution.

VII
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Proloog

Wetenschapper worden wilde ik al van jongs af aan. Het waren in de “jonge joare”
vaak niet de gespierde actiehelden, maar meer de geleerde fictieve karakters zoals
Brains en Sherlock Holmes die het meest tot mijn verbeelding spraken1. De diverse
natuurkunde, scheikunde en electrotechniek speeldozen2 hebben daar wellicht iets
aan bijgedragen.

Toen mijn vader, aan de wetenschappelijke zijde toch wel mijn grootste voorbeeld,
een doctorale studie deed [135], was voor mij de koers ook gezet. Niet verassend
is het dus, dat diverse plekken en zinspelingen in dit proefschrift door dit eerdere
werk [135] geïnspireerd zijn3. Echter, gedurende mijn middelbare school “carrière”
sprongen mijn wetenschappelijke ambities niet bepaald uit de verf. Uiteindelijk werd
deze strijd beslecht bij het vak Wiskunde, waar Hub Kusters met zijn enthousiasme4
voor wiskunde toch iets in mij los wist te maken. Maar boven alles was er altijd
mijn andere voorbeeld, mijn moeder, om me door de Franse grammatica, Duitse
idioom en diverse doses strafwerk heen te slepen5.

Scheikunde aan de TU/e leek, in de voetsporen van mijn vader, de voor de hand
liggende keuze als vervolgstudie. Dat ik echter op de laatst mogelijke dag6 toch van
inschrijving wisselde naar technische informatica is een keuze die ik tot op de dag
van vandaag niet heb betreurd.

Al gedurende mijn minor Operation Management & Logistics maakten Bram
van der Sanden en ikzelf kennis met de model gedreven manier van werken. Iets dat
culmineerde in een “unieke” toolsuite [191, 192]. Mijn interesse in model gedreven
werken (digitale talen in het bijzonder) werd nog wat meer aangewakkerd tijdens
mijn master, waar ik in aanraking kwam met generieke taal technologie en daar
uiteindelijk ook op afstudeerde.

“Afstuderen is misschien wel het leukste dat ik aan de universiteit heb gedaan”
hoor ik mezelf nog zeggen. De kans om op het gebied van generieke taal technologie
een doctoraal onderzoek te doen bij ASML, kon ik dus niet afslaan. Ik herriner mij
nog goed dat Prof. van den Brand mij aan het begin van mijn promotie traject
vroeg: “Als je wat dan ook zou mogen onderzoeken, wat zou je dan kiezen?”. Ik
beargumenteerde dat alle programeer talen (Java, Swift, PHP) uiteindelijk allemaal
op dezelfde processor draaien. “Zou het niet mooi zijn als we programmeertalen
uitwisselbaar konden maken, door gebruik te maken van het feit dat hun semantiek
uiteindelijk in hetzelfde formalisme gedefnieerd is?”. Dat onderzoek was volgens
Prof. van den Brand toch “iets te complex om binnen een promotieonderzoek te
passen” (zie ook Hoofdstuk 6 en 9).

The rest, as they say, is history...

1dit doen ze overigens nog steeds
2vaak vermomd als verjaardagscadeau
3“zoekt en gij zult vinden”
4understatement
5Mam, zonder jou had ik hier zeker niet gestaan
6hetgeen bij mij inmiddels een “common theme” te noemen is
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XV

Notation

Throughout this thesis we will use some common notations, amongst others inspired
by the calculation style (FUN) of Rob R. Hoogerwoord [91].

• [ ] denotes the empty list;

• x� xs is a short hand for:

1. xs is a list;

2. x is the first element (head) of some list xs’, where xs is the tail of xs’;

• Often, the above will be found in an expression such as a ≡ x� xs or a ≡ [ ],
meaning a is of the shape x� xs or a is the empty list respectively;

• ++ denotes concatenation (e.g., string concatenation or list concatenation)

• I(f) denotes the image of f (which should not be confused with the co-domain
of f : f(x) = 1 has an image of {1}, but a co-domain of N);

• With respect to models and DSLs, we use this common notation;

– A for syntax;

– C for constraints;

– M for a collection of models;

– M+ for metamodels;

– S for semantics;

– SD for semantic domains;

– m for models.
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1.1 The Need for Model-Driven Engineering

Our research takes place at ASML, the world’s leading provider of lithography
equipment for the semiconductor industry. The machines that ASML produces
(Figure 1.1) are highly complex, a fact that is reflected in the sheer size of its source
code archive: 135 million lines of code (and counting!). Such a large corpus of code
is of course subject to many challenges, in particular related to maintenance. Over
the past years it has become evident at ASML that the sheer size of their code
corpora means that traditional ways of software engineering are no longer feasible
for solving these maintenance-related challenges. A trend that has been growing
over the recent years [93] is to use model-driven engineering (MDE) to standardize
the way software is specified, created, and also maintained. That is, if everything
is specified using a unified formalism, all maintenance effort can be focused around
that formalism.

Figure 1.1: An ASML lithography machine

Model-driven engineering places (mathematical) models1, at the center of the
development process. This approach is very powerful, as it enables various improve-
ments in the engineering cycle:

• Requirements on, and designs of the system under construction can now be
captured more formally2, rather than be specified in informal documents (e.g.,
visio, powerpoint, word);

• Such formal specification models empower engineers to perform fast and ef-
ficient design-space exploration, providing feedback on decisions early in the
design process, rather than during integration;

• Such models are often detailed enough that source-code artifacts may be au-
tomatically generated from them.

1not to be confused with the ones that walk the catwalk
2i.e., in a mathematical way

1
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(a) Traditional develop-
ment of a multi-platform
mobile application.

Model	

(b) model-driven development of a multi-platform mobile ap-
plication

Figure 1.2: MDE standardizes the way software/systems are specified, and allows
for the generation of traditional design artifacts such as source code.

The power of model-driven engineering may become apparent through the fol-
lowing example. Consider applications that run on smartphones. Many different
brands of smartphones exist, each with a different operating environment: Windows
mobile, Android, iOS, BlackBerry OS, and many others.

When a developer wishes to make their application available for all these devices
he/she must build the application separately for each of these operating systems,
using a different programming language for each, as illustrated in Figure 1.2a. The
pain becomes even more clear when the programmer wishes to make a change in
their application: the same change has to be effectuated three times!

When developing the same application in a model-driven fashion, a single model
of the application would be made, as illustrated in Figure 1.2b. Using a dedicated
code-generator for each programing language, the source code artifacts for each
mobile operating system can be automatically generated from the same model. Now,
if the developer wishes to make a change, they modify the single model, re-run the
code generators, and the change is effectuate across all three target platforms. The
Google Web Toolkit (GWT) [97] is a real-life example of such a transformation.

1.2 Running Example

Throughout this thesis we will use a running example to illustrate various ideas and
techniques. As transition systems and Petri Nets have been used as examples far too
many times [30, 199, 167, 32, 183, 166, 45, 44, 94, 46, 43, 89], we will use a simplified
version of the Logo Language [147]. Logo is a programming language created for
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the education domain and is most known for its “turtle graphics”3: Turtle graphics
are created by giving simple commands (e.g., Forward, Turn 90 deg) to a turtle.
Wherever the turtle goes, a line is drawn, as can be seen in Figure 1.3a. With
the added concepts such as variables, repetitions, and functions, more advanced
graphics can be made, as can be seen in Figure 1.3b4.

(a) The turtle graphics resulting from the pro-
gram in Listing 1.1

(b) The turtle graphics resulting from the
program in Listing 1.2

Figure 1.3: Two examples of turtle graphics

3All turtle graphics in this thesis were made using the online Logo interpreter at
http://www.calormen.com/jslogo/

4Original code from http://www.calormen.com/jslogo/
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Listing 1.1: A simple turtle
graphics program
repeat 4 [

r i g h t 90
forward 100

]

Listing 1.2: A more complex turtle graphics
program
to f e rn : s i z e : s i gn

i f : s i z e < 1 [ stop ]
forward : s i z e
r i g h t 70 ∗ : s i gn
f e rn : s i z e ∗0 .5 : s i gn ∗ 1
l e f t 70 ∗ : s i gn
forward : s i z e
l e f t 70 ∗ : s i gn
f e rn : s i z e ∗ 0 .5 : s i gn
r i g h t 70∗ : s i gn
r i g h t 7∗ : s i gn
f e rn : s i z e 1 : s i gn
l e f t 7 ∗ : s i gn
back : s i z e ∗ 2

end
window c l e a r s c r e e n
penup
back 150
pendown
f e rn 25 1

Throughout this thesis, we will use a simplified version of the Logo language as
our running example.

1.3 Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs)

Traditional general purpose languages (GPLs) such as C, Swift, Java, PHP, or
Python, are very powerful and expressive. One is able to encode a broad spec-
trum of problems in such GPLs. Hower, as a result of this expressivity, GPLs are
often very difficult (e.g., difficult to learn, difficult to master, difficult to maintain,
difficult to analyze). Indeed the very existence of the field of Computer Science
proves that programming is not a trivial matter.

Say we would like to support the process in Figure 1.2b. An engineer would
(1) Create a phone application in an initial GPL (e.g., Python). Next, a code
generator would have to be built that transforms (2.1) Python to Java (for Android),
(2.2) Python to C# (for Windows Phone), and (2.3) Python to Swift (for iPhone).
Because GPLs are so powerful and large, the effort involved with creating three such
code generators is enormous (potentially involving even more effort than manually
building the phone app three times). The Google Web Toolkit (GWT) [97] is a
real-life example of such a transformation, and is indeed extremely complex.

Often, such (large) transformations may seem pointless: a large portion of the
Python language may not even be needed in the creation of the phone app. Perhaps
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it would be sufficient to transform only those concepts used for creation of phone
applications. In essence, this is already a domain specific language:

A domain specific language (DSL) is a (small) computer language tailored
for a specific domain (cf. field, area of expertise)

In contrast to GPLs, domain-specific languages (DSLs) are very restrictive in
their expressive power. As a result, they are easier to learn, write, and analyze.
As a downside, they are only applicable to a restricted set of problems or problem
domains. For instance, the Structured Query Language (SQL) [40], is restricted to
the domain of relational databases. SQL allows easy interaction with databases,
but is not suited for user interface design5. Referring to our phone example in
Figure 1.2b, there may not be a need to specify database interactions in phone-
application model. However specifying user interfaces should be easy, as this is the
most prevalent activity. Even the Logo language introduced in Section 1.2, is a DSL
in the field of graphics.

Indeed DSLs offer great benefits in the field of model-centric working. As stated,
including only concepts required for the job at hand, DSLs are more concise than,
e.g., word documents. As a result, DSLs (and their infrastructure) should6 be
easier to create, understand, and maintain. That is, DSLs offer engineers the ability
to specify aspects of a systems in terms relative to their domain, rather than encode
them in GPLs. By raising the abstraction level at which engineers work, benefits in
terms of speed, efficiency, and quality may be obtained [106].

(Un)fortunately, DSLs evolve and grow over time [56]. This brings to major
challenges with it:

1. The infrastructure required to support DSLs (parsers, compilers, editors etc.),
may still be large enough to pose a serious challenge (both in creation and
maintenance);

2. Models (cf. programs) created using an old version of the DSL may no longer
work in the new version of the DSL.

Indeed, without the use of advanced techniques, DSLs are still difficult to create,
and costly to maintain. Consider Listing A.1 where we sketch, for a very simple Logo
language (Section 1.2), the basic (e.g., parer) infrastructure required. Although the
language being implemented is extremely small, the infrastructure is non-trivial.
Fortunately, the challenges with respect to infrastructure can be mitigated by using
metamodeling techniques (Section 1.4) to create a central (rich) definition of the
DSL. Required infrastructure for that language may then be automatically generated
(e.g., using the Eclipse Modeling Framework [181]).

The challenge of maintenance, being the main topic of this thesis, is more difficult
to deal with (in fact so difficult that Chapters 3 through 11 are dedicated to it).

5i.e., it is not possible to do so
6We write should, rather than are, for the reasons described in Section 1.5
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Figure 1.4: Behavior of the simple Logo
Program in Listing 1.3

Listing 1.3: A simple Logo Program
Forward ;
Turn 90 ;
Forward ;
Turn 90 ;
Forward ;

1.4 (Meta)Metamodeling

As discussed in the previous section, DSLs can improve the speed and quality [106]
with which engineers develop software and systems. We have also discussed that,
unfortunately, design and development of the DSLs themselves by classical means,
is non-trivial, tedious, time consuming, and thus costly.

However, with the rise of model-driven engineering (MDE), creation of DSLs has
become faster and thus cheaper [93]. Using one of the various frameworks available
(e.g., EMF [181] or MPS [144]) a language engineer can create a model describing
the models that can be designed using his/her DSL. Such a model of models is
called a metamodel. An example metamodel is shown in Figure 1.7a, which we will
discuss in more detail in Section 1.4.1. From this central metamodel, artifacts such
as parsers, type-systems, syntax-highlighters, and even full integrated development
environments (IDEs) can be automatically generated. As such, creating a DSL has
become faster and cheaper.

1.4.1 EMF

The main technology used for model-driven engineering at ASML is the Eclipse
Modeling Framework. The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) is a commonly
used framework for creating metamodels, using Ecore [50] as its central formalism.
Ecore implements the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [140] standard described by the
object management group (OMG) [156]. Ecore in turn, acts as a metamodel for
metamodels. It is a model of valid metamodels. As such, it is referred to as a meta-
metamodel. A fragment of the Ecore meta-metamodel is illustrated in Figure 1.5a,
and its relation to metamodels and models is illustrated in Figure 1.5b.
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(a) A fragment of the Ecore meta-metamodel taken
from the Eclipse Juno documentation [49].

Real System

Model

Meta-Model

Meta-Meta-Model

conformsTo

conformsTo

representedBy

(b) Meta-metamodels describe
what constitutes a valid meta-
model. Metamodels in turn de-
scribe what constitutes a valid
model. A model attempts
to capture some real-life phe-
nomenon. cf. Bezivin [16]

Figure 1.5: Ecore, and its position in the metamodel stack.

Consider creating a metamodel for a simple Logo language that only supports
Forward and 90 deg right turns (Turn) using Ecore. Such a metamodel is illustrated
in Figure 1.7a (in concrete syntax). Unfortunately the relationship between a meta-
metamodel and the metamodel in concrete syntax is often vague. As such, we
present the metamodel from Figure 1.7a in its abstract syntax in Figure 1.6.

The various concepts of our Logo language (Specification, Forward and Turn)
are modeled as EClasses. Related concepts can be grouped together under an
abstract class (Command), that allows for unified access. As such, a Command is
not something that can be explicitly modeled. However, Forward and Turn are
both considered commands (cf. inheritance in traditional programming). These
hierarchies are modeled using the eSuperTypes relation.

Next, properties of concepts can be modeled as EAttributes. In a future version
of the language we may, for example, model the distance to move as an EAttribute
“length” of Forward. Such a length attribute could have an associated EDataType
of EInteger (not shown for legibility) or EDouble (not shown for legibility). Both
these EDataTypes are metamodeling equivalents of their traditional types Integer
and Double.

Furthermore, relations between concepts may be modeled as EReferences. For
instance, the fact that a specification has commands is modeled in Figure 1.6 by
means of the “commands” EReference. In particular, the “commands” EReference
specifies that there must be at least 0 commands for a model to be valid (i.e., “com-
mands” is optional), but that there is no upper limit on the number of commands
(i.e., upperBound = ∗).
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name = “Specification”
abstract = false

:EClass

name = “commands”
containment = true
ordered = true
lowerBound = 0
upperBound = *

:EReference

 name = “turtle”
nsURI = “http://mdse.tue.nl/josh/turtle”

:EPackage

name = “Command”
abstract = true

:EClass

eReferenceType

name = “Forward”
abstract = false

:EClass
name = “Turn”
abstract = false

:EClass

eSuperTypes
eSuperTypes

eClassifiers

Figure 1.6: The metamodel from Figure 1.7a, in its abstract syntax. The notation
used is similar to instance diagrams (also known as object diagrams). Note that
such abstract syntax is seldom used, as its verbosity makes it illegible.

Having completed the metamodel (Figure 1.7a / Figure 1.6), we are now able
to create a model. The metamodel dictates which models are “instances of”7
(cf. Bézivin [17]) the metamodel. An example model for the metamodel in Fig-
ure 1.6/Figure 1.7a is illustrated in Figure 1.7b. There we see an “instance of” the
Specification EClass, denoted :Specification. In particular, this Specification
has three instances of the commands EReference, relating it to three instances of
Command, denoted :Forward, :Turn, and :Forward respectively.

1.5 The Co-Evolution Problem

As hinted in Section 1.3, metamodels change over time [56], and as such models
created using older versions a metamodel may no longer operate under the new
version of the metamodel. Consider a new version of TurtleV1 where movement is
no longer specified relative to the current heading of the turtle, but absolute. For
example, Figure 1.4 may be the result of the program in Listing 1.3, but one could
also write: Up;Right;Down. An example of such a metamodel, TurtleV2, is given
in Figure 1.8.

7also referred to as the conformance relation
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Specification

 
[A] Command

 
Turn

 
Forward

commands

0..*

(a) A small metamodel for our Logo
DSL. Throughout this thesis we will refer
to his DSL as TurtleV1
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(b) Example of a model created using the
metamodel from Figure 1.7a/Figure 1.6

Figure 1.7: An example of a model and its corresponding metamodel.

 
Specification

 
[A] Command

 
Up

 
Down

commands

0..*

 
Left

 
Right

Figure 1.8: A new version for the metamodel in Figure 1.7a, which now works with
absolute directions rather than relative ones. Throughout the thesis we will refer to
this metamodel as TurtleV2.

Consider again the model in Figure 1.7b. This model was made using the in-
frastructure (e.g., parser) generated from the TurtleV1 metamodel (Figure 1.7a).
When new infrastructure is generated to support TurtleV2, this infrastructure no
longer recognizes the old model (i.e., Figure 1.7b). Specifically, if the parser gen-
erated for TurtleV2 reads the model in Figure 1.7b, it will return a parse error:
the concepts Forward and Turn are unknown to it. The challenge of “upgrading”
models from an older version of DSL (illustrated in Figure 1.9) to a newer version
of a DSL, is known as the model co-evolution problem (which we will start to solve
in Chapter 3).
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Model
version

1

DSL
version

1

DSL
version

2

Model
version

1

DSL
version

2

Model 
version

2

evolution

co-evolution

conformancechangeDSL Model

Figure 1.9: A schematic overview of the co-evolution problem. Models are created
using a first version of the DSL (e.g., TurtleV1). As such these models conform
to this metamodel. When the DSL subsequently evolves (e.g., TurtleV2), the old
models no longer conform to this metamodel. As such, in response to the evolution
of the DSL, co-evolution of these old models is required, after which the co-evolved
models should conform to the DSL again.

The co-evolution problem is so challenging indeed, that the increasing popularity
of model-driven engineering and domain-specific languages are being challenged by
it: In our case study (Chapter 2), we observe that 20% of time is spent on main-
tenance effort. Similar numbers (28%) have been reported in the literature [141].
This threatens to overshadow the estimated 20% increase in productivity [141].

The large fraction of effort spent on maintenance of models is not surprising, as
the number of the models per language can number in the thousands (Chapter 2,
Figure 2.6), making manual maintenance time consuming and thus costly. To miti-
gate this threat to the adoption of MDE in industry, in this thesis we aim to support
automated maintenance (i.e., co-evolution) of models in response to DSL evolution.

1.6 Thesis Outline

Model-driven engineering promises to bring benefits in terms of development speed,
efficiency, and quality. It indeed shows promise in a plethora of fields from health-
care [192, 191] to lithography [193, 172] and chemistry [136] to software metrics [133].
Unfortunately, there are also drawbacks. In this thesis we focus, in particular, on
the model co-evolution problem: When scaling the use of MDE and DSLs to indus-
trial scale, maintenance again becomes an issue. Luckily, due to the high degree
of standardization within MDE the issue is still manageable. That is, we may be
able to develop generic solutions that work for any DSL, rather than crease per-DSL
solutions.
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Ch. 1: Introduction

Ch. 2: The CARM Ecosystem

Ch. 3: DSL Evolutionary Patterns

Ch. 4: State of the Art in Operator 
Based Co-Evolution

Ch. 5: State of the Practice in Operator 
Based Co-Evolution

Syntax

Ch. 6: Semantics-Preserving Co-
Evolution: The Idea

Ch. 7: OCL Ch. 8: QVT

Ch. 9: Semantics-Preserving Co-
Evolution Implemented

Ch. 10: EMMA

Ch. 11: Conclusions

Semantics

Figure 1.10: An abstract representation of the structure of this thesis.

Throughout this dissertation we answer a number of research questions that all
tie into the greater theme of model co-evolution in response to DSL evolution. In
order to better understand the line of this thesis, in this section we present a brief
summary of this thesis, and the research questions it touches on.

First, before attempting to answer a problem, it is a good idea to wonder whether
the problem can be solved at all. As such, in Chapter 3 we start with the question:

RQ 1: Can co-evolution of models, in response to DSL evolution, be auto-
mated?

We find that the answer to this question depends heavily on which part(s) of the
DSL evolves (Syntax, Semantics, Semantic Domain). To gain insight into which of
these scenarios is applicable to us we pose the auxiliary research-question:

RQ 1.1: How do the constituent parts of a DSL (co-)evolve?

Investigating this on our industrial case (the CARM case study, Chapter 2) we
find that, in contrast to the large amount of studies into syntax-evolution [84, 88,
87, 168, 77], semantics are the most volatile part of a DSL followed at range by
evolution of syntax. Moreover, we find evolution of a single part of a DSL to be far
more prevalent than that of several parts at once. The latter leads us to conjecture
that the model co-evolution problem can best be addressed by studying the evolution
of syntax and semantics in isolation.
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Investigating literature on the feasibility of automated model co-evolution, we
find that syntax-preserving co-evolution is fully automatable in most cases. On
the other hand, we prove that semantics-preserving co-evolution is undecidable in
general. As such, we begin with “low hanging fruit” by studying the more feasible
syntax-preserving co-evolution in Chapter 4 asking:

RQ 3: What existing techniques are there for performing syntax-preserving
co-evolution, and which is best suited for the CARM case study?

We conclude that for our industrial case, the operator-based approach (with its
tool Edapt [51]) is the most suitable candidate. To ascertain if this technique is
indeed powerful enough, we pose the question:

RQ 4: Is the operator-based approach capable of specificying of DSL-syntax
evolution?

We find that the operator-based approach lacks a large percentage of operators
required by our industrial case. Fortunately, we also find that the missing operators
are required far less frequently, than available operators. As such, the operator-
based approach is (out of the box) capable of specifying up to 80% of syntactic
evolutions.

Having dealt with the theory of the state-of-the-art in operator-based approaches
in Chapter 4, we investigate the state-of-the-practice in Chapter 5, by asking:

RQ 5: Can Edapt be used to automate syntax-preserving co-evolution in
practice?

We find that using the inherent extensibility of Edapt, we can automate 98%
of all model co-evolution in our industrial case. However, the results of syntax-
preserving co-evolutions is often unsatisfactory. Primarily because the semantics
of a language are not taken into account. Having studied syntax-preserving co-
evolution, we now move to the most prevalent evolutionary scenario: evolution of
DSL semantics. Unfortunately, semantics-preserving co-evolution is impossible in
many cases. Even feasibility8 of semantics-preserving co-evolution is undecidable in
general. There, we see a relation with constraint solving, where one can specify a
problem for which no solution may exist. In Chapter 6 we ask:

RQ 6: Can constraint-solving techniques be used to effectuate semantics-
preserving co-evolution?

8i.e., does a semantics-preserving model co-evolution exist?
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From among a number of constraint-solving techniques, we select Alloy as most
suitable for our proof-of-concept. To implement semantics-preserving co-evolution
in Alloy, constraints from three types of artifacts most common in CARM have to
be encoded:

1. EMF-based metamodels (i.e., syntax and semantic domain);

2. OCL constraints (i.e., constraint on said syntax and semantic domain);

3. QVT transformation (defining the semantics of the syntax in terms of the
semantic domain).

In short, fluent translation to a constraint-solving formalism requires that the input
artifacts are declarative in nature [7, 24]. For EMF, such tools exist. However,
for OCL and QVT, challenges still remain as both allow for various imperative
constructs. However, we find that there are two main hurdles on our road to an
implementation:

1. Not all OCL (Object Constraint Language) constructs may be expressed in
Alloy:

RQ 7: To what extent can real-life uses of OCL be translated to Alloy?

2. Not all QVTo (Query View Transformation Operational) constructs may be
expressed in Alloy:

RQ 8: Can can real-life uses of QVTo be translated to Alloy?

To assess the impact of the foremost threat, in Chapter 7 we ask the broad
question:

RQ 7.1: What OCL constructs are used in practice?

There we find that for 59% of open-source OCL files, a straight-forward transla-
tion can be done. We continue tackling the latter challenge in Chapter 8 by looking
into QVTo (the specific QVT variant used in CARM):

RQ 8.1: What QVTo concepts should be chosen to support a proof-of-
concept translation to Alloy?

For QVTo, we find similar distribution of OCL constructs as in Chapter 7: 70% is
translatable. Moreover, we find that in the CARM case study, 65% of the mappings



that constitute transformations consists of only assignments, which may be easily
translated.

Having gained insights into practical OCL and QVTo usage through RQ7.1
and RQ8.1 respectively, we return to RQ6 and demonstrate our approach on our
running example. There we conclude that the approach may be applied towards
semantics-preserving co-evolution of models. Unfortunately, subsequent attempts
to apply our technique at industrial scale fail. We conclude by providing directions
towards closing the gap between example and real-life applications of our proposed
technique.

Lastly, we present the analysis tooling we have depeloped throughout this proc-
cess in Chapter 10, and summarize our findings in Chapter 11.

1.7 How to Read this Thesis

In the various chapters of this thesis, we contribute to the research questions above,
and possible auxiliary research questions. In the introduction of each chapter, we
state which research questions we pose in that chapter, and (already in the intro-
duction) highlight the results obtained. Throughout the remained of each chapter
we describe how those results were obtained, and finish by stating in more detail,
the conclusions highlighted in the introduction of that chapter. Additionally, this
thesis does not feature a separate chapter on related work. Rather, we discuss, on
a per-chapter basis, the related work relevant to that chapter.

14



A scientist must be absolutely
like a child. If he sees a thing, he
must say that he sees it, whether
it was what he thought he was
going to see or not. See first,
think later, then test. But always
see first. Otherwise, you will only
see what you were expecting.

Douglas Adams in
So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish

As inspired by:
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II
Industrial Case Study

�roughout our work we have made extensive use of the MDE repositories of ASML. In particular, 
we have studied the CARM ecosystem of DSLs. In this chapter, we elaborate on the CARM ecosys-
tem, and the components that constitute it.
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evolution speci�cation. In IEEE International Conference on So�ware Maintenance and Evolution, pages 144–154, 2016

Y. Vissers, J. G. M. Mengerink, R. R. H. Schi�elers, A. Serebrenik, and M. A. Reniers. Maintenance of speci�cation 
models in industry using Edapt. pages 1–6, 2016

J. G. M. Mengerink, A. Serebrenik, R. R. H. Schi�elers, and M. G. J. van den Brand. Automated analyses of model-driv-
en artifacts: Obtaining insights into real-life application of MDE. In Joint conference of the International Workshop on 
So�ware Measurement (IWSM) and the International Conference on So�ware Process and Product Measurement (MEN-
SURA), pages 116–121,

�e work of this chapter builds upon our works:
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2.1 Driver Case: CARM

ASML machines (Figure 1.1) contain a plethora of moving parts (e.g., robotic
arms), most of which are powered by servo motors (as shown in Figure 2.1b). In
order for a robotic arm (controlled by several servos) to accurately move an object
through the system1, the position of the various servo motors have to be controlled
very accurately. This process is known as setpoint tracking, i.e., making sure the
servo motor is at a particular point, throughout time. As these motors move, the
point that is being tracked changes over time, as can be seen in Figure 2.1a. There
we can also see that the exhibited motion (i.e., position over time, solid line in
Figure 2.1a) by these servos often deviates from the desired motion (dotted line in
Figure 2.1a). As such, a need arises to monitor the motion of the servo, and correct
where necessary (arrow in Figure 2.1a).

To design their servo-controllers, ASML uses the Control Architecture Reference
Model language (CARM) [172]. Throughout this dissertation, we use the CARM
ecosystem of DSLs as a driver case for our research.

Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, CARM is the largest ecosystem (cf. Lungo
[121]) of DSLs studied to date. In addition, it is noteworthy that the size of various
of its constituent DSLs (e.g., ControlBlocks in Figure 2.2) is comparable to other
industrial DSLs that have been studied in the literature (e.g., by Herrmannsdörfer
et al. [84]). Due to its size, CARM can be considered exceptional. At the same
time, CARM has various interdependent MDE structures, i.e., metamodels with
models, code generation artifacts, and model-to-model transformations, forming an
ecosystem (cf. Lungu [121]) which is typical in MDE.

This two-fold character (exceptional and typical), makes CARM suitable as case
study for both exploratory and confirmatory case studies (cf. Easterbrook et al.
[48]). An example of an exploratory question is ourRQ1.1: “How do the constituent
parts of a DSL (co-)evolve?”. There, we analyze historical evolution of CARM and
formulate several hypothesis pertaining to the evolution of DSLs in MDE ecosystems
in general. An example of a confirmatory question is our RQ5: “Can Edapt be
used to automate syntax-preserving co-evolution in practice?”. Previous studies
into practical application of Edapt have claimed practical completeness of Edapt,
and shown this on case studies pertaining to individual metamodels in industry. In
our replication of the original studies on CARM, we refute these claims of practical
completeness.

1in ASML systems even with nanometer accuracy
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Figure 2.1: Servo motors, and servo motor control

When performing such servo control for nanometer precision, the number of
adjustments made are vast, in ASMLmachines up to 20 000 per second (i.e., 20kHz).
The hardware and software needed to effectuate such high level of control are so
complex, that traditional software/systems engineering are no longer sufficient to
deal with the complexity.

To cope with the complexity, a series of domain-specific languages were devel-
oped: the Control Architecture Reference Model (CARM), allowing software and
systems engineers to design servo controllers at a higher level of abstraction. More-
over, model-driven techniques allow for analysis early in the design process, such
that feedback on the design decisions is available early during development (reducing
the probabiltiy, and thus cost of late modifications).

CARM is constituted by twenty-two DSLs of various sizes (Figure 2.3), which
will discuss in more detail in Sections 2.1.1 through 2.1.5. Note that the shared
development environment and shared goal of the various DSLs in CARM make
CARM into a software ecosystem (cf. Lungo [121]).

The DSLs in CARM are structured according to the Y-chart paradigm [105] for
decomposition. That is, two sub-models are designed independently, and then a
third model is introduced to relate the former two models. Figure 2.2 depicts a
schematic overview of the 15 core DSLs in CARM (colored ovals), and the model-
to-model transformations that relate them (grey rectangles). The Y-chart paradigm
manifests in two places: AppMap relates Application and LogicalPlatform, and
PlatformMap in turn relates LogicalPlatform and PhysicalPlatform.
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Figure 2.2: A schematic overview of a subset of DSLs and model-to-model transfor-
mations in the CARM ecosystem of DSLs.
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Figure 2.3: Barplot showing (for a subset of metamodels) the size of each metamodel
at a single point in time (i.e., a snapshot). Please note the logarithmic scale.
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In Figure 2.2, we see that CARM is segmented into various “stacks” (colored
rectangles), each with a distinct function. On the left we see the (primary) modeling
stack, that in turn consists of several sub-stacks:

• The Application stack (Section 2.1.1) is used for defining the servo-control
application. That is, the various computations and control operations the
servo-controllers have to perform;

• The Platform stack (Section 2.1.2) models the hardware on which the ap-
plication will be run;

• In accordance with the Y-chart paradigm, the Mapping stack (i.e., the
AppMap language, Section 2.1.3) relates which application tasks are run on
what parts of the hardware as modeled by the Application and Platform stacks
respectively;

On the right, the Analysis stack (Section 2.1.4) allows the models from the afore-
mentioned stacks to be transformed into dedicated analysis formalisms. These anal-
ysis formalisms may then be used to gain insights into the expected performance of
the design even before it is implemented.

Lastly, CARM has a Deployment stack (Section 2.1.5), used to bridge the gap
between modeled of the system, and the actual system. There, the CARM models
are translated into the appropriate API calls that actually run on the machine.

2.1.1 Application Stack
The application stack contains the description of all the servo control logic described
by means of the Application language, which is supported by the ServoGroups,
and ControlBlocks languages. The ControlBlocks language defines “blocks” (cf.
Simulink [157]), which consists of an external interface, and an internal specification
of its behavior (input-output specification). These blocks can be interconnected to
form groups, as defined in ServoGroups models.

The TransducerGroups language allows for modeling of sensors and actuators
that serve as the input and output for the described application. The Application
language combines these TransducerGroups, and ServoGroups models by describ-
ing how the various sensors, actuators, and control block groups communicate with
each other. This is achieved by specifying (data)ports2 and the connections between
them.

Lastly, the Basics language contains concepts that are (re)-used in the afore-
mentioned languages (e.g., (data)Types, Expressions, Ports, Connections).

2.1.2 Platform Stack
In the platform layer, the execution platform of the lithoscanners is described. It
consists of 3 domain- specific languages: PhysicalPlatform, LogicalPlatform,
and PlatformMap.

2conceptually similar to actual input and output ports on hardware
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The PhysicalPlatform language allows engineers to model (a subset of) the
hardware components and how they are interconnected. Typical concepts are HP-
PCs (High Performance Process Controllers), Network Switches, and Network con-
nections.

The LogicalPlatform language provides an abstraction from the physical (prop-
erties) of the hardware (e.g., type of HPPC, optic fiber or copper network connec-
tion). At this level of abstraction it provides more abstract concepts such as Workers
(i.e., something that can perform computations) and Channel (i.e., a network con-
nection).

Lastly, again in accordance with the Y-chart paradigm, the PlatformMap lan-
guage provides a relation between LogicalPlatform elements to PhysicalPlatform
elements. This allows, for example, one to model different hardware without dis-
rupting the general mapping between the application and platform stacks.

2.1.3 Mapping Stack

The mapping layer describes the mapping of elements from the control application
language to elements from the logical platform language. This layer is described
using the AppMap language. Creation of such a mapping often uses information
obtained by performing analyses (using the Analysis stack, Section 2.1.4) on the
expected performance required by the application, and provided by the platform.

As an example, consider a particular mapping from a Application to a LogicalPlatform
is made. Subsequently, using the analysis stack (Section 2.1.4) an engineer finds that
a particular HPPC has too much workload, and is the bottleneck in the process.
The engineer may then decide to map tasks from that HPPC to a different HPPC,
to eliminate the bottleneck behavior.

2.1.4 Analysis Stack

The analysis stack is used to provide various types of insight into the models created
using the modeling stack.

Using model-to-model transformations, Application models (e.g., Application)
can be transformed into dedicated analysis formalisms in the Analysis stack (e.g.,
DAG). The various analysis formalisms (e.g., mCRL2 [71]) can then be used to
determine various properties of the modeled system (e.g., throughput or deadlock
freeness).

In particular, DAG is (as the name suggests) a directed acyclic graph language
that serves as intermediary for enabeling graph-based analyses such as mCRL2 [71]
and UPPAAL [13]. Combining such a DAG model with an abstract representation
of resources (Resource language), a schedule (e.g., Gantt chart) may be derived in
terms of the Schedule language. Such Schedule models may subsequently be used
to direct creation of AppMap models.
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2.1.5 Deployment Stack

The deployment stack is a series of domain models (application, mapping, and
platform) in correspondence to their counterparts in the modeling stack. Using
dedicated model-to-model transformations, the models created using the modeling
stack are transformed to their deployment-stack counterparts, where models are
defined in terms of API calls of the actual machine.

2.2 Evolution in CARM
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Figure 2.4: Evolution in various languages in CARM

As we have briefly touched upon in Chapter 1, DSLs are subject to evolution [56].
This also holds for the DSLs in the CARM ecosystem, which have been subject
to evolution for over six years. Figure 2.4 depicts the size, in terms of number of
model elements, of four CARM metamodels over time. There we see that, over
time, the size (an thus complexity) of these metamodels grows over time. This
observation is in accordance with Lehman’s second law of software evolution: “As
an evolving program is continuously changed, its complexity, reflecting deteriorating
structure, increases unless work is done to maintain it or reduce it.” [117, 118].
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Indeed, only notable decreases (early in the life of Application, and halfway in the
life of PhysicalPlatform) are because of refactoring efforts to reduce metamodel
complexity.

2.3 Co-Evolution in CARM
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Figure 2.5: Bin-plot of ControlBlocks model revisions over time

As we have mentioned in Chapter 1, DSLs dictate the concepts and structure of
many other artifacts in the ecosystem (predominantly models). As such, when a
DSL evolves, these artifacts have to co-evolve in order to remain coherent with
said DSL (i.e., conformance). Only looking at the sheer amount of models in the
CARM repository (5500+, Figure 2.6), manual maintenance of such a large amount
of models is a challenge.

Indeed, the maintenance effort involved with co-evolving models can exceed 25%
of the total effort involved with creation of a DSL [141]. As such, the costs incurred
by said maintenance threaten to outweigh the promises and benefits [106] of MDE,
which as been estimated at a 20% increase in productivity [141].

The matter worsens when taking into account the ecosystem context of CARM.
As languages include other languages (for reuse and compositionality), co-evolution
of models cascades through DSLs. To understand this better, consider that, for ex-
ample, the Basicsmetamodel (Figure 2.2) evolves. Also note that the ControlBlocks
metamodel reuses concepts from the Basics metamodel, and as such fragments
of Basics models are included in ControlBlocks models. As such, whenever the
Basics metamodel evolves, all ControlBlocks models containing Basics fragments
must also evolve. In Figure 2.5 we have plotted the number of ControlBlocks
models that change per revision. Around revision 4100 we see a large number of
modifications (colored lighter). This coincides with the evolution of the Basics
language around revision 4100 (Figure 2.4d).
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Figure 2.6: Barplot showing (for a subset of metamodels) the number of its models in
the CARM ecosystem. Combined, the CARM ecosystem contains over 5500 models.
Please note the logarithmic scale.

This “cascading” co-evolution within ecosystems makes the threat that co-evolution
poses to MDE even greater. That is, the estimated co-evolutionary effort of 25%
[141] may be on the low end of the spectrum. As such,

Automation of model co-evolution in response to DSL evolution is a key
factor to support MDE in industry.
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Alleen Sinterklaas kan wensen
vervullen die niet precies
gespecificeerd zijn.
Pieter van der Putten, 1997

As inspired by:
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III
Evolution of DSLs

�e key to solving any problem is understanding exactly what is occurring. In this chapter, we ask 
what the constituent parts of a DSL are, and how they (co-)evolve? We observe that a DSL consists 
of (1) a syntax; (2) a semantics for that syntax, expressed in terms of (3) a semantical domain. In a 
real-life industrial case study, we subsequently investigate how frequently these constituent parts 
(co-)evolve. Based on the case study, we conclude that evolution of DSL semantics is the most 
prevalent case, followed at a distance by syntactic evolution. More importantly: co-evolution of 
several constituent parts at once is far less frequent than evolution of individual parts. �is leads us 
to conjecture that DSL/model co-evolution problem can be studied/tackled in isolated parts, in 
particular: syntax/model co-evolution, and semantics/model co-evolution.

J. G. M. Mengerink, B. van der Sanden, B. C. M. Cappers, A. Serebrenik, R. R. H. Schi�elers, and M. G. J. van den Brand. 
Exploring DSL evolutionary patterns in practice: A study of DSL evolution in a large-scale industrial DSL repository. In 
International Conference on Model-Driven Engineering and So�ware Development, pages 446–453, 2018

�e work of this chapter builds upon our works:
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3.1 Introduction

Before solving a problem, it is a good idea to wonder whether the problem is actually
solvable, and thus worth spending effort on solving. In this chapter, we do exactly
this for the DSL/model co-evolution problem, by contribution to our first research
question:

RQ 1: Can co-evolution of models, in response to DSL evolution, be auto-
mated?

In order to understand if co-evolution in response to evolution can be automated,
we first investigate DSL evolution itself in more detail. Finding that DSLs are
comprised of several constituent parts we ask our next research question:

RQ 1.1: How do the constituent parts of a DSL (co-)evolve?

Following this RQ, we conclude that (in contrast to popular belief), the seman-
tics of a DSL is more volatile than its syntax. Moreover, we observe in CARM that
evolution of just semantics or just syntax are far more prevalent than combined
cases (e.g., evolution of syntax and semantics at the same time). Before delving
into either case, we first reason that feasibility of automated semantics-preserving
co-evolution in response to DSL semantics evolution is undecidable in general. Fur-
thermore, syntax-preserving co-evolution in response to DSL-syntax evolution can
be automated under the assumption that the target language has at least one model
in it [180].

3.2 Related Work

In their work, Sprinkle et al. [180] provide the starting point for answering our
RQ1.1, when they define a DSL as a combination of:

1. Abstract Syntax (i.e., the metamodel), which we denote A;

2. Constraints (e.g., OCL constraints on the metamodel), which we denote C;

3. A semantic domain, which we denote SD;

4. Semantics, which we denote S, that map syntax (A) to the semantic domain
(SD).

In CARM (Chapter 2) however, we observe that the constituents of a DSL as de-
scribed by Sprinkle et al. [180] manifests in a different form. Rather than the
four-way decomposition, we see that the abstract syntax (A) and constraints (C)
are often combined into a single metamodel specification (which we shall denote
M+).
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Amongst works that study co-evolution of DSL constituents and artifacts, works
that study co-evolution of models in response to abstract syntax are the most nu-
merous [168, 51, 43, 167, 77, 199, 72, 150]. This can easily be explained by the
observation that model1 are often the most numerous artifacts in an MDE ecoystem
[196]. As such, automating their co-evolution yields the most benefits. Also the co-
evolution of transformations [58, 120] and constraints [104] in response to evolution
of abstract syntax have received attention from the research community.

 
:Specification

 
:Forward

(a) The original
model

 
:Specification
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:Specification

 
:Right

 
:Specification

 
:Down

 
:Specification

 
:Left

(b) Four possible co-evolutions of the model in Figure 3.1a, for the
new TurtleV2 metamodel from Figure 1.8.

Figure 3.1: An illustration of ambiguity during model co-evolution for our running
example. The original model is displayed in Figure 3.1a, four possible co-evolutions
are displayed in Figure 3.1b

Several studies have also approached the co-evolution problem from a theoreti-
cal perspective, determining the limits of automation. Herrmannsdörfer et al. [85]
reason that when co-evolving a model (say m1) in response to evolution of the
abstract syntax, it is possible that there exist many models that are all “valid” co-
evolutions of m1 (as illustrated in Figure 3.12). In the same work, Herrmannsdörfer
et al. [85] propose human interaction to resolve these ambiguities. However, for
industrial cases ,where models number in the thousands [196], such an approach is
not feasible. Moreover, Herrmannsdörfer et al. leave the definition of “valid” open.

In their work Sprinkle et al. [180] elaborate on this concept of “validity” by
distinguishing between two kinds of co-evolution3, each with its own definition of
“validity”:

1. Syntax-preserving co-evolution, for which the co-evolved model should be syn-
tactically valid with respect to the new version of the abstract syntax;

2. Semantics-preserving co-evolution, for which the co-evolved model should have
equivalent (≡) semantics to the original model.

In addition, Sprinkle et al. [180] have studied the fundamental limitations of co-
evolution automation in response to evolution of the various DSL constituents. Most

1i.e., instance models
2Before continuing reading this dissertation, ask yourself: which of the four models would you

choose, and why?
3Throughout this work, we refer to model co-evolution simply as co-evolution
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notably they conclude that (in general) syntax-preserving co-evolution in response
to abstract-syntax evolution is theoretically automatable (provided the target DSL
is satisfiable). Furthermore they conclude that co-evolution in response to changes
to the semantic domain are only automatable under a very strict set of assumptions4,
and is undecidable in general.

Notably absent are results with respect to co-evolution in response to evolution
of semantics, which we will investigate in more detail in Section 3.4.1.

3.3 Study Setup

In this study, we first investigate which combination of DSL constituent parts (as
described in Section 3.2) evolve most frequently. Subsequently we discuss the most
frequent cases with respect to their automatability. To determine the evolution
frequency we perform various steps:

1. We define, for each combination of constituents, a “pattern” to describe which
artifacts should evolve and which should not (Section 3.3.1);

2. We reconstruct, from our industrial case study (Chapter 2), the evolution of
its artifacts into a model (Section 3.3.2);

3. We perform pattern matching for each of our patterns on the reconstructed
model (Section 3.3.3);

4. We compare the number of times each pattern was matched, to determine
which “pattern” occurs most frequently (Section 3.4).

3.3.1 Evolutionary Patterns

In order to determine in which ways a DSL can evolve, we create evolutionary
“patterns”. These patterns are no more than combinations (in the mathematical
sense) of DSL constituent parts. For each such constituent part we ask: does it
evolve or not?

Using the decomposition from the start of this section, we compute every possible
combination of constituent parts. This results in a total of eight cases (= 23) as
shown in Table 3.1. For the remainder of this work we will exclude Q000, as no
evolution takes place, leaving seven cases. As an example, the evolutionary pattern
corresponding to shorthand Q111 has been illustrated in Figure 3.2.

4e.g., only conservative extensions to syntax, and constraints
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Shorthand M+

evolves
S
evolves

SD
evolves

Q000 no no no
Q010 no yes no
Q100 yes no no
Q001 no no yes
Q111 yes yes yes
Q110 yes yes no
Q011 no yes yes
Q101 yes no yes

Table 3.1: Combinations of evolving
constituent parts, and their shorthands
(Q...)

Figure 3.2: The various constituent
parts of a DSL: metamodel ( M+ ),
semantics (S), and the semantic do-
main (SD), and their relations to ar-
tifacts in an ecosystem (e.g., meta-
model) are shown under “DSL Ecosys-
tem version 1”. Furthermore, the evo-
lution of each constituent into the
second version of a DSL ecoystem is
shown.

3.3.2 Evolution History Reconstruction
In order to determine which patterns occur most frequently, we perform pattern
matching for each of the “patterns” in our industrial dataset. What remains is
to enable the dataset to be queried in this respect. In the spirit of MDE, we
reconstruct the evolution history of CARM DSLs as a model. In order to find
evolutionary patterns in that model, we can execute model-queries, as defined on
the corresponding metamodel.

We discuss the Evolution History metamodel in more detail in Section 3.3.2.1,
instance model creation in Sections 3.3.2.2 and 3.3.2.3, and elaborate on defining
queries for the evolutionary patterns in more detail in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.2.1 Evolution History DSL

To reconstruct the evolution history of our case study as a model, we have designed
the metamodel illustrated in Figure 3.3. On this metamodel, we subsequently define
patterns of interest as queries.

The all-encompassing concept in the metamodel is the Ecosystem. An ecosystem
consists of various Files such as MetaModels and Transformations. As the files
evolve over time, Snapshots represent the state of the ecosystem at a particular
point in time, as indicated in the timestamp attribute. In a snapshot, various files
are modified, as encoded in the modifiedFiles reference. A snapshot also has a
reference to files that were “carried over” from earlier revisions, by means of the
allFiles reference (it should be noted that modifiedFiles ⊆ allFiles).
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Figure 3.3: A graphical representation of the metamodel we use to specify the
evolution history of our ecosystem.

Revision is a version of a file at a particular point in time. Similar to the
distinction between two types of Files: Metamodels and Transformations, we
distinguish between MetaModelRevisions and TransformationRevisions. Since
the namespace of a DSL, as well as the input and the output of the transforma-
tions, can evolve over time, we represent them as attributes of MetaModelRevisions
and TransformationRevisions rather than on the Metamodel and Transformation
concepts.

3.3.2.2 Mining Git

In order to perform our analyses, we extract relevant files from the git version-control
system at ASML. At ASML, the git repository makes use of a master branch that
represents finished states. Features are developed in separate branches and merged
into the master once completed. In this work, we limit ourselves to the main branch
of the repository as commits to this branch should represent the full intended change
to the ecosystem. Threats to validity incurred by this approach are discussed in more
detail in Section 3.5.

On the main branch, starting with the earliest commit, we look at subsequent
commits and determine which files were added, modified, or deleted. This earliest-
first approach allows us to deal with merges as regular commits.
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3.3.2.3 Instance Model Creation

To create an instance of the metamodel in Figure 3.3, we take the following steps.
Starting with the earliest commit to the main branch, we create a snapshot S0 for
this commit. All files in that commit are added to both the “modifiedFiles” and
“allFiles” of S0.

For every subsequent commit (including merges) to the main branch, we create a
snapshot Si with a timestamp corresponding to that of the commit. Subsequently:

• Every file added or modified in that commit is added to both the “modified-
Files” and “allFiles” of Si. We encode removal as modification with a special
“isDelete” flag.

• Files from the “allFiles” of the previous version (Si−1) that were not added/-
modified/deleted in this commit are added to the “allFiles” of Si.

For subsequent snapshots, the “next” and “prev” relations are set (or left null if no
such snapshot exists).

Once all aforementioned relations have been initialized, we create the “input” and
“output” relations of the various transformations as described in Section 3.3. For in-
stance, in the example illustrated in Figure 3.4, we parse a TransformationRevision,
and find that it has “Av1” and “Bv1” as input and output respectively. As the
TransformationRevision resides at timestamp t = 2, we have to search backwards
(starting from t = 2) through all snapshots for MetaModelRevisions with the appro-
priate names for the correct versions of “Av1” and “Bv1”. In Figure 3.4, this means
that we use the “Av1” at time t = 2, and “Bv1” at time t = 1. After the “input” and
“output” relations have been properly created, we can begin our pattern-analysis.

timestamp = 1
:Snapshot

timestamp = 2
:Snapshot

namespace = “Av1”
:MetaModelRevision

:TransformationRevision

namespace = “Bv1”
:MetaModelRevision

allFiles

m
od

ifi
ed

Fi
le
s

m
odifiedFiles

m
odifiedFiles

next

prev

output

input

name = “Example”
:Ecosystem

revisions

revisions

Figure 3.4: An object diagram (also known as instance diagram) of a model con-
forming to the metamodel in Figure 3.3. Specifically, an instance of Ecosystem
is presented. For clarity, several edges have been omitted but do recall that
Snapshot.modifiedFiles ⊆ Snapshot.allFiles.
This model shows two subsequent snapshots of the repository (at times t = 1 and
t = 2). In :Snapshot 1, DSL B is modified, in :Snapshot 2, DSL A and a trans-
formation from A to B are modified.
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3.3.3 Querying the Instance Model
Now that we have reconstructed the model of our evolution history, we can begin
transforming the patterns from Table 3.1 into queries. As we approach the problem
from a maintainability point-of-view, we are not only interested in how frequently
a pattern occurs, but also how many artifacts are involved in it. If more artifacts
need maintenance, this implies more incurred cost. As such, we wish to count, per
evolutionary pattern, how many artifacts evolve according to that pattern. For this
we match every revision in our model against the query corresponding to each of the
seven patterns and count each hit, as described by the pseudocode in Algorithm 1.
There we interpret a Pattern as a boolean triple:

Pattern : B× B× B

Where the first element encodes evolution (or) not of the syntax, and the second
and third element do so for (non) evolution of the semantics and semantical domain
respectively.

Data: An ecosystem e, and a set of all Patterns Patt
Result: A collection of tuples, indicating for each Revision which patterns

it follows
1 results← ∅
2 foreach p : Pattern ∈ Patt do
3 foreach snapshot : Snapshot ∈ e.snapshots do
4 foreach revision : Revision ∈ snapshot.modifiedFiles do
5 if evolvesAsPattern(revision, p) then
6 results← results ∪ 〈p, revision〉
7 end
8 end
9 end

10 end
11 return results

Algorithm 1: Iterate over every Revision to see if it plays a part in a
particular pattern. We can iterate over modifiedFiles only, because every
Revision is uniquely contained in the modifiedFiles relation of a Snapshot.

Next, we define the “evolvesAsPattern” function, which indicates for a given revi-
sion if it evolves according to a particular Pattern. We observe that the conditions
the query imposes differ based on the role the revision play (Syntax, Semantics, and
Semantic Domain). As such, we create three auxiliary functions: EvolvesAsSyntax,
EvolvesAsSemantics, and EvolvesAsSemanticDomain with the signature:

Revision× Pattern→ B

When designing these functions, it is important to note that (as mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.3.1) the metamodel ( M+ ) takes on the role of both abstract syntax (A)
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and constraints specification (C). We observe that model-to-model transformations
take on the role of semantics definitions (S). By mapping one DSL to another, the
source-DSL is given semantics relative to the target-DSL (cf. SI of Sprinkle [180]).
As such, the role of semantic-domain (SD) is implemented as a (second) target
metamodel. At ASML, we observe this target metamodel is often the metamodel
of an analysis DSL (e.g., UPPAAL [13], MCRL2 [71], POOSL[189]), rather than
some abstract domain with a notion of equivalence (as the description of Sprinkle et
al. [180] suggests). These relations, and their evolution, are illustrated in Figure 3.2.
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version 1
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Figure 3.5: A multi-stage transformation process. Note that metamodel Y here takes
on the role of both syntax and semantic domain. When it evolves (as illustrated),
metamodel Y would match both pattern Q100 (it is the syntax for YtoZ) and Q001
(it is the semantic domain for XtoY) bot not Q101.

It is important to note that a single artifact can evolve according to several
patterns. Consider for instance metamodel Y in Figure 3.5. There, metamodel Y
takes on the role of both SD, and A.

Furthermore, model-to-model transformations that define the semantics are often
many-to-many. That is, several DSLs are taken as input and mapped to many
output DSLs. This observation is only logical as DSLs often reference and import
each other (as stated in Chapter 2). What we observe with respect to semantics is
that each transformation defines only a part of the DSLs semantics. For instance:
a DSL (say A) may have a semantics-defining transformation to UPPAAL [13] and
one to MCRL2 [71]. Here, the transformation to MCRL2 is used to formally define
the functional behavior of the DSL, where UPPAAL is used to define its timing
behavior. The full semantics of A is thus the combination of both its semantics-
defining transformations. As such, we say that:

• Syntax of a DSL changes if any (∃) of its metamodels change;
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• Semantics of a DSL changes if any (∃) of its transformations change5.

Taking the aforementioned practical requirements into account, we define “evolvesAs-
Pattern” as follows:

evolvesAsPattern(r : Revision, p : Pattern) =

evolvesAsSyntax(r, p) ∨
evolvesAsSemantics(r, p) ∨
evolvesAsSemanticDomain(r, p)

For understandability, we define the constraints imposed by the various queries
modularly. The final set of constraints for each function and Pattern is now the
logical conjunction (

∧
) of all applicable cases. In our definition of the various cases

we use a number of shorthands:

• The current snapshot r.parent is denoted C, where r is the revision under
study;

• The previous snapshot C.prev is denoted P ;

• The set of files modified in the snapshot currently under investigation (C.modifiedFiles)
is denoted Cmod;

• P.allF iles is denoted Pall;

• question marks (?) denote wildcards. i.e., It is not relevant what the value
of this parameter is.

Using these shorthands, we describe for each of the three functions the various
constraints imposed for a variety of sub-patterns (e.g., 〈?, 1, ?〉). The resulting
condition for each of the three functions is the conjunction (

∧
) of all applicable

constraints.

• Requirements on EvolvesAsSyntax(r : Revision)

– The revision under study is a metamodel:
r :MetaModelRevision

– Case 〈0, ?, ?〉
∗ The syntax should not have evolved:
r 6∈ Cmod

– Case 〈1, ?, ?〉
∗ The syntax should have evolved:
r ∈ Cmod

– Case 〈?,0, ?〉
5We consider addition and removal as change
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∗ No semantics-defining transformation for r should have evolved:
¬∃y:TransformationRevision [r ∈ input(y) ∧ y ∈ Cmod]

– Case 〈?,1, ?〉
∗ At least one semantics-defining transformation for r should have

evolved:
∃y:TransformationRevision [r ∈ input(y) ∧ y ∈ Cmod]

– Case 〈?, ?,0〉
∗ For all semantics-defining transformation of r, none of its semantic

domains has evolved:

¬∃z :MetaModelRevision [∃y:TransformationRevision [r∈ input(y)
∧ z ∈ output(y) ∧ z ∈ Cmod]]

– Case 〈?, ?,1〉
∗ For any semantics-defining transformation of r, one of its semantic

domains has evolved:

∃z :MetaModelRevision [∃y:TransformationRevision [r∈ input(y)
∧ z ∈ output(y) ∧ z ∈ Cmod]]

• Requirements on EvolvesAsSemantics(r : Revision)

– The revision under study should be a transformation:
r : TransformationRevision

– Case 〈0, ?, ?〉
∗ No part of the syntax for which r defined semantics has changed:
¬∃x:MetaModelRevision [x ∈ input(r) ∧ x ∈ Cmod]

– Case 〈1, ?, ?〉
∗ Some part of the syntax for which r defined semantics has changed:
∃x:MetaModelRevision [x ∈ input(r) ∧ x ∈ Cmod]

– Case 〈?,0, ?〉
∗ r, which embodies the semantics, may not have evolved:
r 6∈ Cmod

– Case 〈?,1, ?〉
∗ r, which embodies the semantics, should have evolved:
r ∈ Cmod

– Case 〈?, ?,0〉
∗ No semantic domain used by this transformation may have evolved:
¬∃z:MetaModelRevision [z ∈ output(r) ∧ z ∈ Cmod]

– Case 〈?, ?,1〉
∗ Some semantic domain used by this transformation should have evolved:
∃z:MetaModelRevision [z ∈ output(r) ∧ z ∈ Cmod]
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• Requirements on EvolvesAsSemanticDomain(r : Revision)

– r :MetaModelRevision

– Case 〈0, ?, ?〉
∗ There may be no syntax-metamodel who’s semantics are defined in

terms of r, that has evolved:

¬∃x :MetaModelRevision [∃y:TransformationRevision [y ∈ Pall ∧ x ∈ Cmod

∧ x ∈ input(y) ∧ r ∈ output(y)]]
– Case 〈1, ?, ?〉
∗ There must be some syntax-metamodel, the semantics of which are

defined in terms of r, that has evolved:

∃x :MetaModelRevision [∃y:TransformationRevision [y ∈ Pall

∧ x ∈ Cmod ∧ x ∈ input(y) ∧ r ∈ output(y)]]
– Case 〈?,0, ?〉
∗ No transformation that uses r as its semantic domain may have

evolved:
¬∃y:TransformationRevision [r ∈ output(y) ∧ y ∈ Cmod]

– Case 〈?,1, ?〉
∗ Some transformation that uses r as its semantic domain must have

evolved:
∃y:TransformationRevision [r ∈ output(y) ∧ y ∈ Cmod]

– 〈?, ?,0〉
∗ This revision (which embodies the semantic domain) should not have

evolved:
r 6∈ Cmod

– Case 〈?, ?,1〉
∗ This revision (which embodies the semantic domain) should have

evolved:
r ∈ Cmod

The final set of constraints for each function and Pattern is now the logical
conjunction (

∧
) of all applicable requirements.

For example, in the evolution of a snapshot to Snapshot2 (i.e., Cmod = modifiedFiles(Snapshot2)),
the final constraints per function for Q010 would be:

EvolvesAsSyntax(r : Revision) =

r :MetaModelRevision

r 6∈ modifiedFiles(Snapshot2)∧
∃y :TransformationRevision [r ∈ input(y) ∧ y ∈ modifiedFiles(Snapshot2)]∧
¬∃z :MetaModelRevision [∃y:TransformationRevision [

r ∈ input(y) ∧ z ∈ output(y) ∧ z ∈ modifiedFiles(Snapshot2)
]]
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EvolvesAsSemantics(r : Revision) =

r : TransformationRevision∧
¬∃x :TransformationRevision [x ∈ input(r) ∧ x ∈ modifiedFiles(Snapshot2)]∧
r ∈ modifiedFiles(Snapshot2)∧
¬∃z :MetaModelRevision [z ∈ output(r) ∧ z ∈ modifiedFiles(Snapshot2)]

EvolvesAsSemanticDomain(r : Revision) =

r :MetaModelRevision∧
¬∃x :MetaModelRevision [∃y:TransformationRevision [

y ∈ Pall ∧ x ∈ Cmod ∧ x ∈ input(y) ∧ r ∈ output(y)]] ∧
∃y :TransformationRevision [r ∈ output(y) ∧ y ∈ modifiedFiles(Snapshot2)]∧
r 6∈ Cmod

The result from Algorithm 1 then contains, per configuration, all the revisions
of files that evolve according to that configuration. The results of this analysis are
presented in Section 3.4.

3.4 Results

Using the analysis described in Section 3.3, we have obtain the results which are
presented in Table 3.2. Visible is that “semantics-only” evolution (Q010) is the most
frequently occurring type of evolution, outweighing “syntax-only” evolution more
than 2:1. In Sections 3.4.1 through 3.4.4 we discuss the most frequently occurring
cases in more detail. Please note that the discussions in these sections are based on
observations in our case study and may thus not generalize to other contexts.

Table 3.2: Number of revisions evolving according to a particular configuration

Reference M+

evolves
S
evolves

SD
evolves

#

Q010 no yes no 865
Q100 yes no no 368
Q001 no no yes 344
Q111 yes yes yes 296
Q110 yes yes no 86
Q011 no yes yes 84
Q101 yes no yes 0
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3.4.1 Semantics-Only DSL Evolution (Q010)
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Figure 3.6: Illustration showing the modification of model-to-model transformations
over time (Q010). Each row represents a transformation, and each column represents
a moment in time. Columns are sorted chronologically, and rows are sorted by initial
creation of the transformation. A cell is colored red if the given transformation
changed at that moment in time. Names of transformations have been omitted for
reasons of confidentiality.
Observe that various transformations are often created together (A), and maintained
together (B). Also, once a transformation is modified, various modifications ensue
in rapid succession (C).

As the semantics-only DSL evolution case (Q010) has the most occurences, we can
say that the semantic definitions of DSLs are the most volatile part. Plotting the
changes over time as illustrated in Figure 3.6, we can see that the evolution fre-
quency of the various transformations seems to decrease over time. This enforces
our intuition that DSL semantics stabilize over time.

Interesting in Figure 3.6 is the large vertical column (annotated B), in which
a majority of transformation seems to have been updated. Upon closer (manual)
inspection, a new website for documentation was introduced, and all error messages
were refactored to include appropriate links to this site. This, in essence, was not
an update to the semantics. These log-related updates are the only non-semantical
updates performed.

To ensure that these non-semantical updates do not invalidate our findings, we
further analyzed to what extent they are present in our data. An analysis of these
non-semantical updates shows that of the 17187 differences that were observed 57 are
creations of new log-statements, 201 are modifications of existing log-expressions,
and 1 removal of a log statement. The total of 259 non-semantical changes thus
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constitutes approximately 1.5% (259/17187) of the observed data, which leads us to
conclude that our results are not invalidated by presence of non-semantical changes.

The observed volatility of DSL semantics (the fact that most DSL evolutions
are semantics-based), creates the necessity to incorporate semantics into the co-
evolution process of models. Interestingly, the work of Sprinkle et al. [180] does
not discuss the fundamental limitations in this case (i.e., automatability of model
co-evolution in response to evolution of only DSL semantics). Rather, only a case
under very stringent assumption6 is presented.

The question that remains is: given a model m1 BM+ 7, does a model m2 B
M+ exist that has equivalent semantics using the new semantical definition S2?

∃m2∈M2
[S2(m2) ≡ S1(m1)]

In order for semantics-preserving co-evolution of models in response to DSL-semantics
evolution be automatable, such an m2 should exist for every m1:

∀m1∈M1
[∃m2∈M2

[S2(m2) ≡ S1(m1)]]

As a start, we assume that identity (=) is used as a notion of equivalence (≡).
In this case, existence of such an m2 boils down to the question if the image (I)
of the original semantic function is a subset of the image of the updated semantic
function:

I(S1) ⊆ I(S2)
As I(S1) 6⊆ I(S2), by definition, means ∃m1∈I(S1)

[
¬∃m2∈I(S2) [S2(m2) = S1(m1)]

]
.

Unfortunately, even deciding whether I(S1) ⊆ I(S2), is undecidable in general.
To support this claim, we give a proof by contradiction (abstractly illustrated in
Figure 3.7). We will show that if it is decidable whether f ⊆ h for primitive recursive
functions f, h (P in Figure 3.7), then it is decidable whether ∀i∈N [f(i) = g(i)], i.e.,
f = g (Q in Figure 3.7). The latter is known to be undecidable, by Lemma 2 of
Voeten [198] (shown in Theorem 3.4.1), and as such I(f) ⊆ I(h) cannot be decidable.

P:f ✓ h

yes, f = g no, f 6= g

Q: f = g

f g

h

no yes

Figure 3.7: Abstract representation of the proof by contradiction with Theorem 3.4.1
6which makes analysis rather evident
7where m BM+ denotes a model m conforming to M+
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Assume I(f) ⊆ I(h) is decidable for any f, h.
� Then choose f such that ∀i∈N [f(i) = 0], for clarity we now denote f as 0

I(0) ⊆ I(h) is decidable.

� Equivalently, as I(0) = {0}
{0} ⊆ I(h) is decidable.

� Then let g : N → N be a primitive-recursive function, define h such that

h(i) =

{
g(i) = 0→ 1
g(i) > 0→ 0

� To show f = g if {0} 6⊆ I(h), we perform case distinction over {0} ⊆ I(h),
which is possible because {0} ⊆ I(h) is assumed to be decidable

Case: {0} ⊆ I(h)
�Then, by definition of h
∃i∈N [h(i) = 0]
�Equivalently, by definition of g
∃i∈N [g(i) > 0]
�Equivalently, as g(i) > 0⇒ g(i) 6= 0
∃i∈N [g(i) 6= 0(i)]
� Equiv. as 0 = g ⇔ ∀i∈N [0(i) = g(i)]
0 6= g

Case: {0} 6⊆ I(h)
� Then, by definition of h
∀i∈N [h(i) = 1]
�Equivalently, as h(i) = 1⇔ g(i) = 0
∀i∈N [g(i) = 0]
�Equivalently, by definition of 0
∀i∈N [g(i) = 0(i)]
� Equiv. as ∀i∈N [0(i) = g(i)]⇔ 0 = g
0 = g

Observe now that decidability of I(f) ⊆ I(h) implies decidability of 0 = g:

I(f) ⊆ I(h) then f 6= g

I(f) 6⊆ I(h) then f = g

Which is known to be undecidable [198], and as such �a

�
acontradiction

� Theorem 3.4.1
Given a primitive recursive function f with arity ≥ 1, it is undecidable if there
exists a function g such that f = g (i.e., f(x) = g(x) for all x). (Lemma 2 in the
work of Voeten [198])
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3.4.2 Syntax-Only DSL Evolution (Q100)

The second most frequent occurring changes are those syntactic only in nature
(Q100). In total, 368 revisions evolved according to this pattern. We elaborate on
the precise nature of these changes more in Chapter 4.

Upon more detailed study of the automation of this case, Sprinkle et al. [180]
argue that semantic model co-evolution is possible in a large number of cases: specif-
ically for additive evolutions8 [180] it is always possible. For subtractive evolu-
tion9 however, it depends on the specific context. More importantly, automation
of syntax-preserving co-evolution is always possible, provided the target domain is
satisfiable. This is easy to see, as all source models may simple be mapped to one
target model (which exist by definition)10.

The aforementioned conclusions are reinforced by the large number of syntax co-
evolution techniques mentioned in Section 3.2, and the lack of semantic co-evolution
tools.

3.4.3 Semantic-Domain-Only DSL Evolution (Q001)

The third most frequent case is evolution of the semantic domain. We expected the
semantic domains (i.e., our analysis DSLs) to be fairly stable over time. However,
the number of occurrences (344) were nearly as numerous as the syntactic evolutions
(368), which surprised us. This led us to investigate the evolution of semantic
domain DSLs further.

When intersecting all revisions that evolve as syntax (Q100) and the Revisions
that evolve as a semantic domain (Q001), we observe 309 Revisions are in both
sets. Upon further inspection, it turns out that transformations are often multi-step.
That is, a DSL A is transformed into a DSL B, which in turn is transformed into a
DSL C. In this case, when B evolves, it acts as both semantic domain and syntactic
definition, but for two separate DSLs. Please note that this is distinct from pattern
Q101, as noted earlier in Section 3.3.3 and Figure 3.5.

3.4.4 Everything evolves (Q111)

The last major case (with over 200 occurrences), is Q111. Here, we have to ac-
knowledge a threat to validity, as distinct evolutions may be obscured, e.g., by
our interpretation of git merges, skewing the observations we make. The number of
occurrences in Q111 may thus be attributed to various other cases, meaning that
the various other cases become more significant. However, to confirm this, more
in-depth research (e.g., a developer survey) is needed, which we mark as future
work.

8Evolutions where the evolved set of valid models is a superset of the old set
9Evolutions where the new set of valid models is a subset of the old set

10Do note that this is a very synthetic argument
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3.5 Threats to Validity

As with any work that involves mining git repositories, there are some inherent
threats [18]. In particular, our assumption that a commit corresponds to a piece of
work may lead to skewing of our results. However, as the set of files were consistent
after every commit, we have confidence that this is not the case.

Furthermore, compacting11 of commits may be an issue. Indeed reported num-
bers for our case Q111 may suffer from this threat. However, our main finding
(evolution of individual constituents is more prominent than co-evolution of several
constituents) is not threatened, as all evolutions attributed as Q111 would have
to attributed to a single multi-constituent evolution to significantly change results.
Nonetheless, as future work, in-depth analysis of Q111 evolutions may strengthen
our results.

Furthermore, we have inspected whether various files have changed, but not how
that file was changed. This leads to some additional false positives, as described in
Section 3.4.1. Further research is needed to perform a more in-depth analysis of the
various changes.

We have performed this study on the CARM ecosystem (Chapter 2) Although
CARM is, to the best of our knowledge, the largest industrial ecosystem that has
been studied, our findings may not generalize to a broader context. Unfortunately,
the proprietary nature of industrial MDE ecosystems makes it impossible to check.

3.6 Future Work

In Section 3.4.1, we have elaborated on the predominant case of DSL evolution:
evolution of only its semantics. As already stated there, we mark the precise nature
of this evolution as an interesting piece for future work. Investigating whether
automation of certain semantic changes is automatable in general, can have a major
impact on semantics-preserving co-evolution. For instance, if a semantic change
consists solely of conservative extensions, semantics-preserving co-evolution is “free”.

Furthermore, in this chapter we have limited ourselves to the most frequently
occurring cases in our case study. This gives rise to two pieces of future work.
Firstly, replication of our work on different (and more diverse) datasets, to see if
our findings generalize to a broader setting. Secondly, to further investigate the less
frequent cases of co-evolution, in order to be able to support a broader spectrum of
co-evolutionary cases.

Lastly, for this study we have only investigated transformations implemented
using QVTo, and semantic domains implemented by metamodels. As future work,
we envision also investigating evolution of other artifacts that can fulfill this role
(e.g., Java code as SD, Xtend [15] as S).

11Also known as piggy-backing
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3.7 Conclusions & Contributions

In this chapter, we have investigated what the constituent parts of a DSL are, and
conclude a DSL consist of:

• Syntax and Constraints combined into a metamodel;

• Semantics, implemented by model-to-model transformations;

• Semantic Domain(s), in practice implemented by metamodels.

This decomposition works toward RQ1.1. To further contribute, we have investi-
gated in what ratio these parts evolve, and found that in our case study:

The most common type of DSL evolution is that of its semantics.

Further analysis of the semantic redefinition of languages over time (illustrated in
Figure 3.6) shows that, in our case-study, the frequency of changes per transforma-
tion seems to decrease over time (with some notable exceptions). This observation
leads us to conjecture:

DSL semantics stabilize over time.

Furthermore, we feel that this work shows that the evolution of DSL semantics
plays a more dominant role in DSL evolution, where in literature, syntax is often
assumed to be the more dominant.

The observed volatility of DSL semantics (the fact that most DSL evolutions
are semantics-based), creates the necessity to incorporate semantics into the co-
evolution process of models.

Looking beyond DSL semantics into the broader spectrum of DSL evolution,
although multi-part DSL evolution does occur:

Evolution of a single constituent part of a DSL is far more common, than
evolution of multiple constituent parts.

As such, the greatest benefit is to be gained by contributing to single-part DSL
evolution. This conclusion contributes to RQ1.1 and leads us to subdivide the
co-evolution problem into several separate sub-problems: Co-evolution of models in
response to evolution of (1) DSL semantics; (2) DSL syntax; and (3) DSLs semantic
domain.
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Working to contribute to RQ1, we have investigates feasibility of co-evolution
for our two most common types of evolution. Combining findings from literature
with our own reasoning we conclude that:

• Syntax-preserving co-evolution is feasible, provided the target domain is
satisfiable;

• Semantics-preserving co-evolution is undecidable in general.

Combining the aforementioned

We regard the following areas of research to be most relevant:

• Syntax-preserving co-evolution in response to DSL syntax change;

• Semantics-preserving co-evolution in response to DSL syntax change;

• Semantics-preserving co-evolution in response to DSL semantics change;

It should be noted that syntax-preserving co-evolution in response to DSL seman-
tics evolution is trivial, as changes to semantics do not influence syntactic validity.

Following these conclusions, we start by investigating syntax-preserving co-evolution
in response to sytax-only DSL evolution first (Chapters 4 and 5). Subsequently we
investigate semantics-preserving co-evolution from Chapter 6 onwards.
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“As far as the laws of mathe-
matics refer to reality, they are 
not certain, and as far as they 
are certain, they do not refer to 
reality.”

Albert Einstein



IV
Syntactic Evolution of DSLs

In this chapter, we present our work into how DSL Syntax (metamodels) evolve. In particular, we 
have investigated the operator-based approach to evolution speci�cation for DSL syntax, and the 
extent to which existing libraries of such operators can specify evolution of real-life cases. We take a 
rigorous approach, in constructing a theoretical set R of all possible DSL-syntax evolutions, and map 
these onto the state-of-the-art in existing operator libraries. We conclude that, although a large 
number of operators are missing from existing libraries, the operators that are required most in 
practice are supported. As such, operator libraries can specify most of DSL syntax evolution in 
practice.

J. G. M. Mengerink, A. Serebrenik, R. R. H. Schi�elers, and M. G. J. van den Brand. A complete operator library for DSL 
evolution speci�cation. In IEEE International Conference on So�ware Maintenance and Evolution, pages 144–154, 2016

�e work of this chapter builds upon our works:
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4.1 Introduction

As we have identified in Chapter 3, feasibility of semantics-preserving co-evolution is
undecidable in general. As such, we first aim our research towards syntax-preserving
co-evolution (i.e., “low hanging fruit”). In this chapter we work towards automating
syntax-preserving co-evolution in response to metamodel evolution.

As described in Section 4.2, many techniques exist in literature that work towards
this automation, each in a specific way. To gain more focus in our research, we
wish to select the co-evolution technique that best suits our particular case. In this
chapter we start by identifying the technique that best fits our needs (Section 4.2.2).
This contributes to our research question:

RQ 3: What existing techniques are there for performing syntax-preserving
co-evolution, and which is best suited for the CARM case study?

Concluding that the operator-based approach (Section 4.2.3) is the most suitable,
we subsequently investigate if the state-of-the-art in operator-based approaches is
capable of specifying abstract-syntax evolution, contributing to our research ques-
tion:

RQ 4: Is the operator-based approach capable of specificying of DSL-syntax
evolution?

To contribute toRQ4, we answer a series of sub-questions. Primarily, the practi-
cal applicability of the operator-based approach relies heavily on the set of available
operators, known as operator libraries (e.g., those surveyed by Herrmannsdörfer et
al. [88]). Our first sub-question is thus:

RQ 4.1: To what extent can existing operator libraries specify evolution of
DSLs syntax in a large-scale industrial MDE ecosystem?

To answerRQ4.1 we perform a conceptual replication of the work of Herrmanns-
dörfer et al. [88] and apply the state-of-the-art operator library to the CARM case
study. Our study suggests that the existing operator libraries are not extensive
enough to specify evolution of large model-driven software ecosystems: We find
that 11% of the evolutionary changes in the case study DSLs cannot be specified
using the operator library, indicating a deficiency in the library. To mitigate this
deficiency, we wish to add additional operators to the library (i.e., extend it) such
that these 11% are also supported.

To achieve this goal two approaches can be considered: either to (1) perform a
series of case studies and incrementally extend the library to address the specific
deficiencies identified in each case study, or (2) design an approach allowing one to
specify evolution of DSLs in any case study.
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Unfortunately, extending operator libraries on a per-case study basis [84, 87] has
not yielded satisfactory results so far.

Aiming beyond the scope of our case-study, wishing to support any DSL based on
Ecore [50], we advocate the second approach. As opposed to practical completeness
of the earlier work by Herrmannsdörfer et al. [88] the approach we propose results
in a theoretically complete library, denoted R (Table C.1).

Based on R, we study which operators are not supported in practice by means
of our second research question.

RQ 4.2: Which operators fromR are missing from state-of-the-art operator
libraries?

In answering RQ4.2, we use a top-down approach rather than a bottom-up
approach. Aiming for a complete operator library, we wonder which operators we
would not have uncovered using a bottom-up approach, contributing to RQ4.3:

RQ 4.3: What are the limitations of our case study with respect to finding
operator library deficiencies?

4.2 Related Work

In the literature, a large number of studies have been performed that work towards
automating model co-evolution in response to evolution of abstract syntax [43, 51,
82, 88, 81, 167, 199]. Also the co-evolution of constraints, that together with the
abstract syntax form the metamodel, has been studied [104].

In this section, we first discuss the various different techniques that exist in the
literature for performing syntactic co-evolution (Section 4.2.1). Subsequently, we
use a survey by Hebig, Khelladi, and Bendraou [77] to select the most suitable
technique for the CARM case study (Chapter 2) in Section 4.2.2. Concluding that
the operator-based approach is most suited, we discuss this approach in more detail
in Section 4.2.3. There, we reason that an operator-based approach is only as good
as its operator library, which we elaborate on in Section 4.2.4.

Having fixed the approach to operator-based, there is a choice of which formal-
ism to use for the actual specification of evolution (Section 4.2.5). This discussion
is followed by an overview of techniques of how to obtain said specification (Sec-
tion 4.2.6).

Lastly, depending on the specific combination of techniques used, ambiguity may
play an important role, as described in Section 4.2.7.

4.2.1 Various Techniques for Syntax-Preserving Co-Evolution
Techniques for co-evolving models, also referred to as resolution, in response to
syntax-evolution can be subdivided into several main categories [77]:
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1. Resolution Strategy Languages that aim to ease the specification of how
models should co-evolve in response to the syntax evolution;

2. Resolution Strategy Generation approaches attempt to automatically
generate co-evolution specifications for a given syntax-change;

3. Predefined Resolution Strategy approaches pre-define, per syntax evolu-
tion, a corresponding model co-evolution;

4. Constrained model search approaches, that search the solution-space of
all possible models using constraints that must hold for the resulting model
to be valid.

The number of works that research model co-evolution in response to metamodel
evolution is so vast that various survey exist to compare the various approaches [168,
72, 150, 77, 89, 80]. The various techniques have been benchmarked against each
other [89], and some have been evaluated on industrial [84] and open-source [87]
case studies.

The amount of approaches for co-evolving models is in fact so large, that the
recent survey by Hebig, Khelladi, and Bendraou [77] elaborates on how to choose
an approach that suits a specific context. Using this survey, we select the approach
most suitable for CARM (Chapter 2) in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.2 Selecting a Suitable Technique

The survey of Hebig, Khelladi, and Bendraou [77] provides a detailed list of ap-
proaches that are available for the co-evolution of metamodels and models. In total,
31 different approaches for model co-evolution are summarized. By answering a
series of questions, the survey assists in selecting methods based on various criteria.

For application to our industrial case study [172], we follow the decision process
described by Hebig, Khelladi, and Bendraou [77]:

• Require result correctness? As, in this chapter, we focus on syntax-
preserving co-evolution we answer with “Metamodel conformance sufficient”;

• Full automation prioritized? Due to the sheer number of models in the
CARM ecosystem (Chapter 2, [196]), the need for full automation should
indeed be prioritized: “yes”;

• Can/should own tool be built? For corporate purposes, it is desirable to
use an off-the-shelf solution, to avoid incurred maintenance of a newly designed
tool. As such we answer “reuse of existing tool”;

• Subsequently the question Can the tool be integrated is preferable an-
swered with “yes”, but it should be noted that tools that also support stand-
alone usage are preferred. This allows for maximum applicability across the
board ;
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• Is the metamodel change under control of the company that evolves
the models? In the CARM use case, it is: “yes”;

• Is the metamodel change performed by a specialist? For CARM, the
team that designs the metamodels is the same team that maintains them. As
such, we answer “yes”;

• Is manual resolution performed by a specialist? The metamodels de-
signed by the CARM team are used throughout the company by means of
a created IDE. As such, the modelers are not specialists in meta-modeling.
Hence, we answer “no”.

Intersecting the suggested tools resulting from the above criteria [77] yields a single
solution: COPE/Edapt [82, 81, 51, 84, 87, 199, 88]. The suggested tool was also
evaluated internally at ASML with respect to:

• Tool availability. Edapt has an available tool [51] that is actively supported
in the open-source community;

• Interoperability with EMF. Edapt operates solely on EMF. As CARM
uses only EMF this is a perfect match;

• Learning curve. The graphical interface of Edapt focuses on usability, mak-
ing it easier to use than many of its competitors [89];

• Degree of automation achieved. Once evolution has been specified, the
co-evolution of all models is fully automated. The manual effort of evolu-
tion specification is acceptable, as the fraction of metamodels to models is
extremely small (e.g., in CARM, Chapter 2, the fraction is 22

5500 ).

As such, Edapt passes all internal and external criteria imposed on it. We continue
investigating syntax-preserving co-evolution focused on Edapt [82, 81, 51] (Chap-
ter 5), but start with the operator-based approach1 that underpins it [199] in this
chapter.

4.2.3 The Operator-Based Approach
The operator-based approach aims to find a middle ground between automation and
accuracy. It works by having a user manually specify (possibly with assistance) the
evolution of their syntax into an evolution specification. Subsequently the approach
attempts to automatically derive, from said evolution specification, a co-evolution
specification.

The approach does so by relating frequently occurring patterns of evolution and
co-evolution in so-called operators. These operators relate specification of syntax
evolution to specifications of model co-evolution. Moreover, the combined evolution
specificaton and co-evolution specification should ensure syntactic conformance is
preserved.

1Also known as operation-based approach [19]
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Essential to the practical feasibly of the operator-based approach is the set of
operators available to users, the so called operator library : a missing operator means
that a portion of evolution (and thus co-evolution) cannot be specified. One can
thus subdivide practical usability of the operator-based approach into two criteria:

• Being able to specify the evolution of syntax, as we discuss in this chapter;

• Having a related co-evolution for every part of evolution specification, as we
will investigate in Chapter 5.

Note that often (as in our research in Chapter 5) these two facts go hand in hand.
While we focus on the operator-based approach for model co-evolution in re-

sponse to DSL evolution [199], the technique is not limited to this context. In fact,
it borrows heavily from the field of database schema migrations [38]. There, op-
erators are used to capture frequently occurring patterns of schema evolution, and
data migration (e.g., changing a column from double to int, and rounding down all
such doubles so that they become integers).

Furthermore, work has been done in using the operator-based approach for co-
evolution of transformations in response to syntax-evolution [58, 111].

4.2.4 Operator Libraries

Because the operator-based approach allows for reuse of evolution patterns, it is
appealing to large-scale industrial cases. However, the practical applicability of this
approach relies heavily on the set of available operators [168].

A number of operator libraries have been proposed and applied to industrial
case studies. Herrmannsdörferet al. have taken a number of these libraries and
case studies and combined them into a single library that provides 61 atomic and
compound operators [88]. For each of these operators, a practical evaluation on
eighteen case studies is provided. The authors claim that their library of 61 operators
is complete for practical applications [88].

Although the applicability of this operator library has already been investigated
in an industrial context [88], these studies limit themselves to studies of a single
metamodel at a time and are primarily set in the automotive domain. Our industrial
case study (Chapter 2) consists of twenty-two DSLs with four years of history.It is,
to the best of our knowledge, the largest industrial case of MDE that has been
studied.

In this chapter, we focus solely on atomic operators (also known as primitives)
[82], i.e., operators with effects that cannot be decomposed into smaller operators on
the meta-model. For example, the compound operator CreateOppositeReference
[88] can be decomposed into an application of CreateReference and an application
of SetOppositeReference, where the two latter operators cannot be decomposed
further. We have chosen to focus on atomic operators because they form the foun-
dation for further operator specification (i.e., every compound operator can be
expressed in terms of atomic operators). In order to properly research compound
operators, a complete set of atomic operators is required first.
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4.2.5 Specifying Metamodel Evolution

In order for an operator-based approach to work effectively, the approach must be
able to accurately and effectively specify metamodel evolution. The result of such
specification is known as an evolution specification.

The goal of evolution specification is to formalize the differences between two ver-
sions of a (meta-)model. In the literature, a number of approaches for the specifica-
tion of (meta-)model evolution (or model differences in general) have been presented
[31]:

Difference meta-models [31] define a language for specifying differences as mod-
els, according to the “everything is a model” principle. A model of this difference
meta-model can represent the changes made to an initial version of a (meta-)model,
in order to obtain the new version. For EMF, one of the most used tools for doing
so is EMFCompare [52].

Coloring [154] techniques use a visual representation in which common parts
of two (meta-)model versions are colored. However, this approach becomes less
appealing as the (meta-)models under study become large.

Lastly, Edit scripts (also known as the directed delta [137], or operation-based
approach [19]) formalize differences in terms of operations (such as ADD and DELETE )
in a procedural way. An example of such an approach is the operator-based approach
by Wachsmuth [199], which formalizes the differences between two meta-models in
terms of reusable and configurable patterns of evolution known as operators. An
example of an operator, and its application can be found in Examples 4.2 and 4.1
respectively.

4.2.6 Obtaining Evolution Specifications

In literature, several approaches exist for obtaining evolution specifications as de-
scribed in Section 4.2.5.

Manual Specification approaches [167] do not deal with evolution specification at
all. They require the user to manually create themodel co-evolution specification
in a tailored DSL. However, as meta-models and their evolutions become large, so
does the effort and difficulty required to manually create co-evolution specification
by hand [89]. For this reason, we consider manual specification to be out of scope
of this research.

Recording approaches [168] record the editing performed to the meta-model by
the user, and create an evolution specification based on these actions.

State-based differencing approaches [30, 168] take both the original, and the
evolved version of a meta-model, and derive an evolution specification using model
differencing.

By-example approaches [100] require the user to manually migrate several models
between the old and new meta-model versions, and attempt to distill the meta-model
changes.

The latter three approaches have in common that they automate the derivation
of co-evolution specifications from the evolution specification. Whilst this saves
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time, as creation of co-evolution specification is specialized, and tedious work, it
also introduces ambiguities, as described in Section 4.2.7

4.2.7 Ambiguity While Using Fully Automated Approaches
To reduce the workload of the user, the latter three approaches described in Sec-
tion 4.2.6 attempt to approximate evolution specifications, rather than have the user
specify one by hand.

This approximation saves time, however it comes at a price: the approaches have
to make certain choices for the user without confirming that those choices correspond
to the user’s intention. Consider Figure 4.1. Different evolutionary scenarios could
have taken place, including but not limited to (1) X.name was renamed to X’.id and
Y’.name is new; (2) X.name was renamed to Y’.name and X’.id is new; (3) X.name
was removed, and both X’.id and Y’.name are new. If an evolution specification is
approximated, the algorithm that does so must choose one of these options, without
knowing what the users intention was. We call this the semantic gap.

name : String
X

 
Y

ys

(a) Before Evolu-
tion

id : String
X’

name : String
Y’

ys

(b) After Evolu-
tion

Figure 4.1: An example of meta-model evolution

Lastly, Operator-based approaches [199, 168], in contrast to the other approaches,
allow the user to specify the meta-model evolution by hand2. Rather than ap-
proximating the specification from a source of meta-data (e.g., user actions on
the meta-model), the user is asked to specify meta-model evolution in terms of
reusable operators that each encode an often-occurring pattern of evolution (and
possibly model co-evolution3). This mitigates the semantic gap that arises through
evolution specification approximation, by having the user formally define the exact
evolution. The operator-based approach has even been mathematically formalized
in terms of graph transformations by Mantz et al. [183, 124].

4.3 Study Setup

To answer RQ4.1, we perform a conceptual replication (cf. Shull et al. [177]) of
the work of Herrmannsdörferet al. [88, 84]. We apply the methodology of Her-
rmannsdörferet al. [84] to investigate the extent to which the library described

2Some techniques even provide an initial version of the specification automatically
3In this paper we only consider evolution
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by Herrmannsdörferet al. [88], which we will denote as H, is able to specify the
evolution of a large-scale industrial case study. To extract the evolution

Similar studies have been previously performed in classical software engineering
[205]. We opt for H as it is a state-of-the-art operator library that has been claimed
to be “practically complete” [88].

While the earlier evaluations of operator libraries have been restricted to indi-
vidual DSLs, we opt for an industrial DSL ecosystem [174, 138] (cf. Lungu [121]).
The CARM case study (Chapter 2), counts twenty-two interdependent DSLs with
the corresponding models and model transformations [60], has a revision history of
four years and is developed at ASML [10], provider of lithography equipment for
the semiconductor industry.

To answer RQ4.2, we need to go beyond the specifics of an individual DSL.
Therefore, we cannot use the approach taken by Herrmannsdörferet al., as its incre-
mental nature strongly relies on case studies as the basis of the deficiency identifica-
tion. Rather, we use the meta-meta-model as input to generate a complete library
of atomic operators. We refer to this library as R. Subsequently, we investigate to
what extent the operators from H are present in R.

To answer RQ4.3, we compare the answers to RQ4.1 and RQ4.2, and deter-
mine which operator-library deficiencies were not discovered by our industrial case
study.

Summarizing, to answer our research questions three comparisons are performed:

1. H with respect to our industrial case study (for RQ4.1);

2. H with respect to R (for RQ4.2);

3. the industrial case-study with respect to R (for RQ4.3).

4.3.1 Simplifying Analyses

Since R is complete, we can relate both H and the case study to R, as illustrated
in Figure 4.2. Then, after applying EMFCompare to the CARM case, the answers
to our research questions can be distilled as follows:

1. We identify differences (e.g., d5) , that are related to an operator in R (e.g.,
r5) that is not related to any operator in H. This indicates that a specific
EMFCompare difference (d5) cannot be specified by H. Identifying all such
EMFCompare differences then answers RQ4.1.

2. To answer RQ4.2, we identify operators in R that are not related to any
operator in H (e.g., r5, r6 in Figure 4.2). If this is the case, then H has a
deficiency with respect to R. Identifying all such deficiencies then answers
RQ4.2.

3. To answerRQ4.3, we determine what atomic operators inR are not supported
by H, but are not revealed by the case study. To do so, we search for operators
inR, that are neither related to an EMFCompare difference, nor to an operator
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in H, (e.g., r6 in Figure 4.2). Such a pattern corresponds to a deficiency in
the library that is not revealed by the case study.

In the remainder of this section, we discuss computation of our complete li-
brary of atomic operators R (Section 4.3.2), extraction of the evolution history
(Section 4.3.3) and relating H to R (Section 4.3.4).

Case Study
EMF-

Compare
Differences

d1

d2

d3

d4

d5

...

R

r1

r2

r3

r4

r5

r6

...

H

h1

h2

h3

h4

h5

...

Figure 4.2: Relations between EMFCompare-based case study differences, our com-
plete library of atomic operators (R), and the library of Herrmannsdörferet al. [88]
(H).

4.3.2 Computing R
In order to determine operator deficiencies that are not identified by a case study,
we compute R, a complete library of atomic operators. The primary requirement on
a complete set of atomic operators is that it can specify every change possible on the
meta-model. To this extent we need to be able to formalize meta-model changes.
The EMFCompare difference model [52], for example, is able to encode every atomic
meta-model change on Ecore-based meta-models in a difference model. As our case
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study is entirely Ecore-based, we construct our solution using the EMFCompare
difference model [52].

An atomic operator, by definition, should cause4 precisely one meta-model differ-
ence. Hence, we start by discussing meta-model differences identified by EMFCom-
pare. The EMFCompare difference model encodes each atomic change as so-called
Diff-Objects. For the sake of simplicity, we view these Diff-Objects as four-tuples
〈δ, φ, ε, ν〉 where
• δ is a difference kind: ADD, DELETE, or CHANGE 5;

• φ is a meta-model element on which the change has been performed;

• ε is a structural feature of φ (i.e., an attribute or reference, here and elsewhere
we refer to elements of the Ecore meta-model fragment shown on Figure 1.5a);

• ν is a value to be added/deleted/changed (the type ν∗ of ν should correspond
to the datatype of ε).

� Example 4.1
Changing the name of the class “Vertex” to “Node” can be recorded as:

〈CHANGE ,Vertex,name, “Node”〉

“Node” is of type String corresponding to the datatype of name (cf. Figure 1.5a).

Since EMFCompare can describe any change, intuitively we can generate all
possible operators by iterating over every possible combination of the difference
kind δ, type of φ (which corresponds to every element in the meta-meta-model),
feature ε of that φ, and datatype ν∗ of ε.

� Example 4.2
The operator corresponding to the change in Example 4.1 is

〈CHANGE , EClass, name, String〉

. We also say that the change in Example 4.1 is an application of this operator.

However, there are two reasons why this simplistic approach will not work. First
of all, EMFCompare documentation states that not all difference kinds are allowed
for particular structural features [53]. Second, the datatype ν∗ corresponding to
ε might be abstract, i.e., there might be no values corresponding to it. In the
remainder of this section we discuss how these two issues are addressed.

Firstly, depending on the structural feature ε, EMFCompare restricts difference
kinds δ as follows:

4An operator causing a difference can also be thought of as an operator covering a difference.
5EMFCompare also support the MOVE change kind for re-ordering elements. For simplicity, we

omit changes of this kind.
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1. If the feature ε is a containment reference, the change kind can only be ADD
or DELETE , as in Example 4.3.

2. If ε is not a containment reference and the upper bound of the feature is greater
than one, the δ can only be ADD or DELETE . If the upper bound of the feature
is one, δ can only be CHANGE , as in Example 4.4.

� Example 4.3
The operator corresponding to adding a class is:

〈ADD , EPackage, eClassifiers, EClass〉

This is because eClassifiers is a containment reference (i.e., classes are contained
in a package). The operator:

〈CHANGE , EPackage, eClassifiers, EClass〉

is thus excluded by EMFCompare constraints.

� Example 4.4
The operator for changing the eOpposite relation (which has an upper bound of
one), would be: 〈CHANGE , EReference, eOpposite, EReference〉

Whereas the operator for adding a class to the eSuperTypes relation (which
has an upper bound of *), would be: 〈ADD , EClass, eSuperTypes, EClass〉

As mentioned above, the second challenge pertaining to operator generation is
related to the datatype of ε being abstract, meaning one can never have an instance
of it. To mitigate this, we create a separate operator for every possible type that is
not abstract (i.e., its abstract feature is false) and that is derivable from the type
of ε (note that this may include the type of ε itself).

� Example 4.5
When adding a class to a package we observe that the type of the eClassifiers
feature is EClassifier. However, as shown on Figure 1.5a EClassifier is ab-
stract and has two sub-classes EClass and EDataTypea. Those sub-classes are
not abstract. Hence, instead of creating a single operator
〈ADD , EPackage, eClassifiers, EClassifier〉, we create:
〈ADD , EPackage, eClassifiers, EClass〉, and 〈ADD , EPackage, eClassifiers, EDataType〉

aIn the actual Ecore meta-meta-model [50], EClassifier, has additional sub-classes which
we exclude here for clarity.

The library obtained as explained above constitutes the complete library of
atomic operators R, presented in Table C.1. Using this library, every change on
Ecore-based meta-models can be expressed. Observe that a similar approach could
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have been applied to a non-Ecore meta-meta-model, yielding a variant on R spe-
cific to that meta-meta-model. Pseudocode of the algorithm (Algorithm 46) used
to generate the library can be found in the Appendix.

4.3.3 Obtaining the Case Study Evolution History

As was stated at the beginning of Section 4.3, it is necessary to reconstruct the
evolution history of the case study in terms of R. To do so, EMFCompare [52] is
run on subsequent version pairs of each of the 22 DSLs in the CARM ecosystem
(Chapter 2). We obtain the subsequent versions of the twenty-two DSLs from a
subversion repository. The ecosystem development team employs a trunk-branch
development scheme. We have extracted subsequent version pairs from the trunk
only, as the DSLs in trunk represent stable releases.

The difference models yielded by running EMFCompare on the subsequent ver-
sions contain a number of atomic differences. We refer to this collection of differences
as the evolution history.

Correctness of our evolution history is threatened by the accuracy of EMFCom-
pare results, as recognized by Herrmannsdörfer et al. [84]. To assess to what extent
this is a real threat to validity, the evolution of two DSLs in the ecosystem was re-
constructed manually by a graduate student [195, 196] (Chapter 5), who concluded
that the results of EMFCompare were perfect with the exception of detecting re-
names (which were manually determined to have few occurrences). To address the
rename detection, a more structural approach to model differencing as described by
Protić [160] could be considered.

Each difference in the evolution history can be seen as the result of an operator
application. To reconstruct this relation, each difference in the evolution history
is related to an atomic operator in R. Note that this is straightforward as we
constructed each of these atomic operators based on the EMFCompare difference
model.

4.3.4 Relating the Operator Library to R

Lastly, we manually relate each atomic operator from H to an atomic operator in
our computed set R, as was illustrated in Figure 4.2. Note that there might be
operators in R that are not related to any operator in the library under study. For
example in Figure 4.2, there is no operator hm in the library under study such
that hm is related to r5. This means that r5 is not supported by the library under
study. Additionally, as illustrated in Figure 4.2, there may be one-to-many, and
many-to-one relations between the operators in R and operators in H.
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4.4 Results

4.4.1 Complete Library of Atomic operators
Having computed R as described in Section 4.3.2, we have obtained a complete
library of atomic operators (for Ecore-based meta-models). This library consists of
176 atomic operators and is presented in Table C.1.

4.4.2 The CARM Case Study
Applying EMFCompare to the subsequent version pairs of the CARM case study
results in a total of 3405 individual differences that constitute our evolution history.
These differences are summarized in Table 4.1. Subsequently relating these differ-
ences to operators in R reveals that these 3405 differences can be specified using
applications of 70 distinct atomic operators (please recall from Section 4.3.2 that
these numbers exclude MOVE operations). In Figure 4.3 the number of applications
per operator is illustrated (note that the operator names have been omitted for
readability).
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Figure 4.3: A barplot showing the number of applications (y-axis) of each operator
in R (x-axis) to the CARM case study. Bars corresponding to operators not in H
have been colored blue. The distribution has a median of 8, and the Gini-index [61]
is 0.75 of the maximal 0.98 [5].

In this distribution, positive skew can be observed. Further analysis shows that
the first thirteen operators (i.e., the thirteen operators with the highest number of
applications) together are related to 2756 of the differences yielded by EMFCompare.
This means that the first thirteen operators specify 81% of the evolution history of
our case study.

4.4.3 H: the Library of Herrmannsdörferet al.

The library of Herrmannsdörferet al. [88], H, consists of 61 operators, of which
30 are atomic, and 31 are compound. After having manually related the atomic
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Table 4.1: A brief summary of the CARM evolution history yielded by EMFCom-
pare. The number of differences has been presented per meta-meta-model concept
and per difference kind.

Meta-meta-model concept / Change kind ADD CHANGE DELETE Grand
Total

EAnnotation 22 0 34 56
EAttribute 0 462 0 462
EClass 811 68 510 1389
EDataType 0 0 0 0
EEnum 107 2 37 146
EEnumLiteral 0 23 0 23
EFactory 0 0 0 0
EGenericType 7 15 0 22
EOperation 41 34 34 109
EPackage 233 32 131 396
EParameter 7 30 0 37
EReference 38 712 13 763
EStringToString MapEntry 0 2 0 2
ETypeParameter 0 0 0 0
Grand Total 1266 1380 759 3405

operators in H to the atomic operators in R, we observe that 41 of the atomic
operators in R are covered by the atomic operators in H.

This discrepancy is caused by many-to-one, and one-to-many relations between
both libraries. For example, the operators RenameAttribute and RenameClass in
R are related to the Rename operator in H. On the other hand, the operator Change
Class Abstract in R is related to two operators: Make Class Abstract and Drop
Class Abstract, in H.

However, as already discussed in Section 4.4.2, the number of occurrences in
practice (as illustrated in Figure 4.3) is heavily skewed. The operators not supported
by H (colored in blue), are used relatively little. As such, the impact of these
deficiencies on the ability of H to specify the evolution history of CARM is small.

4.4.4 Answering RQs

In this section we will discuss how the differences in the evolution history, H, and
R relate. The results discussed are illustrated in Figure 4.4.

To answer RQ4.1, we have related the 3405 differences in the CARM case study
to 70 operators in R, and the operators in H to 41 operators in R. Using these
relations we observe that H supports 32 of the 70 operators used by the CARM case
study. In total, these 32 operators supported by H are able to describe 3 032 of the
3 405 (89%) of the differences in the CARM evolution history.

Next, to answer RQ4.2, we look at operators in R that are not related to
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9 (=H\ CARM)

38 (=CARM\H)

97 (=R\(CARM∪H))

32 (=H∩CARM)

Figure 4.4: An illustration of how the 41 operators offered by the library of Her-
rmannsdörferet al. [88] H (blue), 70 operators required for the CARM case study
(green) relate to the complete library of 176 atomic operators R (white).

operators in H. In Figure 4.4 it can be observed that there are 135 deficiencies
(= 176 − 32 − 9) in H. For example, changing the isUnique field of an attribute,
or changing the isOrdered field of an attribute, are among these deficiencies.

Finally, to answer RQ4.3, we look at operators in R that are neither related to
differences in the CARM case study, nor to operators in H. In Figure 4.4, observe
that of the 135 deficiencies in H, 97 (= 176 − 38 − 32 − 9) are not revealed by
the CARM case study (i.e., 72%). For example, the deficiencies mentioned in the
results of RQ4.2, are not revealed by the CARM case study.

4.5 Contributions to RQ4.1

The first question we asked was “To what extent can existing operator libraries
specify evolution of DSLs syntax in a large-scale industrial MDE ecosystem?”. We
answer this by investigating what portion of the evolution history of our industrial
case study could be covered by the library of Herrmannsdörferet al. [88] (H). In
Section 4.4 we have seen that H provides support for nine atomic operators that
are not required by the CARM case study. Furthermore, 32 atomic operators are
offered by H that are required by the CARM case study. However, the CARM case
study requires support for 70 atomic operators. We conclude that 54% (= 38/70)
of atomic operators required for the case study are not provided by H.

However, the number of applications among these operators is unevenly dis-
tributed in our case-study. As can be observed in Fig. 4.3, the number of applica-
tions per operator shows positive skew. Further inspection shows that the Pareto
principle (cf. [63]) applies: 81% of the evolution history can be specified using 19%
(= 13/70) of the 70 operators required (cf. Table 4.2).
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In Figure 4.3, bars corresponding to operators not supported by H have been
colored. Although the most frequently required operators are supported (i.e., col-
ored white), the colored operators in the tail of the distribution seem arbitrary. The
results for RQ4.1 (Section 4.4.4), that the operators in H cannot specify 11% of
the evolution history, are comparable to the earlier study by Herrmannsdörferet al.
[84], where deficits of 7% and 15% are observed.

Table 4.2: A subset of Table C.1 containing an overview of the thirteen most fre-
quently used operators of the CARM use-case, number of applications, percentage
of the evolution history and support by H.

Operation Value type applications
in CARM

H

CHANGE reference type EClass 571 (16.7%) Yes
CHANGE attribute type EDataType 367 (10.7%) Yes
ADDNEW reference to class EReference 312 (9.2%) Yes
ADDNEW attribute to class EAttribute 245 (7.2%) Yes
ADD supertype EClass 239 (7.0%) Yes
ADDNEW class to package EClass 215 (6.3%) Yes
DELETE reference from class EReference 201 (5.9%) Yes
DELETE attribute from class EAttribute 141 (4.1%) Yes
DELETE supertype EClass 132 (3.9%) Yes
DELETE class from package EClass 119 (3.5%) Yes
ADDNEW literal to an enumeration EEnumLiteral 107 (3.1%) Yes
CHANGE name of a class EString 55 (1.6%) Yes
CHANGE name of a reference EString 52 (1.5%) Yes

2756 (81)%

4.6 Contributions to RQ4.2

To answer RQ4.2, “Which operators from R are missing from state-of-the-art op-
erator libraries?”, we compared H to R (Table C.1).

The library H, covers 41 of the atomic operators in R. Although in Section 4.4.3
we have observed that these 41 operators are sufficient to cover 89% of the evolution
history of our industrial case study, we also observed that there are 38 kinds of
differences in the case study not covered by the library.

Comparing H to R shows that a total amount of 135 operators lack support.
Further analysis of these 135 deficiencies reveals that several Ecore concepts are
under-supported (e.g., only widening but not tightening of feature bounds is sup-
ported)or not supported at all. Detailed analyses of the differences supported and
not supported by H respectively are presented in Table 4.3. The most prominent
operators that are not supported are those related to the EAnnotation (56 differ-
ences) and EOperation (108 differences) meta-meta-model concepts. We further
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Table 4.3: Summary of CARM differences are supported/not supported by the
library of Herrmannsdörferet al. [88] (H) respectively.

Meta-meta-model element /
change kind

ADD CHANGE DELETE Grand Total

EAnnotation 0/22 0/0 0/34 0/56
EAttribute 0/0 459/3 0/0 459/3
EClass 796/15 67/1 474/36 1337/52
EDataType 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
EEnum 107/0 2/0 37/0 146/0
EEnumLiteral 0/0 4/19 0/0 4/19
EFactory 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
EGenericType 0/7 0/15 0/0 0/22
EOperation 0/41 1/33 0/34 1/108
EPackage 232/1 7/25 130/1 369/27
EParameter 0/7 4/26 0/0 4/33
EReference 0/38 712/0 0/13 712/51
EString- ToString-
MapEntry

0/0 0/2 0/0 0/2

ETypeParameter 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
Grand Total 1135/131 1256/124 641/118 3032/373

note the absence of ADD operators for EReference features, and DELETE operators
for EClass features. The absence of operators for EAnnotations is even more sur-
prising as EAnnotation have been reported as one of the most widely used Ecore
classes [86]. If operators for EOperators and EAnnotations would be added, an
additional 5% of the evolution history would be supported (for a total of 94% cov-
erage).

Summarizing, although evolution of DSLs in an industrial context can be spec-
ified to a large extent using H, the library lacks expressiveness for evolution speci-
fication in general. An additional 135 atomic operators would need to be added to
the library in order to resolve this deficiency (we start this effort in Chapter 5).

4.7 Contributions to RQ4.3

To answerRQ4.3 “What are the limitations of our case study with respect to finding
operator library deficiencies?” we compare the results of RQ4.1 and RQ4.2.

Of the 135 deficiencies in H, only 38 were revealed using our case study. This
leaves a total of 97 of 135 deficiencies (72%). In Table 4.4, the precise number of
missing operators per meta-meta-model element are presented. It can be observed
that the large number of missing operators is mainly caused by EAnnotations and
EOperations. This is either most likely due to our case study lacking these meta-
meta-concepts, or existing meta-meta-concepts not evolving. However, to confirm
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Table 4.4: The number of operators that would not have been discovered using our
industrial case-study, per meta-meta-concept.

Meta-meta-model concept Number of Operators not discovered
EAnnotation 19
EAttribute 11
EClass 4
EDataType 7
EEnum 7
EEnumLiteral 3
EFactory 2
EGenericType 7
EOperation 14
EPackage 1
EParameter 6
EReference 11
EStringToStringMapEntry 1
ETypeParameter 4

the latter, more research into different case studies is needed.

4.8 Research Limitations

Several threats might affect validity of our results.
Firstly, we compute the evolution history using EMFCompare. The accuracy of

EMFCompare may have affected the results in RQ4.1. To mitigate this threat, the
EMFCompare results have been manually verified by a graduate student. Further-
more, the relation between the library of Herrmannsdörfer et al. [88] and R, was
performed manually, and is thus susceptible to human error. To mitigate this error,
the created relation was verified by the same graduate student.

Furthermore, we obtain the subsequent versions of DSLs from a git version-
control system. In this repository, we have only studied subsequent DSL versions
from the main branch as these represent finished products, rather than unstable
development versions. This means that we might miss changes that only occur in
development branches.

The validity of our results in RQ4.1 might also be influenced by the choice of
the case study. Although our case study is large, there is no guarantee that our
results can be generalized to other industrial DSL ecosystems. To mitigate this,
in RQ4.2, we have presented a theoretically complete library of atomic operators
that is independent of any case study, and in RQ4.3 we have studied the actual
limitations of our case study.

Lastly, in this study we have restricted ourselves to the study of atomic operators.
Although the results obtained are theoretically complete, they may be pessimistic
with respect to reality. Consider a library that contains the compound operator
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⊗ = ⊕1 ⊕2 ⊕3, but not its constituent atomic operators ⊕1, ⊕2, and ⊕3. If we
observe, in an evolution history, occurrences of ⊕1 ⊕2 ⊕3, we would incorrectly
conclude that these changes cannot be specified by the library.

4.9 Conclusions

At the start of this chapter, we have used the survey of Hebig et al. [77] to contribute
to RQ3: “What existing techniques are there for performing syntax-preserving co-
evolution, and which is best suited for the CARM case study?”. From this study we
concluded that for the CARM case study:

Edapt is the most suitable tool for syntax-preserving co-evolution in response
to DSL syntax-evolution.

Throughout this chapter we have evaluated the ability of the atomic operators in
the state-of-the-art library of Herrmannsdörferet al.[88] (which underpins Edapt) to
specify syntax evolution of a large-scale industrial case study of twenty-two DSLs.
We conclude that:

The operator library by Herrmannsdörfer et al. [88] can specify 89% of DSL
evolutions.

We have identified the deficiencies that make up the remaining 11%. These
combined findings contribute to RQ4.1.

Next, we have presented a top-down methodology for creating a theoretically
complete library of atomic operators. Although we have only calculated this library
for the Ecore meta-meta-model, our approach is generic and may be applied to
any meta-meta-model. Using this library (Table C.1), we have revealed further
deficiencies in existing operator libraries, and have identified the operators that
would need to be implemented to mitigate these deficiencies, contributing toRQ4.2.
The combination of results from RQ4.1 and RQ4.2 together form the answer to
RQ4.3.

Combining our sub-questions RQ4.1, RQ4.2, and RQ4.3 we can contribute to
RQ4 that:

The operator-based approach is suited for the specification of DSL syntax
evolution.

We mark research into model co-evolution as future work for Chapter 5, where we
investigate whether Edapt can be used for co-evolution of models in the CARM case
study. As other future work, we consider including compound operators. Further-
more, we wish to formalize our library of atomic operators (R) into an executable



DSL for meta-model evolution, and extend this DSL with support for compound op-
erators. Furthermore, replication of the current study using an approach advocated
by Protić [160] as an alternative to EMFCompare would be valuable additions.
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5.1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 4, we have selected the operator-based approach and its
corresponding tool Edapt to support automation of syntax-preserving model co-
evolution in our industrial case. In Chapter 4, we found that the operator-based
approach is theoretically capable of specifying syntax evolution for large industrial
cases. That is, using state-of-the-art operator libraries, 89% of evolutions could
be specified out-of-the-box. Unfortunately, there is often a discrepancy between
state-of-the-art and state-of-the-practice. In particular, we envision two main dis-
crepancies:

1. Our research from Chapter 4 deals solely with atomic operators. Edapt on the
other hand, also supports compound operators whose constituents may not be
individually supported. As such, applicability of Edapt may be higher than
the results from Chapter 4 suggest.

2. Our research from Chapter 4 deals with a theoretical library. Not all operators
present in the theoretical library may be implemented in tooling. As such,
applicability of Edapt may be lower than the results from Chapter 4 suggest.

In this chapter we evaluate whether the state-of-the-practice tooling (Edapt) can
do as good (or better) than the state-of-the-art operator libraries as investigated in
Chapter 4. We thus pose the research question:

RQ 5: Can Edapt be used to automate syntax-preserving co-evolution in
practice?

We conclude that Edapt is only able to specify 72% of the (co-)evolution in
the CARM case study (Chapter 2), using reusable operators. This contrasts the
theoretical applicability of 89% found in Chapter 4. Having identified the deficiencies
in Edapt, we wish to utilize the extensibility of Edapt and implement additional
operators to mitigate the deficiencies identified. Kruse et al. have already suggested
that such extensions of operator libraries are a good way to further the field [111].
Thus, we pose our second research question:

RQ 5.1: What challenges arise when extending the library of reusable op-
erators provided by Edapt?

We classify the operator deficiencies (i.e., operators required by our case, but
not offered by the library) of Edapt with respect to their degree of automatability
[84]. The least automatable operator deficiencies require user interaction in order
to operate. We follow Herrmannsdörfer [85] and implement user interaction as a
choice between a number of provided options. Having extended Edapt, the tool
is now able to automatically perform 98% of the DSL/model (co-)evolutions. We
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conclude that, once extended with additional operators, and support for
model-specific operators, Edapt is suitable for the maintenance of DSLs
and models in an industrial context.

5.2 Edapt

Edapt [51] (previously developed as COPE [81, 80]) is a tool for model co-evolution
that implements the operator-based approach [199], and is integrated into the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF) [181]. Operator-based model co-evolution is performed
incrementally by executing a sequence of coupled operators that encode one or more
metamodel evolutions in addition to zero or more model co-evolution steps [51]. The
metamodel developer specifies a sequence of operators from two types:

• Re-usable operators are operators that can be quickly configured to per-
form frequently occurring patterns of evolution and (model) co-evolution (e.g.,
rename a class).

• Custom operators allow users to manually specify a pattern of evolution
and (model) co-evolution when no reusable operator is available, or to add
custom semantics to existing operators (e.g., rename an integer attribute and
square all its values).

This concept is illustrated schematically in Figure 5.1.

Model
version
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DSL
version

1

DSL
version

2

Model 
version

2

reusable
operarator

reusable
operarator

}

custom
operator

conformsToDSL

Model atomic meta-model change
atomic model change

instantiate

Figure 5.1: A schematic overview of coupled evolution, using a sequence of re-usable
and custom operators

The usability of the operator-based approach relies on the availability of re-usable
operators [107]. When no reusable operator is available, a custom operator has to be
manually created to mitigate this deficiency, increasing the required co-evolutionary
effort.

5.3 Study Setup

To answer RQ5, we perform a conceptual replication (cf. [177]) of the work of
Herrmannsdörfer et al. [84]. That is, we retrospectively attempt to define the
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evolution of subsequent historical pairs of metamodel versions using Edapt. For
this, we (again) use the metamodels from the CARM ecosystem (Chapter 2). We
refer to the set of all evolutions such a metamodel undergoes throughout time as its
evolution history.

We extract said subsequent historical pairs from the git-repository of ASML. In
order to mitigate various threats to validity with respect to this mining, only ver-
sions from the main branch were considered, as these represent stable and coherent
versions of the artifacts.

To guide us in defining the evolution histories of the various metamodels, we
use EMFCompare [52] to determine differences in subsequent version pairs of the
metamodels. A known threat to validity of construction of the evolution history
is the accuracy of EMFCompare [84]. To mitigate this threat, we have manually
verified a subset of the EMFCompare results [195]. The results of EMFCompare
were found to be perfect, with the exception of detecting renames.

In answering RQ5 we find that extension of Edapt is necessary. In contributing
toRQ5.1, we report on our findings regarding the extension of Edapt. In particular,
we classify the operator deficiencies of Edapt with respect to CARM, using the
classification presented by Herrmannsdörfer et al. [84] (presented in Figure 5.3
and discussed in Section 5.4.2). We observe that most challenges are related to
the lowest automatability class: model-specific [84]. To overcome these challenges,
we extend Edapt following the human-in-the-loop approach of Herrmannsdörfer et
al. [85] (Section 5.4.3).

5.4 Results

In this section, we present and discuss our findings with regard to the previously
posed research questions.

5.4.1 Reusable Operators
For RQ5 we have studied to what extent the reusable operators of Edapt cover
the evolution of the CARM case study (Chapter 2) in Chapter 4. More specifically,
we investigate what operators are required to specify the evolution of the CARM
ecosystem during four years of its development history, and assess whether Edapt
supports these operators.

The evolution history of CARM (also used in Chapter 4), consists of 3405 meta-
model changes, such as “Rename Class Person to Employee”, that can be described
using 70 operators, such as “Rename Class”. We observe that only 28 (40%) of these
70 operators are supported by Edapt.

However, plotting the number of DSL changes per operator in the evolution
history, as shown in Figure 5.2, reveals that Edapt supports most of the frequently
used operators. Closer inspection reveals that of the 3405 DSL changes in the
evolution history, 827 (24%) are not supported at all by Edapt, and 138 changes (4%)
are only partially supported. For instance, one of the 70 operators required by the
CARM evolution history is “change upperbound of an attribute”. However, Edapt
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Figure 5.2: Number of applications per operator required to specify the evolution
history (Figure 4.3), where operators supported, partially supported, and not sup-
ported by Edapt are colored green, yellow, and red respectively.
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Figure 5.3: A classification of metamodel evolutions with respect to their model
co-evolution automatability [83, 84]: metamodel independent (MMI), metamodel
only (MMO), metamodel specific (MMS) and model specific (MS)

only supports increasing the upper bound of an attribute, rather than changing it in
general. Hence, we consider the operator “change upper bound” to only be partially
supported by Edapt.

The 2440 changes that are supported by an operator in the library of Edapt
constitute 72% of the evolution history, contrasting the earlier claim [51]: “Edapt
already implements a large number of reusable operations, so that according to our
case studies, more than 90% of the migrations that occur in practice can be covered
by existing reusable operations.”1.

5.4.2 Qualification of DSL changes

Forty-two of the operators used in the evolution history are not supported by Edapt.
For example, creating a new literal in an enumeration, or specializing the bounds of

1https://www.eclipse.org/edapt/libraryexample.php, 29-05-2018
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an attribute (increasing the lowerbound or decreasing the upperbound). To identify
how challenging automation of these operators will be, we classify them with respect
to their automatability, using the classification of Herrmannsdörfer in Fig. 5.3 [84],
and answer RQ5.1.

Herrmannsdörfer has identified the following automatability classes:

• Metamodel-only (MMO) operators do not require a model co-evolution. These
operators perform a conservative extensions of a DSL with respect to its mod-
els.

• Coupled operators do require models to co-evolve to reflect changes. Her-
rmannsdörfer distinguishes between

– Metamodel-independent2 (MMI) operators have a characteristic co-evolution
specification, which can be applied to any DSL. Additionally, the co-
evolution specification can be used to co-evolve any model. As a result,
metamodel-independent changes have a very high potential for automa-
tion.
As an example, consider the “Rename Class” operator, that renames an
EClass a to b. The model co-evolution strategy is to change every in-
stance of a, to an instance of b. This strategy may be used irrespective
of the metamodel being evolved.

– Metamodel-specific (MMS) operators require a co-evolution specifiation
that is specific to the meta-model. Therefore the co-evolution specifica-
tion cannot be re-used, but can be used to co-evolve all models for the
particular meta-model.
Consider as an example an operator that adds a property (“angle”) to
the class Turn in TurtleV1. As a co-evolution, subsequent Turns are
collapsed into one Turn, adding 90 degrees to the “angle” property of the
latter. Applying that operator to collapse subsequent Rights (TurtleV2),
would yield odd results.
In short, metamodel-specific operators incorporate domain knowledge
from the DSL into the operator.

– Model-specific (MS) operators form the biggest challenge in co-evolution.
The co-evolution specification varies between models, because model-
specific information injection is required to obtain the co-evolution for
each model. Note that it is possible to have model-specific operators
that can be applied to multiple DSLs. We will discuss model-specific
operators in more detail in Section 5.4.3

These classes roughly relate to non-breaking (MMO), breaking-resolvable (MMI,
MMS, MS), and breaking non-resolvable.

Moving to implement the operators identified under RQ5, we disregard op-
erators related to reordering, and EOperations, as these do not influence model

2DSL-independent: a metamodel described a DSL
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Table 5.1: A summary of operators missing from the library of Edapt that have
been implemented by us.

Operator Name Element Parameters Class
Create EEnumLit-
eral

EEnum name:EString, lit-
eral:EString, value:EInt

MMO

Change EENum-
LiteralValue

EEnumLiteral value:EInt MMO

Set Opposite Refer-
ence

EReference eOpposite:EReference MMO

Change Default
Value Literal

EAttribute defaultValueLiteral :ES-
tring

MMO

Drop Attribute ID EAttribute id:EBoolean MMO
Make non-abstract EClass isAbstract:EBoolean MMO
Change interface EClass isInterface:EBoolean MMO
Change NS Prefix EPackage nsPrefix:EString MMI
Specialize At-
tribute bounds

EAttribute lowerBound:EInt, upper-
Bound:EInt

MS

Set Supertype EClass supertype:EClass MS
Set Keys EReference eKeys:List, EAttribute MS
Set Attribute ID EGenericType eClassifier:eClassifer MS
Add TypeArgu-
ment

EGenericType eTypeArgument :
EGenericType

MS

conformance. Furthermore, operators pertaining to EAnnotations were not imple-
mented, as they are not essential in defining the structure of DSLs. Of the remaining
operators, we implement all operators that have more than one occurrence in the
evolution history. These, top fourteen, operators are presented in Table 5.1, and
include seven meta-model-only (MMO), one meta-model-independent (MI), and five
model-specific (MS) operators. We observe that the majority of operators not (or
partially) supported by (Section 5.4.1) are model-specific (MS) operators. This
contrasts the claim that Edapt supports > 90% of DSL evolutions with reusable
operators, and leads us to extend Edapt with additional operators.

The qualification (i.e., identifying whether an operator is MMO, MI, MMS,
or MS) of the operators was performed manually and is thus susceptible to error.
To validate its quality, the qualification was performed by two researchers indepen-
dently. Both qualifications were compared and no discrepancies were found 3.

3i.e., 100% match
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5.4.2.1 Regarding Operator Qualification

Having seen the classification of Herrmannsdörfer et al. [83, 84], and their appli-
cation to operators (Section 5.4.2), one should note that these results should be
interpreted with care: Although the classification provides some intuition, their
meaning can be deceiving.

Consider, for example, an evolution “decreaseUpperBound”, that decreases the
upper bound of a feature4 f . In the classification of Herrmannsdörfer, this evolu-
tion is classified as model-specific. This classification translates to breaking non-
resolvable in the classification of Gruschko et al. [72]: this evolution breaks model
conformance in such a way that it cannot be generically restored. This classifica-
tion seems reasonable, as elements of f may have to be removed in order to restore
conformance. For example, reconsider Figure 1.7b with the new imposed constraint
that a :Specification may have at most 2 commands (rather than the 3 com-
mands shown). As such, at least one :Command must be removed, choosing which,
without looking at semantics, is impossible [85]5.

Now consider a new migration strategy where we (naively) remove values from
the feature f until model conformance is restored. This migration strategy can
be performed irrespective of the model6. As such, the classification of Wachsmuth
now classifies “decreaseUpperBound” as metamodel independent (MMI) rather than
models specific (MS).

As such we conclude that one is not classifying the automatability of a metamodel
evolution in general, but rather the extent to which the operator at hand is capable
of effectuating co-evolution in response to said evolution.

The classification of Herrmannsdörfer[83, 84] for automatability of meta-
model changes, is not a classification of the automatability of metamodel
changes.

Rather, it classifies the automatability of one migration strategy (assumed to be
best by the authors) for that metamodel change, which has no implications for the
automatability of model co-evolution in response to that metamodel evolution in
general.

Similarly, the “classification of metamodel changes” by Gruschko et al. [72]
is subject to a similar warning. Although their distinction “not breaking” (NB)7
and “breaking”8 is a fair one, their distinction between breaking resolvable and
breaking non-resolvable (also) only pertains to a single co-evolution strategy for
that evolution. This can be seen by the following (faint) argument: Consider an
evolution that is classified as breaking non-resolvable. If the evolved metamodel has
at least one model9 (say m2), a valid syntax-preserving (cf. Chapter 3) co-evolution

4More in Section 1.4.1
5i.e., every decision is as bad as another
6Although the result is probably undesired
7An evolution does not break conformance
8An evolution can break conformance
9e.g., which could even be the empty model
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strategy for that breaking non-resolvable change would be to yield m2. As such the
change is no longer breaking non-resolvable, but breaking resolvable. Although the
“resolving” in this example is rather poor, it should be noted that good alternatives
for obtaining m2 are available [102]. Reiterating

Results from the classifications of Herrmannsdörfer [83] and Gruschko et al.
[72] should be interpreted with extreme care.

5.4.3 Model-Specific Operators with User Interaction

As stated, we have identified five model-specific operators required by the CARM
evolution history, that are absent from Edapt (Table 5.1). The main characteristic of
these operators is that each model (may) require a different co-evolution. Therefore,
an information injection is required to indicate how to co-evolve each model. To
allow for reusability of the model-specific operators, they have to be specified in
a generic way, such that they can be configured for any DSL and can be used to
co-evolve any model of that DSL. This is achieved with configurable parameters to
select the relevant DSL concepts.

For example, consider an operator that specializes the bounds of a (multi-
valued) attribute, e.g., the class Specification in our TurtleV1 metamodel (Fig-
ure 1.7a) which has any number of commands (0..∗). Using an operator, the class
Specification is now restricted to having either one or two Commands (1..2). When
this operator is applied, the models that have an instance of Specification with
too few or too many Commands will no longer conform to the evolved DSL. As the
operator must be able to co-evolve every model of the DSL, but there is no way for
the operator to know beforehand which values should be removed or added, addi-
tional information is required (i.e., information injection). We consider this to be
the primary challenge in extending the library of Edapt ( RQ5.1).

To overcome this challenge, we adopt the approach of Herrmannsdörfer et al.
based on user interaction during co-evolution as described in [85]: “the migration al-
gorithm automatically migrates the model as far as possible, and whenever it needs
supplementary information, it asks the language user to provide the missing infor-
mation”. The user should have the possibility to either inject the information for
each model individually, or give an expression that refines the co-evolution speci-
fication such that implicit information (e.g., naming conventions) can be used to
co-evolve all models. In [85], Herrmannsdörfer et al. demonstrates a user inter-
face for interactive coupled operators in COPE. Because this interface is not part
of Edapt, we prototyped a similar concept. In this prototype, if conformance is
broken during co-evolution, the user is provided with a dialog to provide the rele-
vant information for restoring conformance. These extensions to Edapt allow us to
automatically co-evolve our models in response to 98% of the DSL evolutions in our
four year history.
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5.5 Udapt: Easing Development

Pushing for adoption of Edapt in the context of the CARM ecosystem (Chapter 2),
we find that its usability is a hampering factor. As such, we wish to develop a
prototype containing several features that should mitigate various deficiencies with
respect to usability. To guide this implementation effort, we impose several require-
ments on the desired prototype:

• Req.1 Edapt should allow as much reuse of (co-)evolution knowledge as pos-
sible to avoid duplication of work;

• Req.2 Edapt should not disrupt the developer’s workflow, as this can cause
a waste of effort and increase confusion [146];

• Req.3 Edapt should deal with large meta-models and large amounts of models,
as these are common in an industrial setting (Chapter 5);

• Req.4 Edapt should provide fast feedback on the effect of a (co-)evolution
specification on the models, as a delay in feedback may also cause a waste of
effort and an increase in confusion [146]; .

5.5.1 Edapt in Practice
Evaluating these requirements on Edapt, reuse of knowledge is achieved by means
of reusable operators. Edapt also supports the creation of custom operators, when
no reusable operator is available. However, these custom operators can only be
applied once, and are not transferable to other users (Req.1). The only way of
adding reusable operators to Edapt, is by modifying the source code of Edapt and
recompiling it, which interrupts the development flow (Req.2).

Secondly, the graphical representation of the meta-model being evolved does
not scale with the meta-model as the default tree editor (the metamodel editor in
Figure 5.5) becomes hard to use for large meta-models (Req.3).

Thirdly, once a metamodel evolution has been specified, models have to be co-
evolved. To co-evolve a model using Edapt, each model has to be individually
opened. In an industrial context, where models number in the thousands, this is
infeasible (Req.3).

Lastly, when specifying meta-model evolution, using an operator in Edapt has
a clear effect on the metamodel. Unfortunately, the effect the operator has on the
model level is not shown. As such, it is unclear what the effect operators have on
the models due to lack of feedback on the model level (Req.4). This is a major
deficiency, as model co-evolution is the desired end product. As such, the effect the
(co-)evolution specification ahs on the model level should to be equally clear as that
on the metamodel level.

5.5.2 Udapt: Edapt for Usability
Udapt is an extension of Edapt, improving its usability. We have taken the deficien-
cies identified under Section 5.5.1, and provided a solution for each. These solutions
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were subsequently made into a prototype implemented.

Reflective Compilation To work towards Req.1 and Req.2 we have simplified
the process of creating reusable operators. In Udapt, custom operators can be
defined in the same way as in Edapt. However, in Udapt, custom operators are
reflectively compiled (Figure 5.6: 2,4) and can be directly used in the specification
of the migrator. That is, similar to a traditional plugin structure, Edapt itself need
not be recompiled to augment it with additional operators. Moreover, the addition
of operators happens at runtime, forfeiting the need for Edapt to even restart during
the addition. To ease this process even further, a wizard has been added that pre-
populates an operator code template with the necessary annotations (Figure 5.4a).
Lastly, the operators created are now also stored as file, and can be shared among
developers (Req.1, Req.2).

(a) Wizard for the creation of custom opera-
tors

(b) Wizard for the creation of custom opera-
tors

Figure 5.4: Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) of features offered by Udapt.

Graphical Editor Secondly, to solve the scalability issues of the metamodel tree
editor, we have integrated a Sirius [197] meta-model editor into Edapt (Figure 5.6:1).
This allows the user to edit their meta-models in a more intuitive way. Rather
than require developers to unfold the tree representation, they can now work with
a traditional class diagram. We note that this representation (cognitively) scales
better with large meta-models (Req. 3).

Mass Migration Thirdly, we have implemented a mass-migrator that allows users
to migrate multiple models . A user selects a migrator10 and corresponding meta-
model (Figure 5.4b). A user can subsequently mass-add (e.g., by means of a di-
rectory) models that are to be migrated. Each model selected in this way is loaded
using the provided metamodel, and migrated using the provided migrator. This
simple automation reduces overhead for developing intermediate versions of DSLs
(Req. 3).

10.history file
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Figure 5.5: A screenshot of the interface of Edapt, taken from [82]
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Figure 5.6: A screenshot of the interface of Udapt.
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Model Preview Lastly, users are now able to add sample models as “preview”
(Figure 5.6:5). When the migrator is modified, these “preview” models are automat-
ically migrated. Subsequently, both the original and co-evolved models are rendered
to give insight into the effect the migrator has on models, as can be seen Figure 5.7
(Req. 4).

Figure 5.7: Wizard for the creation of custom operators. The “old” unmigrated
model shown in the bottom left, and the effect the current evolution sequence (omit-
ted) has on the “old” model, shown on the right.

5.5.3 Proof of Concept

Implementing the above features we have improved Edapt with the requirements
identified (Req.1-4). As such, we have provided a proof of concept that Edapt may
be extended with various features that should improve its usability, and thus ease
its adoption in industry. As future work we propose performing a user study to
formally evaluate the (difference in) usability of Udapt (with respect to Edapt). A
screenshot of the main Udapt interface is shown in Figure 5.6.



5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have evaluated the extent to which Edapt can perform evolution
and co-evolution of DSLs and models in a large-scale industrial ecosystem of DSLs.
We observe that, in contrast to the earlier claims of Edapt with respect to supported
evolutions (> 90%),

Edapt only fully supports 72% of DSL evolutions

Another 4% is partially supported, contributing to RQ5. This discrepancy is
primarily caused by a large demand for model-specific operators in our case study,
while such a demand is absent from earlier case studies by Herrmannsdörfer et al.
[51, 84]. We conjecture that this increase in demand for model-specific operators is
caused by the larger number of languages, and the longer maintenance history of
our case study. These larger numbers may account for an increase in less frequent
evolutions, requiring model-specific operators.

Investigating the operator deficiencies in Edapt, we find that:

The most frequently occurring deficient operators in Edapt correspond to
“model-specific” operators according to the classification of Herrmannsdörfer et
al. [85]

Having implemented the most frequently occurring model-specific coupled op-
erators using the methodology described by Herrmannsdörfer et al. [85], we have
improved the automatability found under RQ5.1. With this additional work:

We were able to extend Edapt such that it is able to specify 98% of the
coupled evolution

in the CARM case study. The remaining two percent consists of a large number
of operators that have a limited number of occurrences over the course of four years.
Thus, we conclude that:

Once extended with additional operators and support for model-specific op-
erators, Edapt is suitable for syntax-preserving model co-evolution in industrial
context

84



In a PhD there is no cost/
benefit analysis. There is 
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Exploring Semantic-Preserving
Co-Evolution Using Constraint Solving

�e work in this chapter has been reported internally, but is not yet published.

Semantics-preserving co-evolution, being the second kind of co-evolution we discuss, is not 
concerned with merely preserving syntactic conformance, but also with semantic equivalence of the 
co-evolved models with its predecessors. 

In this chapter, we propose to use constraint solving to generate the co-evolved models based on all 
contextual constraints (i.e. syntactic conformance and semantical equivalence). �is in contrast to 
systematically rewriting the original model to meet all imposed constraints (syntactical and semanti-
cal).

In order for such an approach to be practical, real-life constraints have to be expressible in a 
constraint-solving formalism. Several challenges arise with respect to this:

 For the Object Constraint Language (OCL), the Iterate construct is described in the literature [7] 
as being problematic, due to its imperative nature. In Chapter 7, we investigate to what extent such 
imperative constructs are used in practice (and thus pose a challenge).

For QVTo model-to-model transformations, many of its language constructs are also imperative. 
In Chapter 8, we investigate the QVTo language, in order to asses whether it can be expressed in 
terms of a constraint-solving formalism, which we elaborate on in Chapter 9.

1.

2.

IV
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6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 we have seen that there are two main properties that may be preserved
when co-evolving models:

1. syntactic validity, i.e., syntax-preserving model co-evolution

2. semantic equivalence, i.e., semantics-preserving model co-evolution

In Chapters 4 and 5 we have successfully used the operator-based approach to specify
the evolution of various DSLs from the CARM ecosystem (Chapter 2). Subsequently,
we have extended and used Edapt to effectuate syntax-preserving model co-evolution
and concluded that we can automate 98% of said co-evolution (Chapter 5).

Indeed, this process has effectuated syntax-preserving model co-evolution in
response to DSL syntax evolution. However, models that are co-evolved to only
preserve syntactic validity leave much to be desired. Consider again the inherent
ambiguity of syntax-preserving co-evolution illustrated in Figure 3.1. All four of
the models in Figure 3.1b are among valid (syntax-preserving) co-evolutions of the
model in Figure 3.1a. However, 3 out of the 4 are probably not the co-evolution the
developer was expecting: they result in different behavior than the original model,
as illustrated in Figure 6.1.

Looking at the behavior of the various models, as illustrated in Figure 6.1, it
becomes apparent that only one of the four co-evolved models lives up to expecta-
tions. In order to choose said model, the semantics of a language have to be taken
into account. This is in line with Chapter 3, where we conclude that:

To make co-evolved models more satisfactory, their semantics have to be
taken into account.

In this chapter, we propose a technique for semantics-preserving model co-
evolution that works for model co-evolution in response to both DSL-syntax and
DSL-semantics evolution.

6.2 The Idea

Consider a DSL D1 constituted by an abstract syntax A1, constraints C1 on that ab-
stract syntax, and semantics S1 expressed in some semantic domain SD1: 〈A1, C1,S1,SD1〉
(where 〈A1, C1〉 is encoded in a metamodel M+

1 ). Say now that D1 that is going
to be evolved. In Chapter 3 we have seen (Figure 3.2) that all constituents of D1,〈
M+

1 ,S1,SD1

〉
) may evolve. However, we have also seen that often the semantical

domain (SD) remains unchanged (Table 3.2). We propose to exploit this fact by
using semantic models as an intermediate form during co-evolution. That is, we
“pivot”1 the old syntactic model over its semantic model to reach the new syntactic
model.

1cf. the footwork in basketball
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(a) Behavior of the
model illustrated in
Figure 3.1a

(b) Behavior of the respective models illustrated in Figure 3.1b

Figure 6.1: An illustration of the semantics of the model in Figure 3.1a, illustrated
in Figure 6.1a, and the semantics of the respective models in Figure 3.1b, illustrated
in Figure 6.1b.
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Figure 6.2: A DSL D1 has its syntax and semantics evolved to form a DSL D2.

As an example, consider that DSL D1 evolves into a new version D2 (See also
Figure 6.2). As we have seen in Table 3.2, evolution of only syntax or only seman-
tics is the most common. The (more difficult) case where syntax and semantics
evolve at the same time is far less prevalent. Consider that D2 is the result of such
simultaneous evolution of both syntax and semantics (evolution of either is then a
special case where either evolution is the identity (i.e., εM+ = I or εS = I). Thus,
D2 =

〈
M+

2 ,S2,SD1

〉
. Note that the semantical domain remains unchanged. This
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situation is illustrated in Figure 6.2, where indeed the initial version of our DSL
(left-hand side) with an evolution εM+ of its syntax M+

1 , and an evolution εS of
its semantics S1. Note that in contrast to regular (co-)evolutionary scenarios, we
impose the additional assumption that the evolved semantics (S2) be given, either
directly or by specifying the difference with the original semantics (i.e., εS). In
which case, S2 = εS(S1).

At this point, it should be noted that we wish to find m2 (label 12 in Figure 6.2.
i.e., it is unknown). Subsequently, there are several key observations to be made:

• Given m1 B M+
1 , we can compute the semantical model mS1 = S1(m1).

Before starting the evolution and co-evolution process, this mS1 is now a
known “constant”. That is, it no longer depends on other artifacts, and does
not change.

• After this initial step, the only remaining “unknown” is m2, as D1 is given,
M+

2 is normally present, and we assume S2 to be given;

• In order to perform semantics-preserving co-evolution, this m2 should satisfy
two constraints:

1. m2 B D2 and
2. S2(m2) ≡ S1(m1). Recall from Section 3.4 that ≡ is some notion of equiv-

alence defined on SD. For understandability consider ≡ to be syntactic
equivalence (=).

• As S1(m1) = mS1 , and mS1 is a known “constant”, the constraints imposed on
m2 are independent ofM+

1 and S1.
We aim to exploit this independence of D1 by moving away from the “imperative”

approaches proposed in literature (i.e., techniques that dictate how to rewrite
m1 into m2). Rather, we seek to employ a more declarative approach. i.e., an
approach that dictates the constraints the co-evolved model should satisfy (e.g.,
S1(m1) ≡ S2(m2) and m2 B M+

2 ). This approach allows use of techniques that
generate models from scratch, rather than rewriting them. Primarily, we see a
parallel with constraint solving2 techniques and the field of program synthesis [73].

Recapitulating, we seek to use constraint solving techniques, in order to gener-
ate a model m2 that satisfies all conditions required for semantics-preserving co-
evolution from a model m1. That is:

• m2 conforms to its metamodel: M+
2 (m2 BM+

2 );

• The semantics of m2 are equivalent (≡) to that of the original model m1:
(i.e., S1(m1) ≡ S2(m2)). As we have argued, during co-evolution S1(m1) is
a known “constant”, and as such may be rewritten to: mS

Recall from Chapter 3 that the various constituents of a DSL may co-evolve in
various compositions. As such, the aforementioned (generic) constraints may be
constrained further in specific cases. In particular:

2Also referred to as constraint satisfaction problem (CSP)
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• If the semantics of a language does not evolve, then S2 = S1;

• If the syntax of a language does not evolve, thenM+
2 =M+

1

• If there is no explicit notion of equivalence defined on the semantic domain,
equivalence (≡) may be replaced with equality (=). It should be noted that,
often, semantic definitions are multi-stage: semantics of a metamodelM+

1 are
expressed in terms of aM+

2 , whos semantics are again expressed in terms of
someM+

3 .

6.2.1 Partial Semantics

One advantage of using constraint solving technology is that a solution may be built
compositionally. As we have discussed in Section 3.3.3, the semantics of a DSL are
often spread throughout various transformations. For instance, timing semantics
are denoted by a transformation S1, where functional semantics are denoted by a
transformation S2.

We consider, the (full) defined semantics S of a DSL D to be provided by all
its defined partial semantics functions Si. As such, the semantic equivalence of
two models is expressed as the combination of all its defined partial semantics:
S1(m1) ≡ S2(m2)⇔ ∀Si

[
Si1(m1) ≡ Si2(m2)

]
.

As such, we can translate equivalences for each of the partial semantic functions
(Si1(m1) ≡ Si2(m2)) separately and subsequently compose them. This also allows us
to relax co-evolutionary constraints if needed. For instance, consider applying our
method on a set of semantic functions:

• Stiming that provides timing semantics of our model in terms of a timed au-
tomaton [13];

• Ssafety that ensures deadlock freeness using the mCRL2 [71] formalism;

• Sfunctionality that ensures functional behavior in terms of a Petri net [75].

If the constraint solver yields no solution, we may decide that we value functionality
and safety over timing, and repeat the method using only Ssafety and Sfuncionality
(i.e., partial guarantees are better than no guarantees).

6.2.2 Threats

As we have already argued in Section 3.4.1, it is undecidable if all models of a
metamodel can be co-evolved such that they preserve semantics. The fact that
semantics-preserving co-evolution of a model may be infeasible in certain cases may
be easily argued. Consider a syntax A that has two different semantics S1 and S2
that map onto two subsets (SD1 and SD2) of a semantic domain SD such that
∃m1∈SD1 [m1 6∈ SD2] (Figure 6.3). When asking whether an mA B A exists such
that S2(mA) = m1, such an mA does not exist by definition, as m1 is not in the
image of S2: m1 6∈ I(S2).
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SD

A

S1 S2

m1

SD1 SD2

Figure 6.3: A scenario in which semantics preserving co-evolution is infeasible.

To attempt to pass this hurdle, we encode our problem as a constraint satisfaction
problem (CSP), which we will discuss in more detail in Section 6.3. In CSP, one
defines a series of constraints over a set of variables. A constraint solver subsequently
attempts to assign values to those variables such that all constraints are satisfied.
Such a problem may be specified, even if no solution exists. As such, employing
this technique is easier than attempting to construct a technique that works for a
specific subset for which there always exists a solution.

If a solution is returned by the constraint solver, it then corresponds to a model
that meets all imposed constraints (i.e., m2 in Figure 6.2).

6.3 A Brief Introduction to Constraint Solving

In this section we provide a brief introduction into constraint solving. As this
section is meant for illustrative purposes, we only brush on the various techniques
and concepts, and will not discuss them in any technical detail.

Formally, the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) consists of three parts:

• A set of variables (e.g., x),

• A domain associated with each variable (e.g., x→ N);

• A series of constraints over those variables (e.g., x ∗ 2 = 4);

For such a CSP, one wants to find assignments for each variable, from their respective
domain, such that all constraints on those variables are satisfied. Consider the
following simple example where we want to find integers c and y, such that:

• 7 ≤ c, y ≤ 105

• c ∗ y ≤ 6361

In this example, our set of variables is c, y, where each has the integer domain (Z)
associated with them. Our set of constraints is then 7 ≤ c, y ≤ 105 and c∗y ≤ 6361.

A constraint solver will take such a CSP, and yield a solution, most often in the
form of an assignment: It will assign each variable to a value such that all constraints
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are satisfied. Examples of a valid assignments for our example include:
{
c → 7
y → 7

and
{
c → 65
y → 64

.

Intuitively (and naively), one may imagine solving such a CSP by iterating every
possible combination of values for each variable from their respective domains. If a
combination of variables is found such that all constraints yield true, a satisfying
assignment has been found (and is subsequently returned as certification). A naive
implementation for a constraint solver for our example is shown in Algorithm 2,
where we iterate over each possible value in the domain Z (i.e., Integer.min, In-
teger.max). In general, one would not likely write their constraint solver over a
hard-coded set of variables (i and j), but reason reflectively about the domains
(i.e., for each variable, iterate its domain). However, for clarity, we will only show
the naive implementation with explicit variables.

Result: An assignment, or no solution
1 for i← Integer.min to Integer.max do
2 for j ← Integer.min to Integer.max do
3 if 7 ≤ c ≤ 105 ∧ 7 ≤ y ≤ 105 ∧ c ∗ y ≤ 6361 with [c← i, y ← j] then

4 return
{
c→ i
y → j

5 end
6 end
7 end

Algorithm 2: A very naive constraint solver that “solves” constraints by
iterating their full domains.
Such brute-force approaches are highly inefficient, and optimization becomes the

core task. In reality, constraint solvers do not employ such brute-force techniques,
but use a plethora of heuristics and techniques [115] to optimize these processes. For
example, we already know that any value for c, y < 7 or c, y < 105 will not satisfy the
imposed constraints. As such, a simple improvement such as iterating over the range
[7, 105] rather than [Zmin,Zmax] (i.e.,

[
−232, 232

]
on a 32-bit machine) expedites

matters by a factor 107. As these approaches are both numerous and complex, and
do not contribute to understanding the principle of CSP, we omit their discussion.

6.3.1 More complex domains
Looking beyond the scope of numbers, constraint solving can also be applied in
an object oriented setting. Consider the classes Specification and Command be-
low. For brevity and understandability, this Specification only accepts a single
command, that moves the turtle a given distance, under a particular heading.
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Specification :

{
name : string

command : Command

Command :


heading : N
distance : N
name : string

A series of variables (s1, s2) can use these classes as its associated domains (e.g.,
Person), which allows definition of constraints:

• s1 : Specification

• s1.command.distance > 100

• 0 ≤ s1.command.heading ≤ 180

• s2 : Specification

• s2.command.name = “Opposite to
” + s1.command.name

• s2.command.heading = s1.command
.heading + 180

• s2.command.distance = s1.command
.distance

Note that one may also think think of such a specification as a series of “flat”
variables and constraints:

• s1_name : String

• s1_command_name : String

• s1_command_heading : N

• s1_command_distance : N

• s1_command_distance> 100

• 0 ≤ s1_command_heading ≤ 180

• s2_name : String

• s2_command_name : String

• s2_command_heading : N

• s2_command_distance : N

• s2_command_name = “Opposite
to ” + s1_command_name

• s2_command_heading =
s1_command_heading + 180

• s2_command_distance =
s1_command_distance

And a solution to these regular variables can then be translated back to an
object-oriented form:

s1 =


name = “Version1”

command =


name = “NE”
heading = 45

distance = 150

s2 =


name = “Version2”

command =


name = “Opposite to NE”
heading = 225

distance = 150
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Although such a translation may appear simple in this example setting, doing so
for large quantities of variables and more intricate data structures (e.g., sequences)
becomes highly complex.

6.4 Tools & Techniques

Using constraint solving techniques in the field of MDE is not new. Already proposed
by Cabot et al. [25] in 2008, various custom tools and general-purpose constraint
solvers have been used for verification of OCL constraints. That is, checking if
given a syntax and a set of constraints, there exist models that satisfy both. In
their work, Soeken et al. [179] have argued that a plethora of techniques exist
that are not suitable for the given challenges, as they are not capable of capturing
OCL constraints. In order to provide a proof-of-concept for semantics-preserving
co-evolution using constraint solving, we wish to select a tool that has already been
successfully applied in the field of MDE. As such, we have preliminarily selected:

• Alloy [7, 122]

• ECLiIPSe [24, 67]

• USE [65]

6.4.1 Selection Criteria

In order to solve real-life problems using constraint solving, a three-step workflow
is usually taken.

1. Encode the real-life problem into a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP);

2. Solve the set of constraints, yielding an assignment of variables;

3. Translate the assignment back in terms of the original problem.

As such, we select our tool based on three criteria:

1. Ease of specification. i.e., How easy is it to encode Ecore metamodels (A,
SD), OCL (C), and QVTo (S) into the formalism;

2. Solving strength. i.e., How expressive is the formalism, can we encode every-
thing in it;

3. Ease of answer translation. i.e., How easy is it to reconstruct a model from
the provided answer

6.4.2 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the selected tools and decide on the best candidate.
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6.4.2.1 USE

USE [65], is a tool for verification of UML diagrams and OCL constraints [65]. In
addition, it is able to generate models that adhere to the provided UML diagram,
and honor the provided set of OCL constraints. Unfortunately, USE is limited to
the aforementioned formalisms, and does not natively incorporate transformation-
based constraints into its generation process. Furthermore, Soeken et al. [179]
have already evaluated the performance of USE against Alloy [95] and generic CSP
techniques (e.g., ECLiIPSe [200, 67]). There, the authors found that USE was the
slowest of the three, by a significant margin. Execution of USE timed out in 10/16
experiments, where Alloy was unable to specify 6/16 cases (4 of which overlap with
the 10 cases unable to be solved by USE).

The lack of performance in USE is explained by Soek et al. to be caused by
the enumerative nature of the USE solver. As the largest model evaluated only
contains 12 objects, we envision a real problem when scaling USE to realistic models.
Combining the aforementioned concerns, we disregard USE as a possible candidate.

6.4.2.2 Alloy

Although Alloy is not the most expressive and powerful solver of the three, it does
come with several major advantages.

Firstly, the specification formalism of Alloy is quite rich: it allows for definition
of Signatures (cf. classes) including type hierarchy. This makes it a good match for
Ecore class diagrams, which include a lot of type hierarchy (cf. class inheritance).

Furthermore, as the specification formalism of Alloy is high-level (i.e., it includes
complex signatures), solutions found are in terms of these high-level concepts. Solu-
tions found need little to no effort to be translated back to answer in terms of their
original Ecore models. In fact the solutions are almost identical to the abstract-
syntax of the Ecore-based models themselves.

The most prominent downside to Alloy is that not all OCL constructs can be
translated to it, as already discussed by Anastasakis et al. [7, 175, 20, 8].

Combining the aforementioned, Alloy scores low in solving strength, medium in
ease-of-specification3, and high in ease of answer translation.

6.4.2.3 ECLiIPSe

Boolean Satisfyability (SAT), as already identified by Soeken et al. [179], is the
most powerful technique of the three and, as such, scores high on Solving strength.
In particular, Cabot et al. have constructed a generic tool, EMF2CSP [67], that
translates an EMF class diagram enriched with OCL constraints into ECLiIPSe, a
CSP specification formalism. Unfortunately, the formalism employed by ECLiIPSe
is fairly low level, impeding understandability. As such, ECLiIPSe scores low on
Ease of specification and as a consequence low on Ease of translation.

3We rank it medium rather than high due to the inability of specifying various OCL constructs
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6.4.2.4 Conclusion

Summarizing the aforementioned, we conclude that ECLiIPSe is the most suitable
tool in terms of solving power, where Alloy is most suitable with respect to spec-
ification of the problem, and interpretation of the answer. As we aim to show
proof-of-concept rather than a full-fledged tool, we value ease of specification and
interpretation above solving power. In addition to the fact that Alloy still has suf-
ficient expressive power to specify a plethora of OCL constraints [179], we select it
as most suitable tool for our purposes.

6.5 Implementing: the Road to Getting There

Having selected Alloy as our formalism of choice we can continue encoding our
problem into Alloy. In total, three components have to be provided:

1. A translation from Ecore-based metamodels and models to Alloy. This enables
us to encode A and SD;

2. A translation from OCL to Alloy. This enables us to translate C to Alloy, and
complete encoding of 〈A, C〉 =M+ 4;

3. A translation from QVTo to Alloy. This enables us to encode S in Alloy.

We choose to use EMF over the more common UML as it is the core technology
used in CARM (Chapter 2). A similar argument can be made for QVTo.

6.5.1 Ecore to Alloy

Most related work pertaining to metamodeling and constrains solving is applied to
UML class diagrams [7, 8, 65], additionally it has been shown that Ecore concepts
can be encoded into generic CSP [67]. Fortunately a large portion of UML class
diagrams corresponds directly to Ecore. e.g., UML Classes correspond to Ecore
EClasses and Composition in UML corresponds to containment EReferences in
Ecore. As such, knowledge about how to design such translations may be reused
from earlier works (e.g., those provided by Anastasakis et al. [8]).

As an example, consider again the metamodel in Figure 1.7a and its Alloy equiv-
alent in Figure 6.4a. There, every EClass has been translated to a sig (Signa-
ture). Abstract classes become abstract signatures, and inheritance is (just as in
Java) encoded by the extends keyword. Structural features (e.g., commands) and
their types (i.e., Command) are encoded as properties in alloy (commands : seq
Command). Properties with multiplicities higher than one (i.e., isMany), are encoded
as sequences. Facts about these sequences (e.g., lowerBound = 0) are encoded as
constraints in Alloy (i.e., cardinality of 0 or more).

When asking Alloy to satisfy the CSP, an example result is shown in Figure 6.4b.
Such a result has a straightforward translation back to EMF (Figure 6.4c).

4SD may also have constraints, but we omit them here
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(a) The Alloy specification
of the TurtleV1 metamodel
(Figure 1.7a)

(b) A solution provided by
Alloy to the specification in
Figure 6.4a
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(c) Translation of the solu-
tion in Figure 6.4b back into
EMF

Figure 6.4: Alloy example for the TurtleV1 metamodel.

6.5.2 OCL to Alloy
With respect to translating OCL to Alloy, Soeken et al. [179] state that due to core
differences in the way OCL and Alloy reason, a translation is not possible. Indeed
this statement is true in general, Anastasakis et al. [8] have stated that the imper-
ative Iterate construct in OCL has no Alloy counterpart. However, Anastasakis
et al. [8] have provided a translation for a large portion of the OCL language. The
question that thus remains is how often translatable and non-translatable constructs
are used in practice. That is, to what extent can realistic OCL be translated. As
such, we ask the following research question:

RQ 7: To what extent can real-life uses of OCL be translated to Alloy?

We approach this task through a broader question, which forms the main topic
of Chapter 7:

RQ 7.1: What OCL constructs are used in practice?

6.5.3 QVTo to Alloy
Lastly, a translation between QVTo and Alloy has to be established:
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RQ 8: Can can real-life uses of QVTo be translated to Alloy?

Earlier work by Anastasakis et al. has investigated the translation between QVTr
and Alloy [122]. However, QVTo and QVTr are significantly different. As such, we
expect little benefit from this study. To mitigate this , we first investigate real-life
use of QVTo, through the auxiliary research question:

RQ 8.1: What QVTo concepts should be chosen to support a proof-of-
concept translation to Alloy?

Which is the main topic of Chapter 8. Using the information, we develop our
proof of concept translation in Chapter 9.

6.6 Related Work

As stated, the use of CSP in MDE is not new. Already in 2008, Cabot et al. [25] used
CSP to show that a metamodel with added OCL constraints remained satisfiable
(e.g., there are no contradictory constraints preventing one from writing down a
valid model).

Anastasakis et al. have gone one step further: they have used Alloy to investigate
whether QVTr transformations are functionally correct. That is, does a QVTr
transformation yields a valid model (i.e., one that conforms to the metamodel) for
every possible source model [122].

Several techniques similar to CSP have been used to tackling the co-evolution
problem. In particular Kessentini, Sahraoui and Wimmer [102] have used a genetic
algorithm that optimizes for several factors such as “minimize number of confor-
mance violations”. This algorithm, similar to CSP, also performs a model search. In
contrast to CSP, genetic algorithms give no guarantee on optimality of the solutions
found. That is, solutions may only satisfy a fraction of the constraints, and such
approaches often deal with issues regarding local optima.

Demuth et al. propose their technique “consistent change propagation” [42] to
detect inconsistencies and suggest appropriate repairs. The authors also suggest
the approach can be used to facilitate automation, even incorporating semantics,
although no validation of the latter is provided.

Lastly, various works have shown that KodKod [184] (which underpins Alloy) can
be used to generate models adhering to a set of constraints. In the presented works
KodKod is used to repair inconsistencies between models and their metamodels
[3, 190].

6.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have proposed to encode semantics-preserving co-evolution
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into a constraint satisfiability problem (CSP). Among several tools to do so we have
selected Alloy, as we are primarily concerned with showing proof-of-concept, rather
than providing a full-fledged solution. As a consequence of this decision, we find
that there are two hurdles that need to be passed:

1. Constraints written in the Object Constraint Language (OCL) contain many
imperative constructs that cannot be directly translated to Alloy;

2. Similarly, QVTo contains many imperative constructs that cannot be directly
translated to Alloy;

In Chapters 7 and 8 we will investigate whether the hurdles imposed by OCL and
QVT respectively can be overcome, and attempt to overcome them in Chapter 9.
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7.1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 3, constraints imposed on abstract syntax are an impor-
tant part of domain specific languages (DSLs). The Object Management Group
(OMG) [156] standard for specifying constraints in the world of model driven en-
gineering is the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [201]. OCL allows precise
specification of (amongst others) constraints on metamodels, where aforementioned
metamodels lack expressivity to do so. Unfortunately, in many cases, such high
expressiveness goes at the expense of analytic tractability: i.e., some parts of the
OCL language are very hard to analyze. In order to effectively create tooling to
analyze OCL a need arises to gain insight into how OCL is used in practice, as we
suggest in Chapter 6. That is, if the parts of OCL that are hard to analyze are
never used, we need not support them in our tooling.

While empirical studies of domain specific languages and meta-models have been
conducted in the past [79, 92, 93, 142, 159, 202], relatively little attention of the
research community has been spent on empirical evaluation of OCL [27, 36, 164]. A
core reason for this is that OCL data is scarce. So far, empirical studies have been
solely conducted on synthetic models rather than real-world ones or smaller datasets:
Reynoso et al. [164] and Correa et al. [36] conducted controlled experiments on
synthetic models as opposed to the real-world ones, and Cadavid et al. [27] have
studied a relatively small collection of 840 OCL expressions derived from 34 publicly
available and three commercial meta-models. Attempts at creating larger datasets
have been made by Cabot1, and Basciani et al. [11]. Despite these efforts, a need for
a more diverse and thorough dataset has been recognized in the literature [64, 66].

In this chapter we present a dataset of 9 173 OCL expressions derived from 504
metamodels, and 94 089 expressions derived from 2 634 open-source model-to-text
transformations, systematically mined from GitHub. Furthermore, we show that,
using the dataset, one is able to:

1. replicate earlier studies such as the one by Cadavid et al. [27] on larger and
more diverse data sets;

2. evaluate practical limitations of techniques proposed to analyze [8, 114] and
visualize OCL [21];

3. compare characteristics of the OCL expressions from open source projects with
previously published characteristics of the limited number of closed-source
projects (cf. [27, 133, 130]), validating open source OCL as a vehicle for
further studies.

Furthermore, we expect the dataset to be applicable in other ways, e.g., to:

1. provide a complementary perspective on the earlier results obtained through
controlled experiments [36, 164];

1https://github.com/jcabot/ocl-repository
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2. replicate corpus-based studies conducted in the context of traditional software
engineering, in a MDE context.

Our dataset [152] will also allow companies specializing in software quality to
benchmark OCL expressions from systems under investigation against a larger col-
lection of OCL expressions, and thus derive conclusions about the system quality
(cf. similar work for non-MDE software [78, 155]).

Moreover, with respect to Chapter 6, we use our dataset to gain insight into
which OCL constructs are most frequently used in practice:

RQ 7.1: What OCL constructs are used in practice?

Moreover, we are interested how these constructs overlap with the ability of
Alloy to specify these constructs [8]:

RQ 7: To what extent can real-life uses of OCL be translated to Alloy?

This knowledge will provide us with better focus when implementing our tool in
Chapter 9.

7.2 Related Work

Several collections of open-source MDE projects are publicly available. For OCL,
Jordi Cabot has compiled the OCL repository2. However, this collection is relatively
small (105 .ocl files and 2 .ecore files). Also, it lacks a systematic way of stor-
age, which hinders automated analysis. Other examples of meta-model collections
include MDE Forge3 and ReMoDD4. However, none of the meta-models at MDE
Forge contain any OCL expression, and the ReMoDD collection contains only 81
meta-modeling related artifacts.

Kolovos et al. [108] have created a GitHub-based dataset that encompasses
a plethora of MDE artifacts, including OCL. For OCL however, their dataset only
contains 365 files. Lastly, Hebig et al. [76] have compiled a large-scale GitHub-based
dataset containing UML-related artifacts.

7.3 A Brief Introduction to OCL

Although Ecore provides a great deal of expressivity, there are times when an even
more expressive formalism is needed. Consider again our TurtleV1 model and
metamodel example in Figure 1.7. Say we want to prohibit our robot from making

2https://github.com/jcabot/ocl-repository
3http://www.mdeforge.org
4http://www.cs.colostate.edu/remodd/v1
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four consecutive turns. Ecore itself does not have ways to specify this. To mitigate
this deficiency, dedicated formalisms have been created. The Object Constraint
Language (OCL) is an OMG [156] standard for specifying constraints on (amongst
others) metamodels. We can use OCL to express, for example, that we cannot make
four consecutive turns (Example 7.2), or that a specification should an even number
of commands (Example 7.1).

An OCL constraint can (typically) be subdivided into three main parts [201]:

1. The concepts on which the constraint operates, described by the context
keyword. In Examples 7.1 and 7.2, the context is the Specification concept
from our metamodel in Figure 1.7a;

2. A property of the context on which the constraint is defined. In example 7.1
this is “commands”. More common would be to write “self.commands”, as in
Example 7.2;

3. The predicate to be evaluated on this property (e.g., “→size()→mod(2) ==
0” in Example 7.1, describing that the size of that property is even).

� Example 7.1
context Specification:
commands→size()→mod(2) == 0

� Example 7.2
context Specification:
self.commands→not exists(c1, c2, c3, c4 |

c1.oclIsTypeOf(Turn) && c2.oclIsTypeOf(Turn) &&
c3.oclIsTypeOf(Turn) && c4.oclIsTypeOf(Turn) &&
indexOf(c1) + 1 = indexOf(c2) &&
indexOf(c2) + 1 = indexOf(c3) &&
indexOf(c3) + 1 = indexOf(c4)

)

7.3.1 OCL in Transformations
The expressivity of OCL allows for a broader spectrum of applications than just
specifying constraints. OCL can, for instance, be used for specifying model queries
[74]. Consider a hypothetical metamodel of a company and employees. We could
use OCL to write a query to find all employees with the name John, as illustrated
in Example 7.3. Such a query is little more than a constraint on the object we wish
to find. By subsequently iterating every object in our “database” and evaluating the
query against it, we can return every object for which that query evaluates to true.
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� Example 7.3
context Person
self.name = "John"

This application of OCL makes it very applicable in both model-to-model trans-
formations (which we will elaborate on further in Chapter 8) and model-to-text
transformations (Section 7.3.1.1)

7.3.1.1 Model-to-Text Transformations (m2t)

Model-to-text [145] transformations (also used as code-generation) are a type of
transformation, where instance of models are transformed to “flat” text. Although
the generated text usually has some form of semantics and required structure, the
transformation is not explicitly aware of these. As such, a model-to-text transfor-
mation can generate partial, or even invalid pieces of code if used incorrectly. As an
example we could define a model-to-text transformation to transform a Specifica-
tion into a small Logo [147] program, without having knowledge of the underlying
metamodel. Such a model-to-text transformation is illustrated in Example 7.4.

In an Accelleo [1] template, as shown in Example 7.4, control structures are
wrapped in square brackets ([ ]). Execution of such a template is, similar to regular
imperative programs, done top-to-bottom. The template keyword here registers
the “generate” function for TurtleV2::Specification. If such a Specification is
passed to the template for generation, the instance is bound to the “specification”
variable throughout the template. The for-loop then iterates each command in the
“commands” reference of that specification. Within this for-loop, a number of if-
statements determine the type of the command. Whenever a non-control line (i.e.,
one without square brackets) is encountered, that line is added to the output file.
The result of application on Figure 8.1a yields the text presented in Example 7.5.

� Example 7.4
[template public generate(specification : TurtleV2::Specification)]

[for (c : Command | specification.commands) ]
[if c.oclIsType(Up)]

setheading(0);
forward(100);

[/if]
[if c.oclIsType(Right)]

setheading(90);
forward(100);

[/if]
[if c.oclIsType(Down)]

setheading(180);
forward(100);

[/if]
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[if c.oclIsType(Left)]
setheading(270);
forward(100);

[/if]
[/for]

[/template]

� Example 7.5
setheading(90);
forward(100);
setheading(90);
forward(100);

7.4 Data Collection

In this section we describe where (Section 7.4.1), what (Section 7.4.2), and how
(Section 7.4.3) we have obtained our data. Subsequently explaining how it was
parsed in Section 7.4.4.

7.4.1 Data Source

To create a more representative, and up-to-date data set than the one by Cabot5
and Kolovos [108] we mine public GitHub repositories. We chose GitHub over
repositories such as SourceForge and Google Code, as it is the largest source of open-
source in-development software systems. Moreover, previous studies into the usage
of modeling-related technologies [76, 108] have also used the GitHub data. Finally,
by focusing on GitHub we ensure that our data set includes the aforementioned
OCL repository of Jordi Cabot that is also hosted on GitHub.

An alternative way of collecting data might have been using the Google search.
Indeed, Google can provide access to meta-models stored on smaller sites, e.g.,
personal sites of researchers or their projects. However, we have observed that the
indexing of GitHub files by Google is far from complete.

Lastly, Google BigQuery is a paid alternative for performing “analytics at scale”
(i.e., large-corpus code searches). Unfortunately, the platform is paid. We believe
that the process of constructing the dataset should be reproducible by every re-
searcher interested in doing so. Therefore, when making choices pertaining to the
design of our data collection approach we have explicitly excluded techniques that
might incur costs.

5https://github.com/jcabot/ocl-repository
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7.4.2 Dataset Scope

The OCL expressions in our dataset are derived from meta-models and model-
to-text transformations (we discuss model-to-model in more detail in Chapter 8).
OCL expressions belonging to meta-models can be stored either in a separate file
or as part of a file containing the meta-model to which the OCL code refers. The
naming convention of Eclipse, the most active open-source MDE community [108],
requires extensions .ocl for OCL-only files and .ecore for meta-models. OCL
expressions belonging to model transformations are always stored in the “model-to-
text template” itself. These files are characterized by a .mtl file extension.

In this work we focus on .ecore, .ocl, and .mtl. We exclude .uml from our
scope as a large-scale dataset for UML already exists [165]. Furthermore, we exclude
metamodels persisted with other extensions than .ecore (e.g., .xmi), as this is not
the de facto standard for persistence.

7.4.3 GitHub Search

GitHub provides advanced search features, allowing one to look for different artifacts
(e.g., commits, code files or wiki entries) that:

1. Match a given search string;

2. Are created during a given time period;

3. Are owned by given users.

Intuitively, to find OCL expressions from the meta-models we would like to search
GitHub for all .ocl files, and .ecore files containing OCL code. However, GitHub
requires at least one search term to be included in addition to the requirement that
a file has a given extension. i.e., one cannot identify every file with a particular
extension.

Kolovos et al. [108] also faced this limitation. To mitigate this problem the au-
thors constructed search terms that provided the largest number of relevant results.
For .ocl they, e.g., included the term context. However, this query does not match
.ocl files without the term context. Using the query extension:ocl NOT context, we
conclude that 999 code results would have been missed using the method of [108].
Hebig et al. [76] used GHTorrent [69], to select 10% of GitHub repositories that are
not forks and have a branch that can be downloaded (totaling 1 240 000 reposito-
ries). They then use a sequence of GitHub API calls to extract file lists for all these
repositories to subsequently filter out relevant files.

While the approach of Hebig et al. [76] is very thorough, the sheer amount of
API calls required, combined with the rate limit of GitHub makes the process very
lengthy. In the case of Hebig et al. [76], two weeks were required to gather all
required data on only 10% of all GitHub repositories.

Therefore, we suggest an alternative approach to mining. To reduce the time
required for data gathering, we seek to improve upon the method of Kolovos et al.
[108], but construct a query that does not suffer from limitations of this method.
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Our solution is to construct the search string by taking the negation of a search
term that matches no .ocl files. This negated term, by definition, matches all .ocl
files. In our case the search term “foofoo” returned no results for files with the
.ocl extension. (i.e., the query extension:ocl foofoo returned no results). Hence,
the query extension:ocl NOT foofoo yields all files with the .ocl extension. By a
similar argument extension:mtl NOT foofoo yields all files with the .mtl extension.

Next, we create a query that matches .ecore files containing OCL constraints.
To enable the use of embedded OCL constraints in a .ecore file, the .ecore file
should contain an annotation with the value “http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/
Ecore/OCL”6. This value is persisted verbatim, and we use it to search for .ecore
files containing OCL.

Hence, to identify OCL expressions we search on GithHub for the “code” using
the following queries:

• extension:ocl NOT foofoo;

• extension:ecore “http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore/OCL”;

• extension:mtl NOT foofoo.

In March 2017 the queries produced 6 237, 1 045, and 348 677 hits, respectively.
The extreme number of .mtl files is due to the .mtl extension also being used in 3D
modeling (Material files) rather than model transformations. To reduce the sheer
amount of false positives, we adopt the methodology of [108], and add the keyword
“module” (marking the start of a model-to-text segment) when searching for .mtl
files. This addition reduces the number of .mtl hits to 15 379.

An .ocl file requires one or more corresponding .ecore files to be parsed. To
ensure that all our data is processable, we need to also obtain all related .ecore
files. On GitHub, every code match belongs to a file in a repository. Rather than
identifying single files, we download the entire repository containing files identified
by our queries, and identify the files required for parsing OCL off-line.

The next limitation of GitHub search is that only 1000 results are retrieved. We
circumvent this by incrementally modifying our search query: we exclude reposito-
ries that have already been found in previous iterations (using -repo:[user]/[repo]).
For example, if in the first iteration we find only code results from the repositories
eclipse/ocl and eclipse/ecore, the query for the next iteration will be: extension:ecore
http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore/OCL -repo:eclipse/ocl
-repo:eclipse/ecore.

We repeat this procedure as long as results are retrieved. Finally, all excluded
repositories form the list of relevant repositories.

The last limitation that we encountered during our search process is the limi-
tation of the search query length. However, this did not lead to problems, because
when the query length reached this limit, the number of code results was less than
1000 (the maximum number of search results shown by GitHub). Thus, rather than
excluding more repositories from the search, all repositories that occurred in this
last results are added to the list of relevant repositories.

6http://help.eclipse.org
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As a result of this search process, we have three lists of repositories, one for each
of the search queries. We merge the lists and eliminate duplicates. This process
yields a list of 671 relevant repositories.

7.4.4 Downloading and stripping the repositories

Using a Python script7, we download the 671 relevant repositories. This step was
performed on the 31st of July, 2017. As such, only revisions from before that date
are included in the dataset. Next, we remove all files and empty directories other
than files ending in .ocl, .ecore, and .mtl as we only want to keep those for
our data set. This results in a collection of of 6 258 .ocl files, 21 188 .ecore files,
and 6 783.mtl files. In order to keep the files parsable we preserve the original file
names and the directory structure. The result of this step can be found in the
dataset/repos and dataset-mtl/repos directories of the dataset.

7.4.5 Parsing

Having stripped all irrelevant files from our source repositories, we seek to parse the
various files. Eyeballing our data, we have observed that there are many duplicate
files. These duplicates exist both in the same repository as well as across repositories.
This happens, for example, when files or directories are copied or when dependencies
are included. For conciseness, speed, and to prevent possible bias in studies using
our dataset, we only want to parse and compute metadata on unique files. For this
uniqueness, we consider only the contents of the file, and exclude metadata and
file names. In the Ecore-based collection of 27 446 (6 258 ocl + 21 188 ecore) files,
10 894 files are unique. Duplicate removal on the MTL-based collection resulted in
6 783 unique files. The relations between unique files and their original duplicates is
recorded in the meta.json file. The python script for performing duplicate removal
is included in the dataset. Having removed duplicates, we can begin parsing the
various files.

For Ecore and OCL files we use the Eclipse Modeling Framework to parse the files
and subsequently store them as abstract syntax trees (ASTs). For persistence we use
the XMI format conforming to the OCL Pivot Meta Model [203]. We successfully
parse 8 947 files (82%) resulting in 8 947 AST files. The remaining 2 759 files resulted
in parse errors, due to e.g., the extension .ocl being used for technologies not
related to the Object Constraint Language, missing references, or syntax errors.
274 of the 519 repositories contained no parsable OCL constraints at all. Since we
are only interested in files with (parsable) OCL expressions, we exclude AST files
with no parsable OCL expressions. This step resulted in 504 AST files containing
9 173 OCL expressions, derived from the Ecore-based section of our dataset.

For the 6783 unique files in the MTL-based collection, 2 634 were parsable. After
eyeballing, this high rate of errors is due to the fact that many .mtl files found are
still files related to 3D modeling, rather than model-to-text transformations. To the
extent of our knowledge, no abstract-syntax persistence for OCL in MTL exists. As

7Included in the dataset
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such, the MTL-based part of our dataset only stores the raw data and metadata
(but no ASTs).

7.5 Data Description

The dataset, in addition to the scripts written to compose it, is publicly available on
GitHub8. To ensure persistence and permanent identification of the data we have
registered it with the 4TU federation through DataCite Netherlands [152].

7.5.1 Dataset Structure

The dataset consist of a set of hierarchical files, structured as follows:

• Ecore-metamodels and related .ocl files are contained in the /dataset folder,
which has several children:

– The /dataset/repos folder contains the original 245 repositories, with
all irrelevant files stripped (as described in Section 7.4.4. Each repository
root also contains a meta.json file containing metadata on the cloned
repositry.

– The /dataset/oclas folder contains, for every unique AST (identified
by a unique code e.g., 0cabc846205ca071e2439183e1872b44):

1. A serialization of the AST in an XMI format conforming to the OCL
Pivot Meta-Model [203] (OCLAS) (e.g., 0cabc846205ca071e2439183e1872b44.oclas);

2. A file containing metadata on every expression (e.g., constructs and
operations used) in that AST in JSON format (e.g., 0cabc846205ca071e2439183e1872b44.json);

– A JSON file (meta.json) relating unique ASTs (in /dataset/oclas) to
their original files (/dataset/repos).

• data related to model-to-text transformations is contained in the /dataset-mtl
folder, which has the following children:

– The /dataset-mtl/repos folder contains the original 349 repositories,
with all irrelevant files stripped (as described in Section 7.4.4). Each
repository root also contains a TM.json file containing metadata on the
cloned repositry.

– To the extent of our knowledge, no abstract-syntax persistence for OCL
in MTL exists. As such, the MTL dataset has no oclas subdirectory;

– A JSON file (meta.json) relating unique ASTs (in /dataset-mtl/oclas)
to their original files (/dataset-mtl/repos).

As stated, the meta.json files relate the various oclas files in the oclas direc-
tory to their original files in the repos directory. For clarity, we illustrate the file

8https://github.com/tue-mdse/ocl-dataset
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Figure 7.1: A schematic overview of the file-structure of GitHub (left) and the
representation of those files in our dataset (right).

structure, and its relation to the various GitHub repositories in Figure 7.1. The
meta.json uses two keys in the root JSON object: oclas and repos. The oclas
object maps the names of the AST files (without extension) to an array of .ecore
or .ocl files (of which the contents are identical) that the AST refers to. The repos
object maps the names of the repositories to commit hashes that were the most
recent commits when we downloaded the repositories.

7.5.2 Project Diversity

The OCL expressions we have collected are derived from repositories widely diverse
in terms of size and activity. Table 7.1 summarizes sizes (KB) and the number of
days between the repository creation date and the date of the most recent update
(preceding the data collection).
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Table 7.1: Size and activity of the repositories

.ecore repositories (N = 245) .mtl repositories (N = 349)
size (KB) activity (days) size (KB) activity (days)

Min 0 0.0 0 0.0
Q1 567 0.0 242 0.0
Median 4831 16.0 1610 59.0
Mean 53522 218.5 47504 316.0
Q3 46257 277.0 23686 498.5
Max 981093 1977.0 1802744 2210.0

7.5.3 Domains

To gain some preliminary insights into the domains of files in our dataset, we perform
frequent-word counts on the full filenames (including user and repository) for our
OCL & Ecore dataset9. We have manually analyzed the 400 most frequent terms
appearing in the fully qualified filenames in the dataset. We decided to stop after
400 terms, as terms ranked from 401 onwards occur only once. The top 30 results
of this analysis are presented in Table 7.2.

Not surprising, terms such as org, eclipse, model, and ocl occur frequently. Im-
portant is to note that files that incorporate “examples” in their path occur extremely
frequently. To support these observations, we have performed card-sorting [139] on
every unique OCL expression in our dataset to more precisely uncover the domains.
From this we found the following domains:

• general-purpose modeling (UML,
Petri nets, state machines)

• databases

• web & networking

• tutorial examples

• student exercises

• unit tests

• academic paper examples

• embedded

• workflow modeling

• formal analysis

9splitting paths on . and /
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Table 7.2: Top 30 most frequent words among the OCL & Ecore dataset

# word num. occurences
1 eclipse 4325
2 model 3204
3 org 2896
4 ocl 2097
5 papyrus 1706
6 examples 1613
7 uml 1487
8 src 1472
9 robotml 1228
10 tests 1106
11 juancadavid 1079
12 impl 888
13 mdeforge 824
14 upr 790
15 extraplugins 753
16 xtext 719
17 ac 702
18 royalandloyal 600
19 refontouml 570
20 ontouml 521
21 bpmnprof 521
22 ecore 505
23 models 495
24 test 471
25 is 462
26 jp 462
27 pizzafactory 462
28 nces 462
29 a_rte 462
30 nagoya_u 462

We observed that examples and student assignments constitute a large part of
our dataset. As this may be a threat to validity to various studies using our dataset,
we wish to be able to partition our data into example files and “engineered” files
(cf. [148]). From the result of card sorting [139], we investigate the file paths of the
examples and student exercise domains to extract terms that can be used to filter
them out. We compile the found terms into a single regular expression that can be
used for matching:

“/(example | assignment | praktikum | Übung | Uebung | Ejemplo |
Profundizacion_Arquitectura_Software | practica | GenieLogiciel |
Laboratorio | lecture | course)/i”
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A second regular expression is used to separate student exercises such as “ex4_week12”:
“/((NAMES[0-9\s_-]+)|([0-9\s_-]+NAMES))/i” where NAMES= “(td|tp|ws|ss|lab|GLS)”10.

Using this method, we can separate 9 173 unique expression ASTs from .ecore
files into 6 3344 example ASTs and 8 411 engineered ASTs. Note that these numbers
are higher because unique ASTs can belong to multiple files. Using this technique,
we separate 9548 expressions in engineered files, and 5197 expressions in example
files. Note that these numbers differ from earlier reported numbers, as the same
expression (i.e., AST) may occur in more than one file.

We opt for this technique rather than a more elaborate approach of Munaiah
et al. [148]. Where the technique of Muniah et al. includes or excludes entire
repositories, our technique works on the level of individual files. Using the technique
of Muniah et al., repositories that are classified engineered, but include a large
number of example files (e.g., unit test models) would “contaminate” our data.

7.6 Applications of the Dataset

As mentioned in Section 7.1, there are several possible applications of the dataset
ranging from replication of earlier studies to comparison of OCL expressions derived
from open source projects with those from closed-source projects. In this section we
illustrate a number of these applications.

7.6.1 Replication Studies of Cadavid et al.

To show how our data set can be used in practice, we start by (partially) replicating
the study of Cadavid et al. [27].

7.6.1.1 The Original Study

To confirm their intuition that only a subset of the OCL is commonly used, and
other parts of the language are rarely used, Cadavid et al. [27] investigate what
constructs from the OCL language are used in practice. To do so, they run various
experiments on a dataset that they have compiled. The dataset consists of 24
metamodels derived from OMG standards, 11 metamodels from academic research,
and 3 metamodels from industry. The metamodels come from a plethora of domains
including databases, formal analysis and security.

In Section 2.3 of their work, Cadavid et al. [27] present an overview of OCL
concepts and relations between them. We reproduce this figure as Figure 7.2 below.
To show what parts of OCL are commonly and rarely used, Cadavid et al. [27]
measure the usage of every construct by counting the occurrences of every construct
in their corpus of OCL expressions.

In the original study, Cadavid et al. [27] study meta-modeling practices for OCL
using only the OCL expressions from 37 meta-models. OCL data is also gathered

10These abbreviations represent exercises and classes such as: various travaux dirigés, travaux
pratiques, Genie Logiciel des System
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Figure 7.2: A metamodel of the OCL language ([27]), showing the OCL concepts
and relations between them. Classes with an italic name are abstract, where classes
colored gray belong to other metamodels.

from .ocl files, but no exact number is reported. In total 995 OCL invariants (i.e.,
expressions) were found, 567 of which could be parsed.

7.6.1.2 The Original Findings

In the original study, Cadavid et al. [27] create a histogram representing frequency
of OCL constructs, shown in Figure 7.3a. They subsequently argue that the “Op-
erationCall” construct is very generic, and is constituted by various sub-constructs
(i.e., the various operations that are called). They create a similar histogram for
operations shown in Figure 7.4a.

Cadavid et al. [27] note that several operations in the their top 20 are defined
in an ad-hoc manner (e.g., getOutputFlows,getInputFlows,getFlows).

7.6.1.3 The Replication Methodology

In order to verify whether the results of the original study generalize to a larger
corpus, we perform an exact replication (cf. [177]) of the work by Cadavid et
al. [27]. That is, we reuse the original methodology and apply it to our data set of
OCL expressions. This dataset consists of 9 173 unique expressions originating from
504 meta-models enriched with invariants from external .ocl files.

Similarly to the dataset of Cadavid et al. [27], our dataset includes metamodels
from a variety of domains, including databases, security, graphics, formal analysis,
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and workflow modeling.
In contrast to the dataset of Cadavid et al. [27], our dataset consists only of

Ecore-based metamodels and OCL expressions, whereas the dataset of Cadavid
et al. [27] also includes metamodels based on UML [186], CMOF [171], and USE
[65]. Another major difference is that our dataset includes “example” files such as
student projects. As we envision that this may influence our results, we perform
our experiments on the dataset as a whole, and on the engineered partition of our
dataset (i.e., without examples).

Furthermore, our dataset is significantly larger than the original dataset of Ca-
david et al. [27]. One benefit gained through this increase in size, is that ad-hoc
defined functions should no longer contaminate the most frequently used OCL con-
structs. (i.e., due to sheer size, OperationCalls of ad-hoc defined functions will
be subdued by generic OCL OperationCalls).

Absence of original numbers from the study of Cadavid et al. [27] makes compar-
ison difficult. As the original study by Cadavid et al. was predominately interested
in the set of frequently used OCL, we will inspect the overlap in the reported con-
cepts. These comparisons will be limited to the number of concepts reported by
Cadavid et al. [27], as no other numbers are available. However, for our histograms,
we will compute the top 25 most frequent OperationCalls. This should eliminate
bias due to small differences in the distribution tails (e.g., a concept at rank 25 in
the distribution of Cadavid et al. [27] being at our rank 26).

Furthermore, as Cadavid et al. [27] report the numbers in a histogram, ranking
(i.e., the position of each OperationCall in the top 20) of these concepts is also
deemed important. To perform these comparisons, we will use Kendall’s τb [101].

Note that, the resulting p-values must be adjusted to compensate for perform-
ing multiple comparisons. We will do so using the method of Benjamini and Yeku-
tieli [14] 11.

7.6.1.4 The Replication Findings

Using our EMF (Meta)Model Analysis tool (EMMA, Chapter 10), we count the
frequency of each OCL construct in all AST files of our dataset. Figure 7.3b shows
these frequencies. Computing Kendall’s τb on the rankings of our dataset yields a
result of τ = 0.685 with a p-value too small to be computed exactly.

Like in the study of Cadavid et al. [27], the OperationCall is the most fre-
quently used construct. As such, following Cadavid et al., we take a closer look
at OperationCall and create a histogram for frequencies of OperationCall con-
structs in the same way as Figure 7.4a has been constructed in the original study.
Figure 7.4b shows the resulting frequencies for our entire dataset.

Comparing the OperationCalls present, we find that they share 15/20 OperationCalls.
Computing Kendall’s τb between the OperationCalls of Cadavid et al. [27] and
OperationCalls in our full dataset yields τ = 0.0769 with a p-value of p = 1.

As discussed in the methodology section (Section 7.6.1.3), we conjecture that
presence of a large amount of examples may influence our results. As such we per-

11We only report already adjusted p-values
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form a similar comparison for both the “engineered” (cf. [148]) partition (Figure 7.4c
and example partition (Figure 7.4d) of our dataset. We find that both partitions
share 16/20 concepts with the results of Cadavid et al. [27] (Figure 7.4a)

Computing Kendall’s τb between the OperationCalls of Cadavid and those of
our engineered and example partitions yields τ = −0.0513 and τ = 0.103 respec-
tively, both with an (adjusted) p-value of p = 1.0.

These results make us believe that the engineered and example partitions exhibit
little differences. Computing Kendall’s τb between both partitions yields τ = 0.744
with an (adjusted) p-value of p = 0.004217. Furthermore, 21/25 concepts are shared
between them.

(a) Observed distribution of used OCL con-
structs in the study of Cadavid et al. [27]

O
ur	results	

(b) Observed distribution of used OCL con-
structsin our full dataset

Figure 7.3: Observed distribution of used OCL constructs in various datasets.
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(a) Observed distribution of
OperationCalls in the study of
Cadavid et al. [27]

(b) Observed distribution of
OperationCalls in our full dataset.
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Figure 7.4: Observed distribution of OperationCalls in various datasets.
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(a) 10 OCL Constructs named in the study
of Cadavid et al. [27], that allow for the
specification of 98.9% of OCL expressions
in their dataset, projected onto Figure 7.3a
in red;

(b) The same 10 concepts from the Study
of Cadavid et al. ([27], Figure 7.5a), pro-
jected onto Figure 7.3b in red, where the
red concepts are only able to specify 68.3%
of expressions.

Figure 7.5: Differences in the findings of Cadavid, and our findings.

7.6.1.5 Discussion

Comparing the most used constructs by Cadavid et al. [27] (Figure 7.3a) to the
most used constructs for our full dataset (Figure 7.4b), we find that the results
are highly similar. The sets of reported constructs are even identical (i.e., the
21 constructs reported by Cadavid as most frequent are also our 21 most frequent
constructs). These results are in line with the original results by Cadavid et al. [27]:
e.g., the six most used constructs are even identical (OperationCall, Variable,
PropertyCall, Iterator, Type and IntegerLiteral)

Like in the study of Cadavid et al. [27], the OperationCall is the most frequently
used construct (Figure 7.3b). Concurring with Cadavid et al. [27], we expected this
outcome, as OperationCall encapsulates all operations that are called on OCL
constructs (e.g., AND, OR, forEach).
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Further inspection of the distribution of our OperationCalls (Figure 7.4b),
shows that our results are not in line with the results of Cadavid et al. [27]. Al-
though 75% (15/20) OperationCalls observed are shared amongst distributions,
their rankings show no similarity (τ = 0.04769).

Recall from Section 7.6.1.1 that the dataset used by Cadavid et al. makes use
of data from standards, scientific, and industrial sources. Moreover, the domains
from which their data is drawn are similar to those in the engineered partition of
our dataset (e.g., databases, workflow modeling, security). The most significant
difference between the dataset of Cadavid et al. [27] and ours, is that our dataset
includes a large amount of examples and student projects. As we have expected
(Section 7.6.1.3), the large amount of example files in our dataset, may lead to a
difference between rankings, specifically between Figure 7.4a and Figure 7.4b

As such, we replicate the OperationCall histogram for the “example” and “en-
gineered” (cf. [148]) partitions of our dataset separately. The results are shown in
Figure 7.4d and Figure 7.4c respectively.

As such, we compare the distribution of OperationCalls from the dataset of
Cadavid et al. to the distributions of OperationCalls from the OCL expressions
in the engineered partition (Figure 7.4c). Although the domains of Cadavid et
al. [27] and our “engineered” partition are more similar than when compared to
our “example” partition, both our distributions (Figures 7.4c and 7.4d) share 16/20
OperationCalls. Moreover, the same 4 OperationCalls are dissimilar.

Computing Kendall’s τb between the OperationCalls of Cadavid et al. [27] (Fig-
ure 7.4a) and the engineered and example partitions respectively yields τ = −0.0513
and τ = 0.103 respectively, both with (adjusted) p-values of p = 1.0 (originally
p = 0.85478 and p = 0.66933 respectively).

The dissimilarity between Cadavid et al. [27] and the engineered partitions
surprises us as its domains are more similar than that of the example partition.
Nonetheless, both distributions exhibit similarities (e.g., = and and are still the
top operators, and are shared between their respective top 25s).

Following the argument of Cadavid et al. [27] that eContainer is not part of the
OCL language itself, but part of one of its standard libraries (cf. stdio.h in C), we
exclude it from further analysis.

By manually comparing the ranks of OperationCalls in both distributions (Ta-
ble 7.3) we made the following observations.

The largest difference between both rankings is in the boolean operators and
and implies. In particular the increase in rank of and and similar decrease in rank
of allInstances (+18 and -13, respectively) is noteworthy. The allInstances
OperationCall is typically found in the root of a constraint, i.e., allInstances
marks a new context for an OCL expression.

� Example 7.6
Person.allInstances()→forAll(self.age > 18)
Person.allInstances()→forAll(self.height > 180)

Decrease in the rank of allInstances suggests that in the engineered partition
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of our dataset introduction of a context occurs less frequently. Indeed, instead of
introducing the same context several times and defining the corresponding OCL
expressions per context, one could combine multiple OCL expressions sharing the
same context using and.

� Example 7.7
Person.allInstances()→forAll(self.age > 18 and self.height > 180)

Preference for combining OCL expressions would, subsequently, results in the
higher number of ands.

In Section 6.1.4 of the original work by Cadavid et al. [27] the authors list ten
constructs that capture 98.6% of all OCL expressions, as illustrated in Figure 7.5a.
Counting the number of OCL expressions captured by the same ten constructs in
our dataset yields merely 68.3%, as illustrated in Figure 7.5a.

Furthermore, note that getOutputFlow, getInputFlow, and getFlows, present
in Figure 7.4a, are absent from Figure 7.4c. Indeed, Cadavid et al. [27] explain
that these are methods that are defined ad-hoc within the OCL expressions. Such
ad-hoc defined OperationCalls, also present in our dataset, are subdued by generic
OperationCalls: the first ad-hoc OperationCall in the engineered partition of our
dataset occurs at rank 63.

The remaining OperationCalls from the top 20 of Cadavid et al., notably absent
from our top 25 are null (that might have been caused by resolution errors during
parsing) and notEmpty (whose place is taken by isEmpty in the engineered partition
of our dataset).

Lastly, equivalence checking (=) is still the most used construct. This seems
logical, as equivalence checking is what constraints are all about.

Summarizing, the set of most frequent OCL OperationCalls identified by Ca-
david et al. [27] is, to a large extent, the same in our dataset. Although their
positions have shifted, 15 concepts from the top 20 of Cadavid et al. [27] are still in
the top 25 of our full dataset.

Going beyond the context of MDE, we observe that all distributions observed
(Figures 7.3a, 7.4a, 7.3b, 7.4b, 7.4c, and 7.4d) exhibit a Pareto-like shape that
is common in studies related to refactoring [149] and, broader, software engineer-
ing [63].

7.6.2 Benchmarking
A major issue with empirical research into model-driven engineering is that the
amount of real-life data is scarce [64, 66]. Most research revolves around standards
documents or small corpora of open-source data.

Industrial data is even more scarce, as most companies consider their MDE data
proprietary. This has several downsides:

• Checking results and findings of studies performed on these closed-source
datasets is impossible;

• Generalization of techniques and results from industrial data are unclear.
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Table 7.3: The absolute and relative positions of OperationCalls from Figure 7.4a
and Figure 7.4c respectively, ordered largest relative (absolute) difference first.

OperationCall Cadavid et al. [27] Engineered Partition Difference
and 20 2 +18
implies 19 3 +16
allInstances 7 20 -13
oclIsUndefined 2 13 -11
<> 17 8 +9
not 3 10 -7
union 18 22 -4
oclIsKindOf 10 6 +4
oclIsTypeOF 11 14 -3
asSet 13 16 -3
+ 16 19 -3
size 5 7 -2
or 8 9 -1
oclAsType 4 4 +0
= 1 1 +0
getOutputFlow 9 NA NA
getInputFlow 12 NA NA
getFlows 14 NA NA
notEmpty 15 NA NA
null 6 NA NA
includes NA 12 NA
isEmpty NA 15 NA
at NA 18 NA
- NA 21 NA
asOrderedSet NA 23 NA
first NA 24 NA
<= NA 25 NA
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We propose to use our large-scale open-source OCL dataset as a benchmark.
First, studies originally performed on closed-source (industrial) datasets can be
replicated on our dataset evaluating generalisability of the results. Alternatively,
one can compare properties of closed-source OCL expressions with properties of
OCL expressions in our dataset. By performing such a comparison one might ei-
ther conclude that the closed-source OCL expressions are similar to the ones in our
dataset and therefore more advanced conclusions derived from analyzing our dataset
can be transferred to the closed-source OCL expressions; or the closed-source OCL
expressions are inherently different from the ones in our dataset requiring a more
profound investigation of the differences between the two.

7.6.2.1 Open-Source versus Closed-Source

As proof-of-concept study, we have compared a closed-source dataset of OCL ex-
pressions and the OCL expressions in our dataset with respect to their complex-
ity. However, as observed by Munaiah et al. [148], some open source projects on
GitHub are merely examples or student projects rather than engineered software
projects [148]. Therefore, in this section we compare complexity of three groups
of OCL expressions: those on closed-source metamodels, those on example meta-
models from GitHub and those on engineered software projects. Discussion in this
section distinguishes between example and engineered open-source projects, and
consequently performs more advanced statistical analysis.

7.6.2.1.1 Methodology We compare the engineered partition of our dataset to
a closed-source (proprietary) dataset obtained from ALTRAN [6], a large company
offering third-party MDE services. The 93 expressions in the dataset are derived
from seven metamodels.

Having identified which files are “engineered” or “examples”, we use the EMF
(Meta)Model Analysis tool (EMMA) [133] (Chapter 10) to compute the complex-
ity values for all expressions. To compare complexity of the engineered partition,
example partition, and closed-source OCL expressions we employ the complexity
metric introduced by Cadavid et al. [27] for the complexity of OCL Expressions
(Definition 7 and Listing 12 in the work of Cadavid et al. [27]):

“The complexity of an invariant i with respect to a domain structure IC_DS is
the number of different roles12 defined in the domain structure that are used in i.”

This metric primarily takes into account the number of meta-model elements
that the expression uses, an approach that is also found on other pieces of literature
[26]. Although other metrics may exist, we adhere to the metric of Cadavid et
al. [27], as it is easier to understand.

After the complexity measurements have been performed we need to compare
three distributions of complexity values. Traditionally, a comparison of multiple
groups follows a two-step approach: first, a global null hypothesis is tested, then mul-
tiple comparisons are used to test sub-hypotheses pertaining to each pair of groups.
The first step is commonly carried out by means of ANOVA or its non-parametric

12attributes,properties
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counterpart, the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks [113]. The
second step uses the t-test or the rank-based Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test [123],
with correction for multiple comparisons, e.g., Bonferroni correction [47, 176]. Un-
fortunately, the global null hypothesis may be rejected while none of the sub hy-
potheses are rejected, or vice versa [57]. Moreover, simulation studies suggest that
the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test is not robust to unequal population variances,
especially in the case of unequal sample sizes [22, 206]. Recall, that the collection of
OCL over engineered open-source metamodels is more than 100 times larger than
the collection of OCL over closed-source metamodels; similarly, variance of com-
plexity for OCL over engineered open-source metamodels is more than five times
larger than variance of complexity of OCLs over closed-source metamodels.

Therefore, one-step approaches are preferred: these should produce confidence
intervals which always lead to the same test decisions as the multiple comparisons.
We use the T̃-procedure of Konietschke et al. [110] for Tukey-type contrasts (all
pairs) [185], the probit transformation and the traditional 5% family error rate (cf.
[204, 182, 29]). To complement the study for statistically significant differences we
also report the effect size using Cliff’s delta [33].

7.6.2.1.2 Results Distributions of the complexity values of closed-source and
open-source OCL expressions are shown in the violin plots [90] in Figure 7.6. The
T̃-procedure shows that

• OCL over engineered projects tend to be more complex than over the example
projects (p is too small to be computed precisely);

• OCL over the closed-source projects tend to be more complex than over the
example projects (p ∼ 0.02);

• no statistically significant relation could be established between the example
projects and the closed-source projects (p ∼ 0.99);

While the differences between engineered projects and the example projects, as well
as between engineered projects and closed-source projects are statistically significant
the effect size is negligible: ca. 0.12 and 0.13, respectively.
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Figure 7.6: Violin plots of the complexities of closed-source Ecore-based OCL, and
open-source Ecore-based OCL, reproduced from earlier work [130]. Note that the
numbers are higher than reported in Section 7.5, because unique expressions may
occur in both example and engineered projects.

7.6.2.1.3 Discussion We observe that while two of the three pairs are statis-
tically different the effect size is negligible. i.e., differences in complexity of OCL
expressions over metamodels from open-source engineered projects, open-source ex-
ample projects and closed-source projects are practically unimportant. We there-
fore conclude that OCL expressions over metamodels from open-source engineered
projects on GitHub, collected in our dataset, can be used as a proxy for studying
complexity of OCL expressions both over metamodels from GitHub open source ex-
ample projects and, more importantly, over metamodels from closed-source projects.
Moreover, we conjecture that the same conclusion would hold for other metrics de-
fined for OCL expressions. Validity of this conjecture should be subject of follow-up
studies.

7.6.2.1.4 Threats to Validity As any empirical study, discussion in this sub-
section is subject to several threats to validity. In terms of the construct validity,
we borrow the operationalization of complexity from the previous work of Cadavid
et al. [27], and therefore inherit threats to validity incurred by this work. Fur-
thermore, our operationalization of “example” metamodels assumes that the fully
qualified package name contains an indication whether the project is an example or
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not, and is based on manual identification of terms-related to examples among terms
frequently used in the fully qualified package names. The former concern, indeed
provides a very restricted view on the notion of complexity, and therefore, introduces
imminent threats to construct validity. Indeed, structure of an OCL expression or
names of the meta-model elements referenced can be expected to be related to the
expression complexity in the same way as structure of a function and names of the
variables used are related to complexity of traditional software systems. As future
work, it should be considered to design a validated complexity measure for OCL
expressions. Beyond the scope of this dissertation, the dataset we provide can be
used to assess validity of such a complexity measure. For the latter concern, the
labeling was carried out by the author.

Internal validity pertains to the use of statistical machinery. We have used well-
established statistical techniques that have been successfully applied to software
engineering. External validity is related to generalization of our conclusions. The
major concern here is related to the fact that our collection of OCL expressions
over metamodels from closed-source projects is small, and that all these projects
have been carried out by the same organization. Unfortunately, real-life MDE data
is scarce [64, 66] and real-life closed-source data is even less accessible for the re-
searchers. Therefore, we would like to encourage replication of our study [177] with
the goal of confirming or circumscribing its conclusions.

7.6.2.1.5 Future Work Future work would be to involve closed-source meta-
models coming from a larger number of companies, to strengthen the statistics for
this experiment. However, as industry is quite protective of its models, we envision
obtaining a broad and representative set to be tedious if not impossible.

7.6.2.2 Ecore versus Acceleo

Following the results from Section 7.6.2.1, we wished to assess to what extent results
obtained in EMF-based OCL context could be generalized to other contexts. In this
study we use both the Ecore-based and MTL-based (Acceleo) collections of our
dataset.

7.6.2.2.1 Methodology As above we perform the Mann-Whitney test using
p = 0.05 as a threshold, with the following hypotheses:

• H0: The distributions of complexity of the samples of Ecore-based and MTL-
based OCL expressions represent two populations with the same median val-
ues.

• Halt: The distributions of complexity of the samples of Ecore-based and MTL-
based OCL expressions represent two populations with different median values.

7.6.2.2.2 Results Distribution of complexities of OCL expressions derived from
meta-models and model transformations is illustrated in Figure 7.7. The p-value
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associated with the Mann-Whitney test is too small to be computed precisely, p <
2.2e− 16, i.e., H0 can be rejected.
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Figure 7.7: Violin plots of the complexities of OCL in Ecore- versus Acceleo-based
OCL.

7.6.2.2.3 Discussion With a p-value too small to compute precisely, there is a
statistically significant difference between complexity in Accelleo and Ecore-based
OCL. This is to be expected, as the roles OCL takes on in both contexts are different.
In Ecore, OCL is primarily used to define constraints on abstract-syntax structures
(e.g., Context graph: self.outDegree > 1). Whereas in Acceleo, OCL is used
primarily to define queries and selectors for transformations (e.g.,
ePackage.eClassifiers->filter(EClass))).

The conclusion from this experiment is thus, that results obtained from Ecore-
based OCL may not necessarily be generalized to Acceleo, and vice-versa.

Based on this observation we revisit the discussion of the frequency of the
OCL constructs (cf. Figures 7.2 and 7.3b) and investigate the distribution of
the frequency of the OCL constructs for four different categories of OCL expres-
sions: those derived from open-source meta-models, closed-source meta-models,
open-source transformations and closed-source transformations. OCL expressions
from open-source meta-models and open-source transformations constitute our dataset;
those from the closed-source meta-models have been discussed in Section 7.6.2.1 and
those from the closed-source transformations cannot be made public due to confi-
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dentiality reasons. Figure 7.8 summarizes the normalized usage frequencies, i.e.,
percentages of usage. We opt for percentages such that we could compare the usage
for different categories.

Figure 7.8: Normalized usage of various OCL constructs: closed-source (industrial)
meta-models, closed-source (industrial) model-to-text transformations (mtl), open-
source meta-models, and open-source model-to-text transformations (mtl). The blue
bars (open-source meta-models) correspond to Figure 7.3b.

Figure 7.8 shows that the usage of OCL constructs differs heavily per chosen
category of OCL expressions, e.g., Variable is the most frequent construct in
closed-source (industrial) transformations, while StringLiteral occupies the high-
est share among the OCL constructs. This suggests that results obtained for one
category of OCL expressions can not necessarily be transferred to a different cate-
gory.

7.6.3 Limiting threats to validity of another study

In this subsection we show how the dataset compiled can be used to evaluate as-
sumptions made by previously published analysis techniques. Indeed, if those as-
sumptions are frequently challenged by the real OCL code, more advanced analysis
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techniques should be developed; if, however, these assumptions hold in the lion’s
share of OCL code, then they can be safely made [116].

To illustrate this application of the dataset we consider the work of Anastasakis
et al. [8] and evaluate practical relevance of the assumptions made. Anastasakis et
al. [8] advocated analysis of UML models by first transforming them to Alloy [95],
and then applying constraints solving techniques to the resulting models. However,
the authors also observed that various OCL concepts cannot be expressed in Alloy,
possibly rendering their technique inapplicable in practice.

The leading example of discrepancy between UML and Alloy is the Iterate
operation, which has no equivalent in Alloy [8]. The Iterate concept is used for
imperative-style iteration over collections, however Alloy is a declarative-oriented
language, and as such no generic translation exists. In traditional software engi-
neering, GitHub has been used for similar studies. For instance, Casalnuovo et al.
[28] have used GitHub to investigate usage of the C/C++ assert construct.

By consulting our dataset with respect to the Iterate construct, we observe
that:

• 8% (19/245) of repositories use the Iterate construct;

• only 5% of (24/504) of all meta-models within these projects use the construct.
It thus appears that the number of meta-models per project that use Iterate
is limited;

• at an even larger scale, less than 1% (82/9 173) of OCL expressions make use
of the Iterate construct. So even within the limited number of meta-models
that use the construct, the amount of OCL expressions that require it also
limited.

As such, the concern raised by Anastasakis et al. [8] appears to have limited
impact. Looking beyond OCL constructs into the translation of OCL expressions,
Anastasakis et al. have provided a translation for most common OCL concepts into
Alloy. Furthermore they reason that the collection types (e.g., Bag, Set, Sequence)
of OCL, can be translated to Alloy. After the publication of Anastasakis et al. [8]
(2008), several updates to Alloy have been released (the last in 2015). In these
updates, Alloy has received additional expressiveness with respect to sequences. As
such we extend the translation of Anastasakis et al. [8] with the translations in
Table 7.4.

When translating, it is less meaningful to look at individual constructs, as ex-
pressions have to be translated as a whole to be meaningful. As such, we will
investigate how many expressions and ASTs (as a whole) can be translated to Alloy.
To do so, we will look at the operations used in each AST and each expression
(metadata that is provided in the JSON metadata of our dataset). We consider an
expression to be translatable if all operations used occur in our set of translatable
operations. Subsequently, we consider an AST (i.e., metamodel with imposed OCL
constraints) to be translatable if all of its constituent expressions can be translated.

Starting at the level of ASTs, we find that 296 of 504 unique ASTs (59%) can
be directly translated. Again wondering whether examples impact this result, we
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Table 7.4: Additional OCL to Alloy translations, in the notation of Anastasakis
et al. [8], where seq denotes an OCL sequence, and TR(x) the translation of sub-
expression x into Alloy

OCL Alloy
seq→first TR(seq).first
seq→last TR(seq).last
seq→subSequence(a,b) TR(seq).subseq[a, b]
seq→indexOf(a) TR(seq).idxOf[a]

repeat the experiment on the 380 (non-unique) ASTs from the engineered partition
of our dataset. This results in a total of 305 out of 480 (64%) of AST being fully
translatable. Investigating the distribution of non-translatable operations, we find
that there is a large tail of ad-hoc defined functions such as:

• allOwnedNodes

• inputParameters

• getInitializationStrategy

• getInvalidationPolicy

• isAccessedByDataSendPoint

• allSlottableFeatures

Although these ad-hoc function calls can be easily translatable into Alloy accord-
ing to Anastasakis et al., it is unclear whether the implementation of these functions
can be translated, as this is outside the scope of our dataset.

Subsequently we perform a more fine-grained analysis by looking at (non-unique)
individual expressions in the engineered partition of our dataset. There we find that
6129 out of 8411 (non-unique) expressions (73%), can be completely translated.

Although there is still a large amount of expressions and files that cannot be
translated to Alloy, we feel the percentages are sufficiently high for a good proof-of-
concept.

7.7 Threats to Validity

As with any empirical research, the data collection process is subject to several
threats to validity.

To start, several threats to validity have been introduced by our decision to
use GitHub. The “peril of mining GitHub” [99] most relevant for our work is that
“many active projects do not conduct all their software development on GitHub”. To
mitigate this threat, as a future work we plan to extend the dataset with additional
sources of data, such as SourceForge, OMG documents, and scientific articles.

The limitations of the search functionality of GitHub [2] also induce several
threats to validity. The search functionality of GitHub only allows searching of the
main branch in repositories, i.e., our search query might miss files [18]. However, our
data is less likely to contain experimental files, giving a more accurate representation
of finished products. Similarly, files might be missed due to project forks being
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excluded by default from the GitHub search. While, in general, this is beneficial as
it reduces noise in the data, it is also possible that forks contain new data as well,
which we then miss.
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Figure 7.9: A boxplot of the number of files per repository

Moreover, only files smaller than 384 KB are searchable. This means that the
search misses repositories in which all .ocl and .ecore files exceed 384KB (note
that we download full repositories that we identified, potentially including files big-
ger than 384KB). To estimate the number of .ecore and .ocl files larger than
384KB, we investigate the repositories that we included in the dataset. We con-
clude that of all .ecore and .ocl files in the repositories, 3% (739/25130) is bigger
than 384 KB. We therefore expect the impact of this threat to be limited.

Finally, another limitation of the search pertains to very big repositories: GitHub
search covers only repositories with fewer than 500,000 files. This may cause us to
miss files in very large repositories. Plotting the number of files per repository in
our dataset (Figure 7.9) reveals that there are two major outliers at approximately
80,000 and 100,000 files. This indicates that the probability of missed repositories
(i.e., repositories with over 500,000 files) is slim.

7.8 Conclusions

In this work we present a publicly available dataset of OCL expressions derived from
GitHub. The dataset is composed of two collections of OCL expressions:

• A collection of 9 173 OCL expressions, derived from 504 unique .ocl and
.ecore files, originating from 245 systematically selected GitHub repositories
[153]



• A collection of 94 089 OCL expressions, derived from 2 634 unique .mtl files
originating from 349 systematically selected GitHub repositories.

The dataset includes the original .ocl, .ecore, and .mtl files, as well as the gener-
ated AST files for the OCL/Ecore dataset. The AST files are stored in XMI format
conforming to the OCL pivot metamodel. Furthermore, lists of used repositories,
as well as a variety of metadata for the various files is provided.

This dataset allows for a variety of empirical studies of the OCL, including usage
studies (contributing to RQ7.1) and practical evaluations of proposed techniques.
We have performed several case studies of various types to illustrate the applicability
of this dataset in practice. As such, we highly encourage the reader to download the
dataset 13, as we consider the primary value of this work to be the dataset itself,
not the example experiments we have performed with it.

In particular, we have extended the previous version of our dataset [153] with
OCL expressions drawn from Acceleo-based model-to-text transformations. This
adds a plethora of possible new studies, a hint of which we have presented in Sec-
tion 7.6.2.

Throughout this work, we have already hinted at various pieces of future work
with respect to the experiments performed. However, as stated, the primary value
of this work is the dataset itself, and as such most of the future work will be in
improving it.

Firstly, extending the dataset with an even broader set of models is a main
piece of future work. One could consider different sources such as Google Code,
SourceForge, but also data from bug-trackers or mailing lists could be considered.

Furthermore, OCL is used in a broader scope than just Ecore or model-to-text.
One could also include models that use OCL to implement operations, or model-to-
model transformations that also use OCL. The list of repositories that were used for
mining MTL- and Ecore-based data should serve as a valuable research for enabling
such extensions.

Last, but not least, we have investigated several threats to validity of the study
of Anastasakis et al.[8], which attempts to translate OCL to Alloy (contributing to
RQ7). There we have found that the largest threat identified, the Iterate con-
struct, only affects 1% of expressions, and 5% of ASTs. We continue to investigate
whether the various OCL OperationCalls (e.g., +, forAll, isEmpty) can be trans-
lated. Using the translation by Anastasakis et al.[8] as a foundation, we find that
73% of (non-unique) expressions can be fully translated, which amounts to a total of
59% of ASTs. These numbers give us sufficient confidence that creation of a proof-
of-concept, as suggested in Chapter 6, is not critically hampered by the discrepancy
of OCL and Alloy as discussed in Sections 6.4.2.2 and 6.5.

13https://github.com/tue-mdse/ocl-dataset
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Man. Because he sacrifices his health in 
order to make money. Then he sacrifices 
money to recuperate his health. And then he 
is so anxious about the future that he does 
not enjoy the present; the result being that he 
does not live in the present or the future; he 
lives as if he is never going to die, and then 
dies having never really lived.

The Dalai Lama, when asked 
what suprised him most

Don’t trade away 
your happiness now 
to earn money in 
hopes that if you 
make enough you’ll 
be able to buy it back 
later. You can’t.

Unknown



VIII
QVTo in Industry

Similar to our study on OCL, we investigate to what extent QVTo use in practice relies on imperative 
parts of the language. We perform a case study on industrial QVTo data to see if expression of QVTo 
in Alloy is feasible.

J. G. M. Mengerink, J. Noten, and A. Serebrenik. Empowering OCL research: A large-scale corpus of open-source data 
from GitHub. Empirical So�ware Engineering, pages 1–36, 2018

J. G. M. Mengerink, A. Serebrenik, R. R. H. Schi�elers, and M. G. J. van den Brand. Automated analyses of 
model-driven artifacts: Obtaining insights into real-life application of MDE. In Joint conference of the International 
Workshop on So�ware Measurement (IWSM) and the International Conference on So�ware Process and Product 
Measurement (MENSURA), pages 116–121, 2017

In addition to work that has been reported internally, but has not yet been published.

�e work of this chapter builds upon our works:
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8.1 Introduction

The last hurdle towards the prototype detailed in Chapter 6, is to translate QVT
Operational (QVTo) to Alloy. As such, our next research question is:

RQ 8: Can can real-life uses of QVTo be translated to Alloy?

As a first step towards solving this challenge, we wish to investigate how QVTo
is used in practice. While studies have been performed on the quality of QVTo
[60, 59], and translating QVT relations (QVTr) to Alloy [122], to the best of our
knowledge no quantitative evaluation of QVTo in practice has occurred. To identify
the most frequently used QVTo concepts, we perform (similar to Chapter 7) analyses
on the occurrences of the various QVTo constructs to be able to answer the question,
such that we can prioritize the frequently used QVTo concepts for our translation
prototype:

RQ 8.1: What QVTo concepts should be chosen to support a proof-of-
concept translation to Alloy?

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: We start in Section 8.2
by giving a brief introduction into QVTo. In Section 8.3 we describe the data used
for our analyses, and show the results of those analyses in Section 8.4. We finish by
discussing frequent patterns in Section 8.5, and concluding in Section 8.7.

8.2 A Brief Introduction to QVTo

Model-to-model transformations [161, 162, 98, 167, 109] are artifacts that transform
models conforming to one metamodel to models conforming to another metamodel.
This is useful, amongst others, to define the semantics of a DSL in terms of another
DSL. Say that we develop TurtleV2, as a new metamodel (Figure 1.8), that uses ab-
solute headings (e.g., left, right, down, up) rather than relative ones. Consider that
a plethora of infrastructure is in place for defining (and potentially executing) the se-
mantics of models conforming to the TurtleV1metamodel (Figure 1.7a). Redefining
or reworking said infrastructure to operate for TurtleV2 would be time-consuming
and costly. By transforming TurtleV2 models into TurtleV1 models, the existing
infrastructure need not be adapted, whilst still adding all the benefits of such infras-
tructure for the TurtleV2 language. An example of such a transformation is given
in Fragment 3. There, a transformation between both specifications (Figure 1.7a
and Figure 1.8 respectively) is created under the name “CompileTurtle2”.

In the main method of “CompileTurtle2”, all root objects
(i.e., TurtleV1::Specifications) are piped as inputs to the “spec2spec” mapping.
Such a mapping is in essence a transformation, not between models, but between
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individual model elements. In this mapping, the auxiliary method (i.e., Query)
“getNumTurns” is used to determine how many turns are to be made to correctly
translate Left, Right, Up, and Down to an amount of Turns. Helpers are in that sense
similar to mappings, but do not have impliocit object instantiation (Section 8.2.1.3).
An example of an original and a transformed model is illustrated in Figure 8.1.
Throughout this section, we will explore the various QVTo constructs in more detail.

 
:Specification

 
:Right

 
:Right

(a) A model for SpecificationV2

 
:Specification

 
:Turn

 
:Forward

 
:Forward

(b) The result of transforming the Model
in Figure 8.1a using the transformation
in Fragment 3.

Figure 8.1: Applying a model-to-model transformation to models
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transformation CompileTurtle2(in spec2 : Turtle2, out Turtle1);
main {

spec2.rootObjects()[Turtle2::Specification]→map spec2spec();
}
Mapping Turtle2::Specification::spec2spec() : Turtle1::Specification {

var context : Turtle2::Command;
context := object Turtle2::Up;
self.commands → forEach (command) {

commands += c2cs(command, context);
context := command;

}
}
Query c2cs(command : Turtle2::Command, context : Turtle2::Command) :
Sequence(Turtle1::Command) {

var i = getNumTurns(context, command);
if i = 0 {

return Sequence {
object Turtle1::Forward{}

}
} else if i=2 {

return Sequence {
object Turtle1::Turn{}, object Turtle1::Forward

}
} else if i=3 {

return Sequence {
object Turtle1::Turn{}, object Turtle1::Turn{}, object Turtle1::Forward{}

}
} else {

return Sequence {
object Turtle1::Turn{}, object Turtle1::Turn{}, object Turtle1::Turn{},
object Turtle1::Forward{}

}
}

}
Query getOrientation(command : Turtle2::Command) : Integer {

if command.oclIsKindOf(Turtle2::Left) {
return 3;

} else if command.oclIsKindOf(Turtle2::Right) {
return 1;

} else if command.oclIsKindOf(Turtle2::Down) {
return 2;

} else {
return 0;

}
}
Query getNumTurns(srcC : Turtle2::Command, dstC : Turtle2::Command) : Integer {

//Get the context orientation and the desired orientation var src =
getOrientation(srcC);

var dst= getOrientation(dstC);
var p= (4-src+dst);
if p >= 4 {

return p-4;
} else {

return p;
}

}

Fragment (QVTo) 3: QVTo transformation from TurtleV2 to TurtleV1
models
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8.2.1 QVTo Metamodel

To prioritize the implementation efforts for our prototype translation from QVTo to
Alloy, we wish to gain insight into what parts of the QVTo language are most fre-
quently used. As a start, we investigate the structure of QVTo by looking at its meta-
model, a simplified version of which is depicted in Figure 8.2. There we see that a
QVTo model-to-model transformation, also known as an OperationalTransformation,
consists of several components:

• A transformation declaration (i.e., OperationalTransformation), defining
which types of models (i.e., parameters reference) are taken as input and
output (ModelParameters). In Fragment 3 the transformation declaration is
called “CompileTurtle2” and takes a TurtleV2 Specification as input, and
yields a TurtleV1 Specification as output.

• A main method (i.e., EntryOperation), which is executed once when the
transformation is called. In Fragment 3 the main method maps “spec2spec”
over each instance of a TurtleV2 Specification.

• ImperativeOperations that implement the transformation. In Fragment 3
“spec2spec”, “c2cs”, “getOrientation” and “getNumTurns” are examples
ImperativeOperations

Each ImperativeOperation is constituted by an OperationBody (Figure 8.2),
which is in turn constituted by 0 or more OCLExpressions. Although all
ImperativeOperations share this structure, there are several types of
ImperativeOperations, which we shall discuss in more detail in the coming sections:

1. EntryOperation (Section 8.2.1.1);

2. Constructor (Section 8.2.1.2);

3. MappingOperation (Section 8.2.1.3);

4. Helper/Query (Section 8.2.1.4).

Each of the aforementioned has an OperationBody, which we describe in Sec-
tion 8.2.1.5. We emphasize that the QVTo metamodel, makes use of the OCLExpression
construct, imported from the OCL metamodel. Moreover, the imperative-OCL ex-
tension of the OCL metamodel is used. As such, we see that QVTo is composed
of three sub-languages: QVTo expressions, OCL expressions, and imperative OCL
expressions. We shall discuss this more in Section 8.2.1.5
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OperationalTransformation

 
ImperativeOperation

 
MappingOperation

 
Constructor

isQuery : EBoolean = false
Helper

 
EntryOperation

 content : [0..*] OCLExpression
OperationBody

 
MappingBody

 
ObjectExp

 
ConstructorBody

main

operations 0..*
body 0..1

 
ModelParameterparameters 0..*

content

body

Figure 8.2: A (simplified) fragment of the QVT Operational metamodel [163]

8.2.1.1 EntryOperation

The EntryOperation is the first method that is called when executing the trans-
formation. A commonly occuring pattern in the EntryOperation is to get every
root-element in the model (i.e., “Source.rootObjects()”), check that they are of
the type we expect (e.g., Specification) and call a MappingOperation on those
elements (e.g., “spec2spec”). In Fragment 3, “main {· · ·}” is the EntryOperation,
which indeed adheres to the aforementioned pattern.

8.2.1.2 Constructor

A constructor, similar to traditional object-oriented programming in e.g., Java,
defines how the various attributes of an object are to be created and populated. An
example of such a constructor and its invocation can be seen in Fragment 4, where
the attribute “length” of a Forward object is set.

Constructor Forward(amount : Int) {
length := amount

}
· · ·
var f := new Forward(100);

Fragment (QVTo) 4: An example constructor and invocation of that con-
structor
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8.2.1.3 MappingOperation

MappingOperations form the heart of QVTo. They define how an object conforming
to one type, is mapped to an object conforming to another type. In Fragment 3,
the mapping “spec2spec” defines how a TurtleV2 Specification is mapped to a
TurtleV1 Specification. A mapping can thus be thought of as a transformation
on individual model elements, rather than on a model as a whole. Mappings are
often compositional, in the sense that mappings hierarchically call other mappings.

The general structure of a mapping is shown in Fragment 5. We see that a
mapping consists of an (1) init, (2) implicit instantiation, (3) population, and (4)
end section.

The init section defines code that is to be executed before anything else when
executing the mapping.

After the init, there is an implicit instantiation section. The instantiation
is responsible for defining and setting all properties of the result object. One can
think of this implicit instantiation as a call to a default constructor, that sets every
property to its default value (e.g., 0 for integers). As the user cannot modify these
workings1, this step is considered implicit.

In the subsequent population section, one can specify how these properties are
to be valuated.

Lastly, the end section contains code that is to be executed just before finishing
execution of the mapping. Note that init and exit sections are optional, as well as
the population keyword. An example mapping with init section, end section, and
population keyword omitted can be found in Fragment 6.

Mapping SourceType::name() : TargetType {
init {
· · · ; /* Executed before target type is instantiated */

}
; /* Between init and population the target type is
implicitly instantiated */
population {
· · · ; /* Code that sets values of the instantiated object
*/

}
end {
· · · ; /* Executed before exiting the mapping */

}
}

Fragment (QVTo) 5: General structure of a mapping in QVT

1and it is not even shown
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Mapping TurtleV2:Specification::spec2spec() : TurtleV1:Specification {
commands += self.commands→map command2command()

}

Fragment (QVTo) 6: Example mapping where the init section, end sec-
tion, and population keyword have been omitted. Only the content of the
population section is shown.

8.2.1.4 Helper

Helpers, and Querys are predominately used as auxiliary functions. Their main use
is to make frequently used code available in a reusable way. The major difference
between the two is that queries (similar to their database counterparts) only select
data from the model at hand. In contrast to Helpers, Querys are not allowed to
modify the state of the model. For instance a Helper that adds an element to
an input argument (e.g., input1+ = 5) modifies the state of the model (more
specifically the input1 property of some object). As this Helper has side-effects, it
cannot be a Query. In Fragment 3, “getNumTurns”, “getOrientation”, and “c2cs” are
queries.

8.2.1.5 OperationBody

For its various statements and expressions, the OperationBody of the QVTo meta-
model relies on the concept OCLExpression, borrowed from the OCL metamodel.
Recall that we have already seen part of this metamodel in Figure 7.2. In addition,
QVTo uses an extension known as imperativeOCL to not only support expressions
and constraints, but also (for example) assignments and loops. A simplified version
of the imperativeOCL metamodel is depicted in Figure 8.3.

A few examples of such concepts are:

• Assignment (AssignExp). e.g., angle := 45;

• ForEach loops (ForExp). e.g., this.commands→ forEach(command){· · ·}

• While loops (WhileExp). e.g., while(angle < 45){angle := angle+ 1}

Please note that a MappingOperation will have a MappingBody as its OperationBody.
The OperationBody contains an ObjectExpression as its sole expression (i.e., an
expression that will return an object). In Fragment 3, the “spec2spec” mapping
contains an ObjectExpression that returns a Turtle1::Specification.

8.3 Data Description

To investigate how QVT is used in industry, we again rely on the CARM case study
(Chapter 2), which has been used for previous studies into QVTo [59]. The CARM
ecosystem contains 89 QVTo model-to-model transformations, totaling over 17 000
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Figure 8.3: A simplified version of the imperativeOCL metamodel
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lines of QVT code. Tables 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 summarize (respectively) the lines of code
(LOC), number of mappings, and number of helpers of the QVTo transformations
studied.

Min. 14
Q1 64.75
Median 118
Mean 197.33
Q3 269.25
Max. 943

Table 8.1: Lines of code of
the CARM QVTo trans-
formations

Min. 1
Q1 2
Median 5
Mean 8.83
Q3 13
Max. 42

Table 8.2: Number of
mappings in the CARM
QVTo transformations

Min. 1
Q1 2
Median 4
Mean 5.612
Q3 6.5
Max. 26

Table 8.3: Number of
helpers in the CARM
QVTo transformations

Using the EMF, we have attempted to parse the 89 QVTo transformations from
the CARM ecosystem. Of these 89 transformations, 14 resulted in parse errors
(predominantly caused by missing imports). We continue our analysis on the 75
transformations that could successfully be parsed. It should be noted that some
errors still remain (e.g., missing imports) which may threaten the validity of our
study as discussed in Section 8.6

8.4 Analyses

Having detailed the structure described in the QVTo documentation, we wish to gain
insight into the way QVTo is actually used (RQ8). This question can be divided
into two sub-questions. Firstly, which are the most frequently used concepts, and
secondly how are these constructs structured. For instance, if a frequent concept A
always occurs in an infrequent concept B, then B must also be supported in order
to be able to support A. This knowledge will aid us in prioritizing translation of
concepts for our translation Chapter 9.

Using EMMA (Chapter 10), we analyze the frequency with which each of the
language concepts are used in our dataset (similar to our OCL analysis in Sec-
tion 7.6.1.4) as reported in Section 8.4.1. Moving beyond frequencies, we investigate
the hierarchy in which they occur in Section 8.4.2.

8.4.1 Frequency

Using EMMA (Chapter 10) to compute the frequency with which each construct
appears in our dataset of QVTo transformations, we obtain insight into which con-
structs are used most often (RQ8.1). As we have seen in Section 8.2.1, QVTo (in
addition to its own metamodel) makes use of the OCL and imperative-OCL meta-
models. To maintain legibility, we report frequencies of their constructs separately:

• QVTo expressions, shown in Figure 8.4a and discussed in Section 8.4.1.1;
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• Imperative OCL expressions, shown in Figure 8.4b and discussed in Sec-
tion 8.4.1.2;

• OCL expressions, shown in Figure 8.4c and discussed in Section 8.4.1.3;

• OCL Operation Calls (as in Chapter 7), shown in Figure 8.4d and discussed
in Section 8.4.1.3.

8.4.1.1 QVTo Expressions

For QVTo expressions, we see that the VarParameter is the most common construct.
The QVTo documentation [163] describes it as: “a concept that is introduced to allow
referring to parameters in the same way as variables are referred, specifically within
OCL expressions”. As a more auxiliary construct, we have less interest in it.

The Imperative Call “represents the invocation of an imperative operation”
[163] (e.g., a Mapping). As QVTo is imperative in nature, it is not surprising that
this concept ranks second.

The remaining ranks (MappingParameter, ConstructorBody, OperationBody,
ObjectExp, Helper, MappingCallExp,MappingBody,MappingOperation etc.) all
refer to the various parts of the QVTo language already discussed in Section 8.2.1.

8.4.1.2 Imperative OCL

Moving to the imperative-OCL sublanguage, we find that assignments (i.e., as-
signing values to variables) and variable initialization (i.e., declaring a variable
and its type) are the top two most used constructs. As the main purpose of QVTo
transformations is to assign values to the various attributes and relations of target
models, based on the attributes of the source models, this finding is not surprising.

The ImperativeIterator (e.g., col → forEach) occupies the third position.
Imperative iterators are used to select members of a collection that match a specific
predicate (i.e., select, xselect [163]). Note that the semantics of ImperativeIterators
may be expressed in terms of ForExp [163], but not the other way around. There-
fore we prioritize ForExp (rank 9) over implementation of ImperativeIterator. It
should be noted that, since translation of imperative iteration (and with it ForEach)
from OCL to Alloy was already noted to be troublesome [7], this finding poses a
challenge for Chapter 9.

From the remaining list, we ignore LogExp (i.e., logging a string for output) and
semantics of the AssertExp (cf. assert in Java), as they do not contribute to the
transformation, and all constructs with less than 90 occurrences, as these comprise
less than 1% of constructs.

8.4.1.3 OCL

In contrast to both the original, and replicated findings in Section 7.6.1.4, VariableExp
and PropertyCallExp are now higher in the ranking than the OperationCall con-
cept (Figure 8.4c). This may be explained (as in Section 8.4.1.1) by the main pur-
pose of QVTo being to relate “destination” variables and properties with “source”
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variables and properties. Another notable increase in Figure 8.4c as opposed to Fig-
ure 7.3b is that of the StringLiteral, which is now approximately half as frequent
as the Variable, whereas in the distribution in Figure 7.3b, it is nowhere near as
large.

With respect to the OperationCalls, the large number of “could_not_determine”
stands out. These are caused by the missing imports described in Section 8.3, and
are in line with the number of InvalidLiterals from Figure 8.4c.

Comparing the top 20 in Figure 8.4d to the top 20 observed in Chapter 7 (Fig-
ure 7.3b), we observe 12/20 similar constructs (although in a different order).

Notably present in Figure 8.4d, but absent from Figure 7.3b are: rootObjects,
which is to be expected as it is commonly used in the main method of QVTo trans-
formations. Both toString, and startWith, coincide with the increased ratio of
StringLiteral in Figure 8.4c.

Notably absent from Figure 8.4d, but present in Figure 7.3b are operations such
as asSet, at, includes, and isEmpty. This may indicate that collections (e.g.,
lists) are dealt without use of OCL. This may be explained by the ability to deal
with collections using QVTo (e.g., by means of Mappings), thus reducing the need
for doing so using OCL.

Comparing the distribution to the translation of Anastasakis et al. [7] we find
that the full top 7 (excluding parse errors) is translatable. The remaining operations
that do not having a translation are:

• “rootObjects”, which occurs in the main method of a transformation. In the
technique proposed in Chapter 6, “rootObjects” does not need an explicit
translation as we will see in Chapter 9;

• “toString” and “startsWith”, as Alloy does not support String operations (i.e.,
it only supports String literals);

• “container” which, similar to “eContainer” in Chapter 7, is not part of the OCL
language, but of its standard library;

• “put”, which is an operation on the OCL Dictionary type, which is infre-
quently used (Figure 8.4c);

• “bindToProperty” and “selectAttributeForArray” are (similar as described in
Chapter 7) ad-hoc defined calls that are not part of the OCL language.

We conclude that the majority of OCL operation calls (70%) can be translated in a
straightforward manner using the work of Anastasakis et al. [7].

8.4.2 Icicle Plots: QVTo Hierarchy
Having seen the absolute frequency of the various constructs, we investigate how they
are combing in the QVTo transformation of CARM. For translation (Chapter 9), this
is important: Consider, for example, all the AssignExp in Figure 8.4b to be nested
inside WhileExp (Figure 8.4b). Implementing a translation for the AssignExp (being
the most common), would be useless without also implementing the WhileExp. That
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is, the semantics of the AssignExps without the surrounding WhileExp is completely
different.

As such, we create an icicle plot [112] for our data. Icicle plots are commonly
used for visualizing hierarchy. In an icicle plot, the size of an element is propor-
tional to the sum of sizes of its children, and the sum of sizes of children of its
siblings. Consider the icicle plot of the QVTo hierarchy in CARM in Figure 8.5.
There, all elements in the plots are contained in OperationalTransformation (i.e.,
100%) which has no siblings. As such, OperationalTransformation has the max-
imum width (100%). However, elements in MappingOperation only contain 48%
of all elements in the OperationalTransformation. For Helpers, this percentage
equals 34%. Their widths in the plot are scaled proportionally to these percentages.
Please note that the percentages displayed in Figure 8.5 are relative to their parent
(e.g., MappingBody contains 91% of elements in MappingOperations, not 91% of all
elements).

Using this icicle plot, we gain better insights into the hierarchical structure
of QVTo. We find that, on average, a QVT transformation consists for 48% of
Mappings, 34% Helpers 9% EntryOperation and 9% of “miscellaneous”. To ease
further analysis, we will discuss the first three major groups in isolation: EntryOperations
in Section 8.4.2.1, MappingOperations in Section 8.4.2.2, and Helpers in Sec-
tion 8.4.2.3.
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Frequency	
VarParameter	 1163	

ImperativeCall	 1042	

MappingParameter	 890	

ConstructorBody	 541	

OperationBody	 541	

ObjectExp	 507	

Helper	 468	

MappingCallExp	 401	

MappingBody	 376	

MappingOperation	 376	

ModelType	 329	

ModelParameter	 180	

ModuleImport	 96	

OprationalTransformation	 75	

EntryOperation	 74	

ContextualProperty	 41	

ResolveExp	 40	

Constructor	 34	
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(a) Distribution of how frequently each QVT
construct is used within QVTo files in the
CARM (Chapter 2) dataset.

Frequency	
AssignExp	 1942	

VariableInitExp	 1089	

ImperativeIterateExp	 750	

BlockExp	 720	

ReturnExp	 578	

LogExp	 366	

AssertExp	 297	

AltExp	 217	

ForExp	 164	

InstantiationExp	 153	

ListType	 140	

SwitchExp	 98	
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WhileExp	 25	
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(b) Distribution of how frequently each im-
peartiveOCL construct is used within QVTo
files in the CARM (Chapter 2) dataset.

Frequency	
VariableExp	 9676	

PropertyCallExp	 5695	

OperationCallExp	 4150	

Variable	 3095	

StringLiteralExp	 1467	

TypeExp	 937	

IteratorExp	 750	

IntegerLiteralExp	 737	

OrderedSetType	 584	

CollectionItem	 531	

InvalidLiteralExp	 514	

EnumLiteralExp	 421	

TypeType	 390	

SetType	 355	

CollectionLiteralExp	 345	

TupleLiteralPart	 313	

IfExp	 308	

SequenceType	 242	

BooleanLiteralExp	 234	
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(c) Distribution of how frequently each OCL
construct is used within QVTo files in the
CARM (Chapter 2) dataset.
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(d) Distribution of how frequently each OCL
operation is used within QVTo files in the
CARM (Chapter 2) dataset.

Figure 8.4: Frequency distributions of various aspects of the QVTo language
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Figure 8.5: Icicle plot of the combined structures of the 75 QVTo transformations
from the CARM ecosystem. Stacking indicates containment hierarchy, where width
of a block is proportional to the percentage of its parents children that block forms.
The plot is capped at 15 levels of containment to remain legible.
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8.4.2.1 EntryOperation

Table 8.4: Percentages of concepts relative to the EntryOperation in Figure 8.5.
Note that percentages are rounded to the nearest integer, and as such may not sum
to 100%

Concept Percentage
ForExp 29%
VariableInitExp 23%
AssertExp 16%
AssignExp 10%
IteratorExp 10%
LogExp 4%
ImperativeCallExp 3%
IfExp 2%
MapppingCallExp 1%
ImperativeIterateExp 1%
OperationCallExp 1%
ObjectExp <1%

Investigating the raw data for EntryOperation (omitted from Figure 8.5 for legi-
bility), we find the distribution of concepts as presented in Table 8.4.

8.4.2.2 MappingOperation

Table 8.5: Percentages of concepts relative to the ConstructorBody in Figure 8.5.
Note that percentages are rounded to the nearest integer, and as such may not sum
to 100%

Concept Percentage
AssignExp 32%
ForExp 19%
VariableInitExp 15%
IfExp 13%
SwitchExp 8%
WhileExp 5%
AssertExp 3%
ImperativeCallExp 3%
IteratorExp 1%
OperationCallExp 1%
MappingCallExp <1%
ImperativeIterateExp <1%
LogExp <1%
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Investigating the structure of MappingOperations in more detail, we see that it
(as expected) is predominately constituted by its MappingBody. There we see that
a majority are ObjectExpressions (i.e., expressions that yield an object). This
is to be expected, as a MappingBody should create objects as a result. As such
the subsequent ConstructorBody is no surprise either. More interesting are the
concepts that populate the ConstructorBody, as presented in Table 8.5.

8.4.2.3 Helper/Query

The most used constructs in the body of Helpers is presented in Table 8.6. Inside
the Helper, the ReturnExpression is the most used. This is not surprising as
every helper contains at least one ReturnExpression expression to return the value
it has computed. Variables and assignments together make up 24%, followed by
IfExpressions at 15%. Here, SwitchExp (12%) are above ForExpressions (10%).
The most infrequent expressions include AssertExp, WhileExp, OperationCallExp,
MappingCallExp, IteratorExp, and ComputeExp.

Table 8.6: Percentages of concepts relative to the body of Helper in Figure 8.5.
Note that percentages are rounded to the nearest integer, and as such may not sum
to 100%

Concept Percentage
ReturnExp 27%
VariableInitExp 19%
IfExp 15%
SwitchExp 12%
ForExp 11%
AssertExp 6%
AssignExp 5%
WhileExp 2%
OperationCallExp 1%
MappingCallExp 1%
IteratorExp <1%
ComputeExp <1%

8.5 Frequent Patterns

We now return to RQ8.1, and the selection of constructs to support for our trans-
lation prototype. As implementing all OCL, imperative OCL, and QVTo constructs
is far too great an effort for a proof-of-concept, we wish to select only the most
important constructs for translation. To do so, we use the Pareto principle that
“rougly 80% of effects come from 20% of causes”. Such patterns have been stud-
ied to be applicable to various software settings such as developer activity [63] and
application of refactoring [149].
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In our terms, we observe the various distributions in Figure 8.4 to exhibit Pareto-
like curves. As such, we first select (based on our analysis in Section 8.4.1) the
concepts that together account for 80% of concepts used. We subsequently augment
that selection with additional required concepts, as per our result in Section 8.4.2.

8.5.1 Frequent QVTo Patterns

Investigating the distribution in Figure 8.4a, we find that VarParameter, ImperativeCall,
MappingParameter, ConstructorBody, and OperationBody together constitute roughly
80% of QVTo concepts. Looking in more detail at the icicle plots in Figure 8.5, we
find that to implement OperationBody, one must also implement the Helper and
(of course) OperationalTransformation concepts.

Furthermore, the ConstructorBody is hierarchically contained inside ObjectExp,
MappingBody, and MappingOperation, and as such these should all be included.

Lastly, we have included translations of Mappings, but not yet their mutual
invocations (MappingCallExp) and initial invocation EntryOperation, which are
essential to the operation of the transformation. Summarizing, we include the fol-
lowing QVTo concepts for translation:

• OperationalTransformation

• EntryOperation

• Helper

• OperationBody

• MappingOperation

• MappingBody

• ObjectExp

• ConstructorBody

• VarParameter

• MappingCallExp

8.5.2 Frequent Imperative OCL Patterns

Repeating the procedure from Section 8.5.1, we look at the most frequent concepts
in Figure 8.4b and find that there are five concepts that should be translated:

• AssignExp (x := 5)

• VariableInitExp (x : Int)

• ImperativeIterateExp (self.prop[Type])

• BlockExp (i.e., a sequence of expressions)

• ReturnExp (return5;)

We note in particular that the semantics of ImperativeIterateExp, are expressed
in terms of ForExp [163]. Taking into account that the ForExp has quite a prominent
position in Figure 8.5, we choose to translate ForExp, rather than ImperativeIterateExp,
as the ImperativeIterateExp may be desugared into a ForExp.
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8.5.3 Frequent OCL Patterns

Lastly, we investigate the frequency of OCL concepts in QVTo transformations, and
find that 80% is constituted by:

• VariableExp

• PropertyCallExp

• OperationCallExp

• Variable (e.g., “x”)

• StringLiteralExp (e.g., “turtle”)

• TypeExp (i.e., to reference an existing type as in oclAsType(Integer))

We note that although Alloy is capable of working with String literals (i.e.,
StringLiteralExp), string operations (e.g., startsWith) are not supported. Al-
though such string manipulation does occur in the top 20 most used OCL operations,
in Section 8.4.1.3 we have already found 70% of those operations to be translatable
according to the method of Anastasakis et al. [7].

Lastly, we observe that large parts of OperationBody and ConstructorBody are
encapsulated in IfExp (15% and 12% respectively). As such, we add IfExp to the
list of OCL concepts to be translated.

8.5.4 Discussion

We observe that the most prominent concepts of QVTo are its variables and assign-
ments. This is to be expected, as the primary operation of QVTo is to assign values
to attributes (i.e., variables) in (target) models, based on values of attributes
in target models.

Wondering how dominant assignments are in QVTo, we use EMMA (Chapter 10)
to compute the fraction of mappings that consists solely of assignments. There we
find that 65% of mappings are constituted by only assignments. Moreover, we find
that an independent 65% consists of only a single expression. It should be noted
however, that expressions may contain expressions hierarchically (e.g., in the body
of a for-loop), and as such this result should be interpreted with care.

8.6 Threats to Validity

As with any scientific study, experiments often introduce threats to the validity of
their conclusions. In this section we discuss the various threats to validity of the
work presented in this chapters.
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8.6.1 Internal Validity
Internal validity is the degree to which conclusions based on a study or measurement
are warranted.

With respect to internal validity, we first note the parse-errors with respect to
missing references as described in Section 8.3. These errors lead to a number of
missing values in Figure 8.4d, i.e., operations for which we cannot resolve their
names. As such, the actual distribution in Figure 8.4d may be different than the
reported distribution. However, as the distribution in Figure 8.4d is highly similar
to the distribution reported in Chapter 7, we feel the severity of this threat to be
low.

Furthermore, our choice to use data mined from a git repository further threatens
the validity of our study [18]. For instance, the fact that branches in the history
of git may be removed can lead to absence of important artifacts. That is, as the
history of git repository may be modified (and even deleted), the data we see at
present may not represent the true development history.

Lastly, choice to use concepts that constitute 80% of concepts introduces another
threat.

8.6.2 External Validity
External validity pertains to the generalization of our research findings beyond the
original scope of our study.

As our work in this chapter is based solely on the QVTo transformations from
the CARM repository, there may be various factors may lead to bias in our results
(e.g., programming style of the CARM developers). As such, the results of this
study may not generalize to a broader context, and further research is required to
validate the findings.

8.6.3 Construct Validity
Construct validity pertains to the extent to which chosen test measure what they
are intended to measure. With respect to construct validity, we first note that
concept frequency is a very rudimentary technique for determining which concepts
are the most important. Even when combined with the hierarchical analysis using
icicle plot, the analyses say nothing about the distribution of the concepts across
the various transformations. It is thus possible that there are a few transformations
that skew the measurement results. Additional research is required in order to verify
this.
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8.7 Conclusion

In this section, we have investigated QVTo, and the way in which the it is used in
industry (i.e., the CARM case study from Chapter 2). For the former, we have
found that:

QVTo can be considered to conists of three sub-languages:

• QVTo Expressions

• OCL

• imperative OCL

For the latter, we have have selected the most important concepts to provide a
proof-of-concept translation from QVTo to Alloy (Chapter 9). These concepts are:

For QVTo:

• Operational
Transformation

• EntryOperation

• Helper

• OperationBody

• MappingOperation

• MappingBody

• ObjectExp

• ConstructorBody

• VarParameter

• MappingCallExp

For OCL:

• AssignExp

• VariableInitExp

• ForExp

• BlockExp

• ReturnExp

• IfExp

For ImperativeOCL:

• VariableExp

• PropertyCallExp

• OperationCallExp

• Variable

• StringLiteralExp

• TypeExp
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Observing that variables and assignments play the most important role in QVTo
transformations, we also find that:

65% of mappings consist solely of assignments

and that independently:

65% of mappings consist solely of a single expression

There however, it should be noted that e.g., ForExp may hierarchically contain
expressions.

Using this information, we will prioritize efforts for creation of our translation
prototype in Chapter 9.
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Semantic Preserving Co-Evolution 
in Practice

�is work has not (yet) been published.

In this Chapter, we will take the ideas presented in Chapter 6, and create a proof-of-concept imple-
mentation. We subsequently evaluate our constraint-solving technique on a small example and 
sketch the road towards scaling the technique for industrial use.In order for such an approach to be 
practical, real-life constraints have to be expressible in a constraint-solving formalism. Several 
challenges arise with respect to this:
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9.1 Introduction

In Chapter 6 we have introduced the idea to use constraint solving to automate
model co-evolution in response to evolution of DSL semantics. There, we concluded
that in order for such a technique to be applicable, several obstacles with respect
to OCL and QVTo had to be overcome. We have investigated OCL and QVTo in
Chapters 7 and 8 respectively, and gained sufficient confidence that the technique
proposed in Chapter 6 is applicable. As such, in this chapter, we show proof of
concept for the ideas from Chapter 6. In order for a full translation to be effectuated,
several parts have to be translated:

• EMF-to-Alloy. To translate DSL syntax (A) and its semantical domain (SD)
in an ASML context, we need to encode EMF-based metamodels in Alloy.
We have shown an example of such translation in Section 6.5.1 following the
translation of UML to Alloy by Anastasakis et al. [7];

• OCL-to-Alloy. To encode constraints on the various metamodels (C), Anas-
tasakis et al. have provided a thorough translation in their earlier work [7], as
such we will not discuss this translation in detail here;

• QVTo-to-Alloy. As a last step, the semantics (S) have to be translated. In
this chapter, we provide a prototypical translation from QVTo to Alloy in
Section 9.3. This translation is based on the most frequent concepts found
QVTo transformations at ASML, as we have discussed in Chapter 8;

• With the above, we can encode (cf. Figure 6.2) M+
2 , S2, and SD1. What

remains to complete the approach illustrated in Figure 6.2 is to encode the
semantical model: mS1 . We detail this process in Section 9.2.

In this chapter we focus, in particular, on translating semantics (S), coming back
to our last open RQ:

RQ 8: Can can real-life uses of QVTo be translated to Alloy?

9.2 EMF-Based Models to Alloy

Before moving to translate QVTo to Alloy (S) we provide a translation for EMF-
based models into Alloy (i.e., mS1 in Figure 6.1a). We use the comprehension
variables feature offered by Alloy, which allows one to write and reference common
expressions. For each object in the model, a let statement assigns its translated
value to a variable with a unique name (assigned by some function uuid : Object→
String). For example, Specification in Figure 1.7b would yield:

“let specification_1 = · · ·”.
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The value of the assignment is an Alloy set comprehension expression for an object
of the corresponding type:

“let specification_1 = { object : Specification | · · · }”

Subsequently, we can provide a constraint on each of its features (i.e., attributes
and references), that restricts it to a specific value. The process is slightly different
depending on the type of the value

• If the value is a primitive type (i.e., integer, string etc.), return the Alloy
representation of that primitive value;

• If the value is an object, return the unique name of that object (as by the uuid
function);

• If the value is a list (i.e., sequence), create a static Alloy sequence (cf. static
array initialization in Java) {0 → a + 1 → b}, where the value (a,b) mapped
to (→) at each index (0,1) repeats this procedure for assigning values;

let specification_1 =object : Specification | object.commands =
{0 → forward_1 +
1 → turn_1 +
2 → forward_2 }


Lastly, since we have to use set comprehension to specify objects, we also have

to require there to be at least (or exactly) one object in those sets (otherwise the
empty set always satisfies the requirements).

“fact { #specfication_1 = 1 }”

Performing such translation on the model in Figure 1.7b yields the specifica-
tion in Figure 9.1a. Letting Alloy solve said specification yields the solution in
Figure 9.1b.
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(a) The Alloy model specification correspond-
ing to the model in Figure 1.7b

(b) A solution corresponding to the Alloy
specification in Figure 9.1a

Figure 9.1: An example of translating an EMF-based model into Alloy

9.3 QVTo to Alloy

Having all other “puzzle pieces” in place, it is time to turn our attention towards
translating QVTo to Alloy. The primary challenge in translating QVTo to alloy is
the difference in specification style: where QVTo is imperative, Alloy is declarative.
That is, QVTo specifies how to achieve a goal, where Alloy describes what the goal
to be reached is. The primary gap to be bridged is that the notion of sequence (i.e.,
do A first, then do B) used in QVTo (BlockExp) has no native counterpart in Alloy.

Fortunately, there are relations between programs in both formalisms. For in-
stance, (declarative) tail recursive functions can be easily rewritten into while loops
[91]. Conversely, some imperative programs have clear declarative counterparts.

In Chapter 8 (Section 8.5) we have investigated the most common QVTo con-
structs. There, we have found that 65% of mappings consist only of assignments.
Furthermore, IfExp and ForExp play important roles. As such, imperative relations
between If-Else, Assignment, and ForEach should be translated into a declarative
style1

In the remainder of this section, we discuss the various translations form QVTo
to Alloy. We start by dealing with groups of assignments (VariableInitExp,
AssignExp, BlockExp) in Section 9.3.1. We subsequently translate the mappings
they occur in, in Section 9.3.2, and calls to them (i.e., map) in Section 9.3.2.2. We

1We exclude Return here as they are implicit in the declarative style of Alloy
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conclude this section with translations for ForExp and IfExp in Sections 9.3.3 and
9.3.4 respectively.

9.3.1 Assignments
The core observation that forms the foundation of our translation from QVTo to
Alloy is that the majority of QVTo specifications are populated predominantly by
assignments. As we have seen in Chapter 8: 65% of mappings consist solely of
assignment. Note that in an imperative sequence of assignments (Algorithm 7) the
order of assignments may matter. This occurs, for instance, when left-hand sides of
assignments are reused in right-hand sides of other assignments. Using various code
optimization [4], and single assignment form [39], such structures may be eliminated
(Algorithm 8) whilst maintaining semantics. The subsequent declarative translation
(Algorithm 9) becomes relatively simple, as we replace sequencing by conjunction.

An important condition for the transformation to single assignment form is that
access to input variables is read-only (i.e., there may be no side-effects). Fortu-
nately, objects that are passed as input to QVTo mappings have this property (it
should be noted that this excludes variables passed as inout).

input : a : N
b ← a+ 1;
c ← 2 ∗ b;

Algorithm 7: Two
assignments, in
which the order
of which assign-
ments matters
(i.e., imperative)

input : a : N
b ← a + 1;
c ← 2*(a+1);

Algorithm 8: The
assignments from
Algorithm 7
rewritten into
single assignment
form

input : a : N
b = a+ 1∧
c = 2 ∗ (a+ 1)

Algorithm 9: The
imperative assign-
ments from Algo-
rithm 8, rewritten
into a declarative
form

The right-hand sides of assignments are given by OCL expressions. As a trans-
lation for these has already been given by Anastasakis [7], we will not discuss their
translation here.

In total, Alloy supports two types of assignments:

1. :=, which has reset semantics. That is, after x := 1;, x will be valuated with
1 irrespective of any previous valuation;

2. +=, which has additive semantics that are only applicable to collections. That
is, x+ = C will add the collection C to the collection already associated with
x;

Using single assignment form, these additive assignments can also be rewritten into
a declarative form:
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col += lhs1
col += lhs2
col += lhs3

Algorithm 10: Pre-
single assignment
form for a group
of additive assign-
ments

colt0 = lhs1
colt1 =
colt0.append[lhs2]
col =
colt1.append[lhs3]

Algorithm 11: Post-
single assignment
form for a group
of additive assign-
ments

col = lhs1
.append[lhs2]
.append[lhs3]

Algorithm 12: Col-
lapsing single as-
signment form into
a single declarative
call

9.3.2 Mapping

A mapping in QVTo can either be translated into a function (fun) or a predicate
(pred), as can be seen in Fragments 13 and 14 respectively. In their translation of
QVTr to Alloy, Anastasakis et al. [7] encode the various functions as predicates.
However, we chose to encode them as functions, as this provides a more natural
combination with their invocation, as we will elaborate on in Section 9.3.2.2.

fun asFun(x : X) : Y {
{y : Y | y.a=x.b}

}

Fragment (Alloy) 13: Encoding
a mapping as a function

pred asPred(x : X, y : Y ) {
y.a = x.b

}

Fragment (Alloy) 14: Encoding
a mapping as a predicate

As we highly value ease of specification (Section 6.4.2.4), we opt to specify map-
pings as functions, in contrast to the QVTr to Alloy translation of Anastasakis et
al. [122]. As we have seen in Chapter 8, mappings are constituted for 70% by
ObjectExpressions (i.e., expressions that yield an object). Of that 70%, 97% are
ConstructorBodies, i.e., a body that constructs a new object instance. As such,
we focus our translation on the ConstructorBody.

9.3.2.1 Encoding QVTo Mappings as Alloy Functions

Consider as an example the QVTo mapping presented in Fragment 15. The signature
of the mapping is translated into a function (Fragment 16), and the body of the
mapping is defined to be the collection of objects of the correct type Y (Fragment 17).
Lastly, the body is translated using the corresponding translate function. In this
example, we translate a sequence of assignments (Section 9.3.1), the result of which
is shown in Fragment 18.
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Mapping x2y(x: X) : Y {
y.c := x.a;
y.d = x.b;

}

Fragment (QVTo) 15: An example QVTo Fragment

fun x2y(x: X) :Y {
· · ·

}

Fragment (Alloy) 16: Translating the signature of the mapping from Frag-
ment 15 to Alloy

fun x2y(x : X) : Y {
{y :Y | · · ·}

}

Fragment (Alloy) 17: Translating the signature of ObjectExpression that
makes up the mapping in Fragment 15 to Alloy

fun x2y(x : X) : Y {
{y :Y |
y.a := x.c and
y.b = x.d;
}

}

Fragment (Alloy) 18: Full translation of the QVTo mapping from Frag-
ment 15 to Alloy

9.3.2.2 Map

In order to invoke mappings, one needs to use the map keyword, to map that
function over the collection at hand. Alloy, unfortunately, does not natively support
function mapping. As such, we create a recursive implementation that emulates
function mapping.

Consider a function f : X → Y . Optionally, f may take parameters, which we
omit for clarity. Using the calculation style (and notation) of Hoogerwoord [91]2,
we quickly see that mapf : seq(X)→ seq(Y ) may be defined as:

mapf ([ ]) = [ ]
mapf (x� xs) = f(x) ++mapf (xs)

Such an implementation in terms of function calls, lists3, and concatenation, is
easily translated to Alloy (Fragment 19).

2Please consult the section on common notation for a more elaborate explication
3sequences in Alloy
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sig X {
· · ·

}
sig Y {
· · ·

}
fun x2y(x : X) : Y {
· · ·

}
fun map_x2y(xs : seq X) : seq Y {

#xs = 0 ⇒
[]

else
{0→ x2y [xs.first]} .append [map_x2y [xs.rest]]

}

Fragment (Alloy) 19: An example of a recursive implementation of a QVTo
mapping in Alloy

Following the notation of Anastasakis et al. [7], we may translate (TR) f being
mapped over a collection col to Alloy as follows:

TR(col→ map f()) = mapf [col]

9.3.3 ForEach Loop

Translating imperative iterations such as the forEach loop has already been men-
tioned to be difficult by Anastasakis et al. In fact, there is no native equivalent
for imperative iteration in Alloy. Eyeballing the transformations in CARM (Chap-
ter 2) reveals that quite often, forEach loops are of a simplistic form: they update
properties of the element being iterated (Fragment 20).

col→foreach x do
x.property1 := f1(self .propertyn+1)
· · ·
x.propertyn := fn(self .propertym)

end

Fragment (QVTo) 20: A simple kind of forEach loop

Provided the various assignments are in single-assignment form, such iterations
may simply be translated into a universal quantification (Fragment 21):
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all x |
(x in col) implies
x.property1 := f1(self .propertyn+1)
· · ·
x.propertyn := fn(self .propertym)

Fragment (Alloy) 21: Universal quantification, identical to a single forEach
loop
Matters become more difficult when the values of variables, and thus results of

the various assignments, depend on previous iterations, as is the case in the forEach
loop in Fragment 3. In such cases, we again have to design a recursive function, that
takes into account the context (i.e., variables outside the body of the iteration) and
results of the previous recursive calls.

9.3.3.1 forEach with Context

In the forEach patterns above, we assume that there is no “communication” be-
tween the body of the forEach, and variables declared outside the body (i.e., the
context). However a recurring pattern is that of an accumulation parameter that is
incrementally filled with every iteration in the forEach loop. The right specification
is a shorthand for the left specification. That is, rather than encode the sequence
of context variables, we shorthand a set of context variables into a single context
variable.

var CV1;
· · ·
var CVn;
col→forEach elem {

elem := g(elem, col, CV1..n)
CV1 := f_1(elem, col, CV1..n)
· · ·
CVn := f_n(elem, col,
CV1..n)

}

Fragment (QVTo) 22: ForExp
that interacts with variables de-
fined outside its body. Note that
assignments here are written us-
ing :=, but may be substituted for
+ =

var CV1..n;
col→forEach elem {

elem := g(elem, col, CV1..n)
CV1..n := f1..n(elem, col,
CV1..n)

}

Fragment (QVTo) 23: Short-
hand for Fragment 22

We modify the recursive functions from Section 9.3.3 to incorporate the contex-
tual variables:
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forEachf1..n,g([ ], results, context) = results
forEachf1..n,g(x� xs, results, context) = forEach(xs, g(x,CV1..n)++

results, f1..n(x, xs, CV1..n))

Additionally, we introduce a recursive function to return the resulting value for
each of contextual variable CVi:

forEachCVi

f1..n,g
(x� xs, results, CV1..n) = forEachCVi

f1..n,g
(xs, g(x,CV1..n)++

results, f1..n(x, xs, CV1..n))
forEachCVi

f1..n,g
([ ] , results, CV1..n) =CVi

Take, for example, the QVTo mapping in Fragment 24. Translation as described
in this section yields two functions: ForEeachf and ForEachaccum. In Fragment 25
we indeed find this function ForEachaccum and a call to it in function “a2b”. Note
that ForEeachf is omitted, as the element being iterated over is not modified, and
not used in the end result.

Mapping A::a2b() :
B {

var accum :=
Sequence{};

A.p→forEach
(elem) {

accum +=
f(elem)

}
B.q := accum;

}

Fragment
(QVTo) 24: An
example of an Alloy
forEach that uses
contextual variables.

fun a2b(a : A) : B {
{b : B | b.q =
ForEachaccum [a.p, [ ] , [ ]]}

}
fun ForEachaccum(collection, result,
accum) {

collection.isEmpty[ ]⇒ accum
else
ForEachaccum [ collection.rest, result,
accum.append [collection.first]

]
}

Fragment (Alloy) 25: Alloy equiva-
lent of the mapping in Algorithm 25

9.3.4 If Expressions
Lastly, Alloy has native If-Else constructs, making the translation of the QVTo
If-Else construct a straightforward matter.
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if Guard then
Body1

else
Body2

end

→

Guard ⇒
TR(Body1)

else
TR(Body2)

In addition to only If and Else constructs, QVTo also provides support for
Else-If constructs. Rather than provide an additional translation, one can consider
desugaring (i.e., normalizing) [194] the input QVTo transformation, before starting
the translation to Alloy. For instance, consider rewriting if-elseif-else statements into
if-else statements only:

if Guard0
then
Body0

else if
Guard1
then
Body1

· · ·
else if
Guardn
then
Bodyn

else
Bodyn+1

end

→

if Guard0
then
Body0

else
if
Guard1
then
Body1

· · ·
else if
Guardn
then
Bodyn

else
Bodyn+1

end
end

→ · · ·

9.4 Example: TurtleV2 to TurtleV1

To illustrate our translation, we start by applying it to our running example. We
chose to use TurtleV1 (Figure 1.7a) as our semantical domain, and TurtleV2 (Fig-
ure 1.8) as our syntax. To give semantics to TurtleV2 in terms of TurtleV1, we
use the QVTo transformation shown in Example 3.

9.4.1 Translating Metamodels

Translating both metamodels (TurtleV2 and TurtleV1), as already illustrated in
Section 6.5.1, we obtain the Alloy specifications in Fragments 26 and 27 respec-
tively. Note in particular that various concepts are prefixed with the name of the
language, to guarantee uniqueness. To improve legibility, these prefixes have been
omitted for the various types of command (e.g., Left, Forward etc.). Addition-
ally, the TurtleV1 metamodel has been augmented with the OCL constraint from
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Example 7.2. For the translation of the QVTo transformation (Section 9.3) and
models (Section 9.2) we will assume presence of these signatures (Fragment 26,
Fragment 27).

sig Turtle2_Specification {
commands : seq Turtle2_Command

}
abstract sig Turtle2_Command {
}
sig Left extends Turtle2_Command {
}
sig Right extends Turtle2_Command {
}
sig Down extends Turtle2_Command {
}
sig Up extends Turtle2_Command {
}

Fragment (Alloy) 26: The translation of the TurtleV2 language to an
Alloy specification. Note that in Alloy, + is specified using prefix notation,
but to maintain understandability and legibility, we write it in infix notation.

sig Turtle1_Specification {
commands : seq Turtle1_Command

}
fact {

all t1s : Turtle1_Specification |
no c1,c2,c3,c4 : Turtle1_Command |

t1s.commands.idXof[c1] + 1 = t1s.commands.idXof[c2] and
t2s.commands.idXof[c2] + 1 = t1s.commands.idXof[c3] and
t3s.commands.idXof[c3] + 1 = t1s.commands.idXof[c4] and
c1 in Turn and c2 in Turn and
c3 in Turn and c4in Turn

}
abstract sig Turtle1_Command {
}
sig Forward extends Turtle1_Command {
}
sig Turn extends Turtle1_Command {
}

Fragment (Alloy) 27: The translation of the TurtleV1 language to an
Alloy specification. Note that in Alloy, + is specified using prefix notation,
but to maintain understandability and legibility, we write it in infix notation.
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9.4.2 Translating QVTo
In this section we inspect the individual mappings and queries that make up the
QVTo transformation in QVTo Fragment 3. For each piece, we highlight the trans-
lations used and show the resulting Alloy code. We discuss:

• the getOrientation Query in Section 9.4.2.1;

• the getNumTurns Query in Section 9.4.2.2;

• the c2cs Query in Section 9.4.2.3;

• the spec2spec Mapping in Section 9.4.2.4;

• the main method in Section 9.4.2.5.

9.4.2.1 getOrientation

We start by looking into the “getOrientation” query (QVTo Fragment 28), which is
responsible for assigning a numerical representation to each of the possible TurtleV2
Commands. Using Else-If normalization, as suggestion Section 9.3.4 Fragment 28
may be normalized, resulting in Fragment 29. This normalized fragment may be
translated into Alloy using the translations suggested in Section 9.3.4, resulting in
Alloy Fragment 30.

Query getOrientation(command : Turtle2::Command) {
if command.oclIsKindOf(Turtle2::Left) {

return 3;
} else if command.oclIsKindOf(Turtle2::Right) {

return 1;
} else if command.oclIsKindOf(Turtle2::Down) {

return 2;
} else {

return 0;
}

}

Fragment (QVTo) 28: The “getOrientation” query from Fragment 3
+
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Query getOrientation(command : Turtle2::Command) : Integer {
if command.oclIsKindOf(Turtle2::Left) {

return 3;
} else {

if command.oclIsKindOf(Turtle2::Right) {
return 1;

} else {
if command.oclIsKindOf(Turtle2::Down) {

return 2;
} else {

return 0;
}

}
}

}

Fragment (QVTo) 29: De-sugaring the Else-If statements from Frag-
ment 28

fun getOrientation(command : Turtle2::Command) : Int {
command in Turtle2_Left ⇒

3
else

command in Turtle2_Right ⇒
1

else
command in Turtle2_Down ⇒

2
else

0
}

Fragment (Alloy) 30: Alloy translation of Fragment 29
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9.4.2.2 getNumTurns

In Fragment 31 we see the “getNumTurns” Query. Repetitively substituting vari-
ables for their definitions, the Fragment may be brought into a desugared form, as
can be seen in Fragment 32. The latter again has a straightforward translation to
Alloy4 (Fragment 33).

Query getNumTurns(srcC : Turtle2::Command, dstC : Turtle2::Command)
{

var src := getOrientation(srcC);
var dst := getOrientation(dstC);
var p = (4− src+ dst);
if p ≥ 4 {

return p− 4;
} else {

return p;
}

}

Fragment (QVTo) 31: The “numTurns” query from Fragment 3

Query getNumTurns(srcC : Turtle2::Command, dstC : Turtle2::Command)
: Integer {
if (4 - getOrientation(srcC) + getOrientation(dstC)) >= 4 {

return (4 - getOrientation(srcC) + getOrientation(dstC)) - 4;
} else {

return (4 - getOrientation(srcC) + getOrientation(dstC));
}

}

Fragment (QVTo) 32: De-sugaring the original fragment by substituting
variables for their definition

fun getNumTurns(srcC : Turtle2_Command, dstC : Turtle2_Command) :
Int {

minus [4, plus [getOrientation [srcC] , getOrientation [dstC]]] >= 4 ⇒
minus [minus [4, plus [getOrientation [srcC] , getOrientation [dstC]]] , 4]

else
minus [4, plus [getOrientation [srcC] , getOrientation [dstC]]]

}

Fragment (Alloy) 33: The Alloy translation of Fragment 32

4Although the prefix notation of arithmetic operators becomes quite verbose and hinders legi-
bility
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9.4.2.3 c2cs

The c2cs Query (Fragment 38) may also be normalized by using substitution of vari-
ables for their definitions (Section 9.3.1) and desugaring of Else-If (Section 9.3.4),
resulting in Fragment 39. The latter again has a straightforward translation into
Alloy (Fragment 40).

Query c2cs(command : Turtle2::Command, context : Turtle2::Command) :
Sequence(Turtle1::Command) {

var i := getNumTurns(context,command);
if i=0 {

return Sequence {
object Turtle1::Forward

}
} else if i=1 {

return Sequence {
object Turtle1::Turn, object Turtle1::Forward

}
} else if i=2 {

return Sequence {
object Turtle1::Turn, object Turtle1::Turn, object
Turtle1::Forward

}
} else {

return Sequence {
object Turtle1::Turn, object Turtle1::Turn, object
Turtle1::Turn,
object Turtle1::Forward

}
}

}

Fragment (QVTo) 34: The “c2cs” query from Fragment 3
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Query c2cs(command : Turtle2::Command, context : Turtle2::Command) :
Sequence(Turtle1::Command) {
if getNumTurns(context,command)=0 {

return Sequence {
object Turtle1::Forward

}
} else {

if getNumTurns(context,command)=1 {
return Sequence {

object Turtle1::Turn, object Turtle1::Forward
}

} else {
if getNumTurns(context,command)=2 {

return Sequence {
object Turtle1::Turn, object Turtle1::Turn, object
Turtle1::Forward

}
} else {

return Sequence {
object Turtle1::Turn, object Turtle1::Turn, object
Turtle1::Turn,
object Turtle1::Forward

}
}

}
}

}

Fragment (QVTo) 35: De-sugaring the Else-If statements, and substi-
tuting variables for their definitions
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fun c2cs(command : Turtle2_Command, context : Turtle2_Command) :
seq Turtle1_Command {

getNumTurns(context,command)=0 ⇒
{0→ Turtle1_Forward}

else
getNumTurns(context,command)=1 ⇒

{0→ Turtle1_Turn+ 1→ Turtle1_Forward}
else

getNumTurns(context,command)=2 ⇒
{0→ Turtle1_Turn+ 1→ Turtle1_Turn+ 2→
Turtle1_Forward}

else
{0→ Turtle1_Turn+ 1→ Turtle1_Turn+ 2→
Turtle1_Turn+ 3→ Turtle1_Forward}

}

Fragment (Alloy) 36: Translation from Fragment 39 to Alloy

9.4.2.4 spec2spec

The spec2spec mapping makes use of a ForExp contextual variables as detailed in
Section 9.3.3.1, and is the most complex of the various translations. Please note that
the context variable in Fragment 37 is the “commands” inside the forEach body. It
implicit refers to the commands property of the TurtleV1 Specification being
created in the implicit initialization section of the mapping (Section 8.2.1.3).

Mapping Turtle2::Specification::spec2spec() : Turtle1::Specification {
var context : Turtle2::Command;
context := object Turtle2::Up;
self.commands→forEach (command) {

commands += c2cs(command, context);
context := command;

}
}

Fragment (QVTo) 37: The spec2spec mapping from Fragment 3
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fun spec2spec(Turtle2_Specification) : Turtle1_Specification {
{s : Turtle1_Specification | commands :=
forEachcommands [ self.commands, [ ] ] }

}
fun forEachcommands(collection : seq Turtle2_Command, accum : seq
Turtle1_Command) : seq Turtle1_Command {

collection.isEmpty[ ] ⇒
accum

else
forEachcommands [ collection.rest, accum.append [c2cs [collection.first]]
]

}

Fragment (Alloy) 38: Translating Fragment 37 to Alloy yields an equiva-
lently named function, and an auxiliary function forEachcommands

9.4.2.5 main

The main method, commonly taking the root elements of the model and running a
mapping on them, may be encoded in Alloy as follows:

pred main {
some

result : Turtle2_Specification
| spec2spec[result] = spec0

}

Fragment (Alloy) 39: Translation of the main method, provided spec0 is
the root object of the translated model
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(a) An example of a TurtleV1 program (b) Execution of the TurtleV1 program in
Figure 9.2a

9.4.3 Example Model

The last aspect needed to demonstrate our technique is a TurtleV1 model. For
this purpose we take the (somewhat) larger TurtleV1 program in Figure 9.2a, whos
execution is illustrated in Figure 9.2b. Subsequent translation of this model (as
described in Section 9.2) yields the Alloy expression in Fragment 39.

{s : Turtle1_Specification | 0 -> Forward +
1 -> Turn + 2 -> Forward +
3 -> Turn + 4 -> Turn + 5 -> Turn + 6 -> Forward +
7 -> Turn + 8 -> Forward +
9 -> Turn + 10 -> Forward +
11 -> Turn + 12 -> Turn + 13 -> Turn + 14 -> Forward +
15 -> Turn + 16 -> Forward
}

Fragment (Alloy) 39: The TurtleV1 program encoded into Alloy

9.4.4 Computing Results

We have now encoded all concepts for semantics-preserving co-evolution (as pre-
sented in Section 6.2) into Alloy:

• The TurtleV1 (SD) and TurtleV2 (M+
2 ) metamodels in Section 9.4.1;

• The QVTo transformation (S) between them in Section 9.4.2;

• Lastly, the semantical model (mSD in Section 9.4.3).
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The last matter that needs to be taken care of before actually running Alloy, is
selecting the bounds for the bounded model search. Although there is research into
automatically selecting these bounds [151], and some solvers indeed automate this
process [170], Alloy requires manual selection of these bounds. For our TurtleV1
model, selecting bounds is trivial: we can simply count for each meta-class how many
objects of that class there are in the model. For our example model in Figure 9.2a,
the bounds are follows:

Turtle1_Specification ≤ 1

Turtle1_Command ≤ 17

Turtle1_Forward ≤ 7

Turtle1_Turn ≤ 10

As an optimization, it should be noted that there is no difference between the various
Forward and Turn objects (i.e., they have no properties to distinguish them). We
may further help Alloy by tightening the bounds. Note that if we do not provide
this tightening ourselves, Alloy wil do so by itself anyway:

Turtle1_Specification ≤ 1

Turtle1_Command ≤ 2

Turtle1_Forward ≤ 1

Turtle1_Turn ≤ 1

Selecting appropriate bounds for the TurtleV2 model is more difficult5. In our
experiments, we find that selecting a large bound for the TurtleV2 model elements
(i.e., in excess of 500), has little influence on computation time.

Another bound that has to be specified is the supported level of recursion. That
is, Alloy will unfold recursive calls a fixed number of times such that it can regard
the formula as a flat predicate. This parameter however, has a large impact on
computation time. As can be seen in Table 9.1, the increase in computation time
appears to be exponential. Note that the majority of the computation time is spent
on the actual unfolding and translation to the lower-level formalisms used by Alloy.
Actually solving the resulting specification is fast (i.e., ten seconds or less, which
compared to 1407 seconds of translation is relatively fast).

For our running example, we set the recursion level to n = 8 and computed for
15 TurtleV2 elements. After a total of 1 751 seccond (i.e., roughly 29 minutes),
Alloy returned the solution shown in Figure 9.3. Indeed this TurtleV2 program has
equivalent semantics to TurtleV1 program in Figure 9.2a, namely those illustrated
in Figure 9.2b.

5in this example the bounds can be computed manually quite easily, the challenge lies in finding
a robust approach for doing so
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Figure 9.3: The solution (model) yielded
by Alloy, as a result of the constraints
from Sections 9.4.1, 9.4.2, and 9.4.3

n time (s)
4 9
5 36
6 237
7 1407

Table 9.1: Computation times for n un-
foldings of recursive functions in our Al-
loy specification.

9.4.5 Discussion

Having performed the translation and model search for our TurtleV2 example, we
can conclude several things.

Firstly, although the translation from QVTo to Alloy is conceptually feasible, the
effort is still mostly manual (e.g., deciding what desugaring to apply). We consider
converting such a translation into an automated tool to be feasible, but very time
consuming.

Furthermore, the sheer time needed by Alloy to convert the specification into
its lower-level formalisms (approximately 30 minutes for a small example) indicates
that Alloy lacks the power to be applied at industrial scale. An interesting piece of
future work would be to investigate the distribution of the number of children per
feature. That is, if every object has only a limited number of children per relation,
the amount of recursive unfolding needed may be limited.

Alternatively, one may abandon Alloy altogether, in favor of more powerful
solvers such as ECLiIPSe [67] or Z3 [41].

A last option would be to attempt to eliminate the need for recursion. That is,
simple forms of recursion can sometimes be eliminated. Consider, for example, a
recurrent algebraic relation

f(n) =

{
n > 0 → 29 · (n− 1)
n = 0 → 5

which may be rewritten to f(n) = 5·(29)n, eliminating the need to compute its value
recursively. Consider also the for loop in Algorithm 40, which could be rewritten
into a recursive function as suggested in Section 9.3.3.
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for i = 0; i < #xs; i++ do
ys [i] = xs[i] ∗ 9

end

Algorithm 40: Example of a simple for loop

Alternatively, one may rewrite Algorithm 40 it into a universal quantification:

∀i [0 ≤ i ≤ #xs⇒ ys.at(i) = 9 · xs.at(i)] ∧#ys = #xs

Although we envision achieving generic translations in this manner to be (nearly)
imposable, we consider it an interesting direction for future research nonetheless.

9.5 Scaling to an Industrial Level

As we have seen in Chapter 8, the QVTo operations employed at ASML each make
use of a wide variety of QVTo and imperative OCL constructs. In the 75 CARM
transformations we have analyzed, 65% of mappings only consist of assignments
(which can be easily translated). In individual transformations, these numbers
fluctuate between 20% and 83%. For our approach to work we need a full translation
(i.e., 100% of mappings within a transformation need to be translated in order to
achieve automation). Unfortunately, the broad use of the QVTo and OCL languages
make it nearly impossible to translate full transformations with only a prototypical
tool. Specifically, in the CARM case study, we were only able to fully translate 2
transformation, which were small transformations used for creating initial versions
of models (i.e., templates). As such, these transformations are not representative
of actual transformations.

Alternatively, generating a partial Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP), one
could require an expert to manually translate the parts of the QVTo transformation
that could not automatically be translated.

In this section we discuss a number of steps that may be taken to bridge the gap
that remains between academic examples and real-life industrial case studies. As
can be seen in Figure 9.4, there are several kinds of steps. We discuss extension of
our prototype (labels 1 and 3 in Figure 9.4) in Section 9.5.1, restricting of allowed
inputs (label 2 in Figure 9.4) in Section 9.5.2, and a change of solver (label 4 in
Figure 9.4) in Section 9.5.3.
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Figure 9.4: A schematic overview of the expressivity of QVTo, and the subset of said
expressivity supported by QVTo-to-Alloy. The gap between both may be reduced
in various ways: (label 1) extend the translation, (label 2) restrict which inputs are
supported, (label 3) rewrite inputs, or (label 4) change the solver used.

9.5.1 Extending QVTo to Alloy
A solution direction that quickly comes to mind is to add additional functionality
to our translation, such that it supports all constructs required by the case study.
This may be achieved by (a combination of) two ways:

Firstly, additional translations [37] may be implemented for the various QVTo
and OCL constructs encountered. One may consider writing a recursive function
that encodes while loops, similar to our recursive encoding of map.

whileP,f (x) =

{
P (x) → whileP,f (f(x))
¬P (x) → x

Where f is a function, and P a predicate. The real challenge with implementa-
tion such additional translations is correctly encoding their imperative interactions
(which we do not consider in the translation above). A full example of an additional
translation (QVTo resolve) is provided in Section 9.5.1.1.

Secondly, one may support addition preprocessing steps to eliminate “syntactic
sugar”. That is, less concepts require support, whilst maintaining semantics. We
have already seen such normalization in Section 9.3.4, to eliminate ElseIf con-
structs. Such “normalizations” have already been applied in traditional software
engineering [188]. For example, van den Brand et al. have normalized COBOL code
[188] to indeed simplify such code. Such simplified code is then beneficial to (e.g., )
understandability [188] or complexity of tool support. DSLs have even been devel-
oped to support such normalization processes [34, 35]. An example of an additional
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desugaring (Switch to If-Else) is provided in Section 9.5.1.2.

9.5.1.1 Additional Translation Example

An important part of the QVTo language is the ability to resolve. To explain the
concept of resolving, consider the following example. Given are two, highly similar,
metamodels in Figure 9.5.

Now consider transforming the model depicted in Figure 9.6a using the model-
to-model transformation in Algorithm 41, the result of which is depicted in Fig-
ure 9.6b. There we observe that three states are created, once when applying s2v
on FSM.states, once when applying s2v on the Transitions .src, and once for
its .dst. What we would have liked, is the Edges .src, and .dst to point to the
Vertex that results from applying s2v on FSM.states. This is exactly the pur-
pose of resolve. In general, say a mapping f on element i yields o1 (f(i) = o1).
Subsequently calling resolve on i will again yield o1, rather than a new o2 6= o1.
Implementing the resolve keyword into Algorithm 41 results in Algorithm 42 (note
that changing s2v into resolve is the only difference). Application of the latter on
the model depicted in Figure 9.6a now yields the model depicted in Figure 9.6c.

To implement the resolve functionality in Alloy, we explicitly model the resolve
relation, an example is shown in Figure 9.7. There we see an explicit signature
Resolve that models the source (src) and destination (dst) of the resolve. When
transforming a State to a Vertex (pred_s2v), in addition to the vertex being the
result of applying the mapping (v = sv2_fun(s), content omitted) we can require a
resolve relation to be present between the two (∃oner:resolve | r.src = s ∧ r.dst = v).
Subsequent invocations of resolve(s) can then check existence of this Resolve, and
return the appropriate object (dst).

 
FSM

label : String
State

 
Transitionsrc

dst

states 0..* transitions 0..*

(a) A metamodel for Finite state Ma-
chine (FSM)

 
Graph

label : String
Vertex

 
Edgesrc

dst

V 0..* E 0..*

(b) A metamodel for Graphs

Figure 9.5: Two similar metamodels to illustrate the “resolve” concept.
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(a) An example model for the
metamodel in Figure 9.5a
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(b) The result of applying
the transformation in Algo-
rithm 41 to the model in Fig-
ure 9.6a
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V E

(c) The result of applying
the transformation in Algo-
rithm 42 to the model in Fig-
ure 9.6a

Figure 9.6: Two similar metamodels to illustrate the “resolve” concept.

mapping FSM : fsm2graph() :
Graph{
V += self.states→map s2v();
E += self.transitions→map
t2e();

}
mapping State : s2v() : Vertex{
label := self.label;

}
mapping Transition : t2e() :
Edge{
src := s2v(self.src);
dst := s2v(self.dst);

}

Algorithm 41: Transformation
from the metamodel in Fig-
ure 9.5a to the metamodel in Fig-
ure 9.5b without using “resolve”

mapping FSM : fsm2graph() :
Graph{
V += self.states→map s2v();
E += self.transitions→map
t2e();

}
mapping State : s2v() : Vertex{
label := self.label;

}
mapping Transition : t2e() :
Edge{
src := resolve(self.src);
dst := resolve(self.dst);

}

Algorithm 42: A reworked ver-
sion of Algorithm 41 that uses “re-
solve” rather tha additional calls
to s2v
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Figure 9.7: An example of modeling the resolve keyword in Alloy

9.5.1.2 Additional Desugaring Example

Investigating the distributions of frequency for common imperative OCL concepts
in Chapter 8, other concepts may also be desugared. Consider for example, the
SwitchExp, which may be desugared (i.e., normalized) into a series of IfExp as
follows:

switch x do
case x1 do

Body1
end
case x2 do

Body2
end
case xb do

Body2
end
· · ·
otherwise do

Bodyn+1

end
end

→

if x = x1 then
Body1

else
if x = x1 then

Body2
else
· · · if
x = x2
then
Body2

else
· · ·
if
x = xn
then
Bodyn

else
Bodyn+1

end
· · ·

end
end

end
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9.5.2 Restricting QVTo expressivity

Another approach is to scope the types of inputs our translation works for. As we
have mentioned at several points throughout this thesis there is always a trade-
off between expressive power and analytic tractability: increasing one goes at the
expense of the other. As we suffer from a lack of analytic tractability, one may
consider restricting the types of expressions that are in scope of our translation. Such
restrictions may subsequently be delivered as guidelines to for QVTo developers.

Indeed QVTo is a very rich formalism, among other reasons for being able to
invoke arbitrary Java code. That is, the various types that are transformed may
have operations implemented in Java. Indeed, also the CARM case study contains
instances where Java methods are called on objects being transformed. Automati-
cally translating arbitrary Java code quickly becomes infeasible. As such, we suggest
scoping the tool such that only metamodels that do not incorporate calls to Java.

Although this may sound very restricting, we return to the trade-off between
expressive power, and analytic tractability. Fortunately, in CARM, we observe that
Java methods are often used solely for the purpose of performance.

For example, consider an OCL expressions that has to traverse a large model
and find all instances that meet a certain predicate P . That expression itself has
to be parsed, and subsequently interpreted. Moreover, the predicate has to be
evaluated (by a Java-based interpreter) for every object it visits in its traversal.
Writing this traversal and predicate in plain Java eliminates the need for parsing
and interpretation (as final implementation is done in Java anyway). As such, large
performance gains are to be made.

Is should be noted however, that most of these Java methods are re-implementations
of OCL constraints/queries, it may still be possible to express these operations with-
out the use of Java. Such a rewrite would go at the expense of performance, but
would facilitate a gain in the area of analytic tractability.

Even with extensions to our translation, some parts of QVTo will not be express-
ible in declarative formalisms (label 2 in Figure 9.4). For instance, QVTo allows
one to call Java methods on the objects being transformed, which makes automated
translation infeasible.

9.5.3 Switching Solver

Lastly, even with all the aforementioned improvements, some parts of the gap be-
tween Alloy and QVTo can simply not be bridged. As already mentioned by Anas-
tasakis et al. [7], and discussed by Soeken [179], there are differences in the core
representations of OCL and Alloy, which makes expression of various OCL constructs
impossible. As such, when moving into a full-fledged tool, one should consider mov-
ing to a more powerful CSP, such as ECLiIPSe [67], or Z3 [41].



9.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have created a prototypical translation, implementing the ideas
from Chapter 6. Having applied the translation to our running example (TurtleV2,
Chapter 1), we observe that:

Our prototype for semantics-preserving co-evolution using constraint solving
works on small examples

As such, we feel this is a promising direction for future research. Unfortunately,
although a majority of industrial QVTo transformations (in CARM) consists of a few
core concepts, each transformation has a large tail of infrequently used constructs,
making full translation using our prototype infeasible:

Our CSP co-evolution prototype is not (yet) applicable at industrial scale

Towards bridging the gap between academic examples and industrial cases, we
identify several directions for future research:

Interesting future (research) directions include:

• Restricting certain QVTo constructs (e.g., calls to Java) to increase an-
alytic tractability;

• Extending the translation from QVTo to Alloy (e.g., by providing more
declarative implementations of imperative constructs such as while);

• Preprocessing QVTo to eliminate “syntactic sugar” (e.g., express Switch
in terms of If-Else);

• Explore translation of QVto to different (more modern) solvers (e.g., Z3
[41]).
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Behind every successful man 
is a woman keeping 
him alive.

Unknown

As inspired by:
Emma C. Bindels

Lorem ipsum

1It should be noted that I do not support this variant

popular variants include: 
    is a woman who doesn’t know what to wear;
    is a surprised mother in law;
    is a woman and behind her his wife1;
It should also be noted that this is a correlation, 
not a causation. Simply increasing the amount of women 
behind you does not make you a successful man.



Tooling: EMF (Meta)Model Analyses

�roughout this work, we have performed various pieces of empirical research on a plethora of data 
sources. To aid us in our research (over the years) we have created the EMF (Meta)Model Analysis 
(EMMA) tool: A tool to de�ne and compute metrics on model-driven artifacts in a generic and 
centralized way. Having seen the various studies EMMA has supported throughout this thesis, in this 
chapter, we detail EMMA, focusing on its architecture. 

X

J. G. M. Mengerink, A. Serebrenik, R. R. H. Schi�elers, and M. G. J. van den Brand. Automated analyses of model-driv-
en artifacts: Obtaining insights into real-life application of MDE. In Joint conference of the International Workshop on 
So�ware Measurement (IWSM) and the International Conference on So�ware Process and Product Measurement 
(MENSURA), pages 116–121, 2017

R. R. H. Schi�elers, Y. Luo, J. G. M. Mengerink, and M. G. J. van den Brand. Towards automated analysis of 
model-driven artifacts in industry. In International Conference on Model- Driven Engineering and So�ware Develop-
ment, pages 743–751, 2018

�e work of this chapter builds upon our works:
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10.1 The Need for EMMA

In the introduction of this thesis, we have already arged that Model-Driven Engi-
neering (MDE) promises to increase productivity and quality in software develop-
ment [106]. These promises are a reason for adoption of MDE in various industries
such as automotive [84], lithography [172, 193], health-care [192, 191], and print-
ing [70]. Indeed, over the past years, there has been an increase in the application
of model-driven engineering in industry. Similar to traditional software engineer-
ing, understanding how technologies are actually used in practice is essential for
developing good tooling, and decision making processes.

Indeed, in Chapter 2 we have seen that MDE can also have downsides: be-
sides the heavily researched topic of maintenance in MDE [77, 55, 168, 58, 103],
Hutchinson et al. [93] have performed an empirical study showing that there are
several factors hampering adoption of MDE in industry. The authors state that “a
lack of knowledge of exactly how MDE is used in industry” gives rise to “a danger
that resources may be wasted and that software tools will fail to develop appropri-
ately” [93]. As such, gaining aforementioned insights into the practical application
of MDE is crucial to its adoption and success. Unfortunately, obtaining and ana-
lyzing empirical data in a model-driven context is still tedious and time consuming,
often introducing large lead-times.

Consider for instance the threats to validity in the study of Anastasakis et al.
[8] discussed in Section 7.6.3. If the authors had had access to the empirical data
presented in Chapter 7, their threats to validity could have been seriously limited.
Unfortunately, several factors hamper such analyses. Firstly, the relevant data is
often difficult to obtain (e.g., the absence of OCL benchmark data [64, 66]). Sec-
ondly, creating tooling is often time consuming and costly. Indeed such claims are
supported by the study of Hutchinson et al. [93]: “43% [of respondents] think that
MDE tools are too expensive (24% disagree)”.

Indeed, at ASML, the need for various types of MDE analyses been recognized
[173].

• Analysis of a Single Model. One purpose of MDE ecosystems is to allow
domain models (e.g., of mechatronics) to be transformed to dedicated anal-
ysis formalisms (e.g., mCRL2 [71] or UPPAAL [13]). Such analyses allow
checking of desired properties (e.g., deadlock freeness, timing) on said mod-
els. Additionally, one can compute metrics on the various artifacts to check
(and thus maintain) their quality [60].

• Analysis of multiple models. The large number of models per DSL (Chap-
ter 2) allows us1 to perform analysis of collections of models. For instance,
collections of models may be analyzed to find commonalities. When such
commonalities correspond to bad or good modeling practices, outliers of these
patterns may be automatically detected (and potentially modified). Good
modeling practices may even be lifted to become directives to enable less
error-prone modeling.

1and also forces us
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For example in CARM (Chapter 2), at a certain point in time we found many
models to be lacking values for their respective properties. For example, con-
sider a Task in a Schedule model that does not contain a computation time.
Analyzing the various .ecore metamodels, we found many mandatory at-
tributes to be set as optional. Subsequently, the metamodel properties were
adapted by the developers of CARM to be mandatory.

Two types of multi-model analysis may be envisioned:

– Metric Analysis. Metrics are known to be applied to evaluate the qual-
ity in traditional software [169] (e.g., cyclomatic complexity). Metrics
may be used to assess the quality of various model-driven artifacts, such
as QVTo transformations [60]. To ease this process, EMMA allows users
to easily specify and compute metrics on their artifacts (Section 10.2.3.1).

– Differencing. Pair-wise comparison is used to compare two models for
differences and similaries. An example of such comparison in the EMF-
Compare tool [52], integrated with EMMA (Section 10.2.3.3). It allows
one to obtain more fine-grained insights into the difference between mod-
els. For example, the number of vertices in two graphs may be identical,
but their labels may differ.

• Analysis of an Ecosystem. As we have seen in Chapter 2, DSLs and its
artifacts may co-exist in an ecosystem (cf. Lungu [121]). Moving beyond
models, analyses of different types of MDE-related artifacts is also desirable.
For instance, assessing the quality of model-to-model transformations [60]).
For example, analyzing how the various artifacts within such an ecosystem co-
evolve (e.g., Chapter 3), insights may be obtained (e.g., semantics evolution
is more prevalent than syntactic evolution) to better focus (research) efforts.

• Evolution Analysis. It is often desirable to track the change of analysis
results over time. e.g., how does the complexity of a model change over
time, as Lehman’s Laws [118]. To this end, EMMA allows one to combine
the aforementioned analyses with its VCS miner (Section 10.2.1), to allow
computation of various versions over time.

Throughout this thesis, we have indeed performed various types analyses of the
aforementioned types, and combined the tools developed for them into the analysis
framework EMMA. Throughout this chapter we will detail the various functions
of EMMA that enabled these aforementioned analyses. We start in Section 10.2
with the architecture, to be followed in Section 10.3 by our application of EMMA
throughout this thesis. We provide future work and conclusions in Sections 10.4
and 10.5 respectively.

To encourage replication of our studies and further development of EMMA, we
have made it publicly available on GitLab2.

2https://gitlab.com/PHD-MDCE/EMMA, https://gitlab.com:PHD-MDCE/EMMA-Frontend
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10.2 Architecture

EMMA is built from the ground up in such a way that most of its components
can be fully decoupled. That is, each component should provide features that can
be used both together and in isolation. Inputs and outputs for each component
should therefore be provided in such a way that they can easily be used by other
components (even those not in the EMMA suite).

EMMA provides four such components, as illustrated in Figure 10.1:

1. The VCS miner (Section 10.2.1), to ease extraction of MDE-related artifacts
from version control systems. Its results are persisted onto disk (discussed in
detail in Section 10.2.1).

2. The extracted files can be stored locally, in an intermediate data structure
(which we refer to as a dataset in Figure 10.1). The datastructure is mimicked
as files on disk, allowing for easy preprocessing. EMMA also provides an API
to easily query the various extracted files, and metadata on them. In this way,
preprocessing operations can be implemented in code more easily, and become
repeatable when the dataset itself is modified. We discuss this component in
more detail in Section 10.2.2;

3. An analysis component providing two types of analyses (discussed in detail in
Section 10.2.3)

• An interface for specifying and computing metrics, optionally in an artifact-
agnostic way (Section 10.2.3.2). For preliminary insights, EMMA in-
cludes a rich set of artifact-independent “generic metrics” (Section 10.2.3.1.1)
for a user to run on their data. If these preliminary insights leave open
questions, EMMA provides a simple API for implementing new (custom)
metrics. Restarting the computation process will include these metrics
on all relevant artifacts (Section 10.2.3.2);

• For more in-depth comparison between different files, or different versions
of the same file, EMMA also integrates with EMFCompare [52] to allow
metamodel independent model differencing (Section 10.2.3.2);

Results of both these types of analyses are persisted using a generic persis-
tence interface, most commonly implemented using a relational database (Sec-
tion 10.2.4). Other implementations include commandline-out, and CSV.

4. Finally, a web-based dashboard that allows for exploration and analysis of
computed analysis results stored in aforementioned relational database (Sec-
tion 10.2.5).
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VCS

VCS miner

Dataset

Custom
Metrics

Pre-process
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Metrics

Differences

Dashboardfeedback

Database

feedback

Figure 10.1: An overview of the EMMA workflow. EMMA’s components have
been colored. Artifacts (i.e., input/output) are represented by rectangles, where
operations are shown as octagons. Automated operations are annotated with a
cog-icon, where manual operations are annotated with a human-icon.

10.2.1 VCS Miner

Most well-engineered (MDE) projects use modern version-control systems (VCSs)
such as git or SVN. As such, analyzing real-life usage of the various technologies
requires extraction of relevant artifacts from these version-control systems.

Building on the JGIT3 API, the VCS Miner allows users to systematically an-
alyze (e.g., iterate) specific commits (e.g., in a specific branch). The analyzer
(Section 10.2.3) can subsequently analyze these files (potentially after preprocess-
ing).

Alternatively, a user can use the VCS Miner to extract all versions of all files
with a particular extension. For example, in case of our OCL study (Chapter 7),
one could mine all files ending in .ocl and .ecore (cf. [153, 165]). The mined
files are then persisted locally, using the intermediate data structure described in
Section 10.2.2.

10.2.2 Intermediate Data Structure

When choosing to build a dataset using the VCS miner, files are persisted in a
structured way to allow for easy access by other tools. The files are stored (as
illustrated in Figure 10.2) under a single (nameable) root. Subsequently there is a
folder for each mined file (say f). Each respective folder contains a file v for each

3https://www.eclipse.org/jgit/
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version of f . The file v is named after the revision (e.g., timestamp) at which the
file was altered. If f was deleted in that revision, it receives the .deleted extension.
Otherwise it retains its original extension.

Dataset

example1.ecore

example2.ocl

timestamp1.ecore
timestamp2.ecore
timestamp3.ecore

timestamp1.ocl
timestamp2.deleted

Figure 10.2: File structure that is used for persisting mined files onto disk. This
structure allows reconstruction of “snapshots” of the repository at particular points
in time. [153]

On top of the file structure, EMMA offers an API for interacting with this file-
structure programatically (e.g., query and filter). This API is defined by means of
a metamodel (already illustrated in Figure 3.3). In accordance with the earliest-first
approach from Chapter 7 we only model a linear history.

10.2.3 Analyses

Having mined relevant data using the VCS miner and subsequently preprocessing
data using the API on our intermediary data structure (or any other directory
structure), a user can begin their analysis. We use the standard EMF infrastruc-
ture for loading the various artifacts into in-memory Resources. On the resulting
ResourceSet(s), a user can subsequently perform two types of analyses: Metrics
(Section 10.2.3.2) and Differencing (Section 10.2.3.3).

10.2.3.1 Metrics

The first type of analysis supported by EMMA is computation of metrics. Here, the
core philosophy is: Compute now, aggregate later [143]. Combining the large
amount of low-level metrics that are included with EMMA (Section 10.2.3.1.1) with
the high performance of the relational database, computing a vast amount of metrics
is not a problem. Aggregating them in a later stage allows for a lot of flexibility.
That is, we can always aggregate later, but we may never reliably de-aggregate.

10.2.3.1.1 Generic Metrics We have found that often, before one can start
creating meaningful metrics, some preliminary insights into the domain are required.
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Similar to our for approach for generating R in Chapter 4, we can use the standard-
ized instantiation relation between the meta-metamodel and metamodel to generate
metrics about metamodels, and similarly to generate metamodel-specific metrics of
instance models.

For every :EClass (i.e., instance of EClass, say c), we iterate its
eStructuralFeatures. For each such feature (say f)

• if f.upperBound > 1 (i.e., isMany), we can generate a metric
“num <f.getName()> per <c.getName()>”, which is implemented as

@Metric (name="num<f . getName>per<c . getName>" )
public int num<f . getName>Per<c . getName>(c . getName subj ) {

return subj . get<f . getName>() . s i z e ( ) ;
}

e.g., for TurtleV1 (Figure 1.7a), we would generate
numCommandsPerSpecification:

@Metric (name="numCommandsPerSpecification" )
public int numCommandsPerSpec ( S p e c i f i c a t i o n sub j e c t ) {

return sub j e c t . getCommands ( ) . s i z e ( ) ;
}

• If f.upperBound = 1 and f is an attribute of type String,Int,Boolean, Double,
or Float we can use the value as a metric “<c.getName()>-<f.getName()>”.
Which simply returns the value of the attribute. e.g.,

@Metric (name="Forward length " )
public int forwardLength ( Forward f ) {

return f . l ength ( ) ;
}

• If f.upperBound = 1, f.lowerBound = 0 and f has a complex type we can
generate:

“<c.getName()>has<f.getName()>”

Which is implemented by a return statement that returns true if the value is
present, and false otherwise. Note that computing such a metric in the case
that the lowerbound is 1 is not interesting, as for valid models it always returns
true.

Note that the Ecore metametamodel is a metamodel for .ecore models (i.e.,
metamodels). As such, to obtain metrics for .ecore metamodels, the same proce-
dure as regular models may be taken, using the Ecore metametamodel as meta-
model specification. For example, generating the metrics for the small fragment in
Figure 1.5a would yield the metrics below:
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• EPackage

– numeClassifiersPerEPackage :
int

– EPackage-name : String
– ePackage-nsURI : String

• EClassifier

– EClassifier-name : String

• EClass

– isAbstract : Boolean
– numEstructuralFeatures : int
– numeSupertypes : int

• EStructuralFeature

– EStructuralFeature-name :
String

– EStructuralFeature-lowerBound
: int

– EStructuralFeature-upperBound
: int

• EReference

– isContainment : Boolean

– EReference-has-eOpposite :
Boolean

10.2.3.1.2 CustomMetrics In addition to the generic metrics defined in EMMA,
a user can easily define custom metrics. A user is required to specify:

• The type of object their metric is defined on (e.g., Graph, Node);

• The return type of the metric (e.g., int, or String);

• How the metric is computed (e.g., graph.nodes.size), by means of a Java
fragment.

An example of two such specifications, (the out-degree of a vertex, and the
number of nodes in a graph) are presented in Listing 10.1. Such “custom metrics”
are similar to features offered in many well-known software analyses/visualization
frameworks such as Moose/Roassal [9], or M3 [12].

Listing 10.1: Two examples of EMMA
metrics
@Metric (name=" outdegree " )
public int outgoing ( Vertex v ) {

return v . edges ;
}

@Metric (name="numNodes" )
public int outgoing (Graph g ) {

return g . nodes . s i z e ( ) ;
}

10.2.3.2 Computing Metrics

To actually compute the metrics, EMMA iterates over every artifact (i.e., Resource)
of the dataset. For this artifact, a file identifier(e.g., integer) is obtained to uniquely
reference the file. Subsequently, every object in the file is iterated over.

For each such object, EMMA checks if a metric-annotated method of the corre-
sponding kind4 is defined. Each method found this way is invoked with the object
in question as its parameter.

4As in OCL, kindOf is the hierarchical variant of TypeOf
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The result yielded by the invoked method, being the definition of the metric,
is subsequently persisted into an SQL-database for further analyses. An example
fragment of data yielded by the metrics component of EMMA can be found in
Table 10.1.

Data: A collection of metrics (Metrics), a collection of resources (i.e.,
ResourceSet) resourceSet, and the preferred persistenceAPI

foreach resource ∈ resourceSet do
file_id = getFileId(resource);
int object_id = 0;
foreach object ∈ resource do

object_id++;
foreach metric ∈ Metrics do

paramClass = metric.param.getClass();
if object instanceOf paramClass then

metricValue = metric.method(object);
persistenceAPI.store( file_id, object_id, metric.name(),
metricValue)

end
end

end
end

Table 10.1: An example of metrics computed by EMMA

File_id Object_id Type outDegree inDegree numNodes
1 1 Node 10 10
2 2 Node 10 5
3 3 Graph 15

...

10.2.3.3 Differences

In order to analyze changes over time, we have incorporated EMFCompare [52]
in EMMA. EMFCompare allows for a meta-model independent way of computing
differences between artifacts. For instance, in Table 10.2 we show a few example
differences computed by EMFCompare [52, 131].

10.2.4 Database

All results of the various analyses performed are persisted (by default) in a relational
database. (e.g., the tables in Sections 10.2.3.2 and 10.2.3.3). This provides power
users with data selection, filtering, and grouping. However, for the most common
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Table 10.2: An example of differences computed by EMMA (cf. Chapter 4)

Change ParentType Feature ValueType Value
ADD AndExp right BooleanLiteralExp TRUE
CHANGE AndExp left BooleanLiteralExp FALSE

...

tasks, EMMA provides a user-friendly data explorer and visualizer, as described in
Section 10.2.5. More experienced users may directly use SQL [40] to perform more
advanced queries on the computed data.

• datasets, that consists of:

– A dataset identifier (int, PK);
– The name of the dataset

(Text);
– optionally, the location on

disk of the dataset (cf. Sec-
tion 10.2.2) (Text).

• files, which consists of:

– A file identifier (int, PK);
– The location of the file on disk

(Text);
– The identifier of the dataset,

to which this file belongs (int
FK).

• metrics which consists of:

– An identifier (int, PK);
– The identifier of the file on

which the metric was com-
puter (int, FK);

– The timestamp or revision
number of the file on which
the metric was computed
(e.g., the version of file-id=
105 on data 18 − 08 − 1991)
(Int);

– The name of the met-
ric being computer (e.g.,
numAttributesPerClass)
(Text);

– An identifier that uniquely
identifies the object within
the artifact the resource is
computed on; This allows for
correlation between metrics.
(e.g., Objects that have more
attributes also have more ref-
erences) (int);

– The value of the metric, per-
sisted as a String (Text)

• differences which consists of:

– An identifier (int, PK);

– The identifier of the file on
which the metric was com-
puter (int, FK);

– The timestamp or revision
number of the source;

– The timestamp or revision
number of the target;

– The object the difference was
computer for (e.g., EClass
Specification);

– The feature the difference was
computed on (e.g., com-
mands);

– The difference type (e.g.,
ADD);

– The difference value (e.g., UP)
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Figure 10.3: Illustration of the relational database schema of EMMA

10.2.5 Data Explorer

Visualizing metrics and other data on a dashboard is common practice in many clas-
sical software-engineering metrics packages such as Grimoire [68], SECONDA [158]
and dashboards as offered by Bitergia. Also in MDE, visualization dashboards are
being constructed, such as the one for metamodel clustering on MDEForge [11].

EMMA also includes a web-frontend that allows users to explore and visualize
their data. The primary data-processing is performed using pivot tables [96], pro-
vided by PivotJS5. This allows users to filter, group, and aggregate their data. The
resulting data can then be visualized using e.g., bar charts and scatter plots. Ex-
amples of visualizations produced using EMMA can be found in Figures 10.4 and
10.6 and throughout this thesis. Figure 10.4 shows the evolution of the number of
different elements, such as the number of classes per package and the number of
references per class, of the ControlBlocks DSL (cf. Chapter 2). Figure 10.6 shows
the frequency of language constructs used in a model-to-model transformation.

10.3 Applications

Throughout this thesis we have applied EMMA for various experiments on both
open-source and industrial data.

In Chapter 2, we have used EMMA to gain preliminary insights into the CARM
ecosystem. There we discuss the applicability of the well-known “Lehman’s Laws of
Evolution” [119, 62, 23] to the field of MDE. In particular, the law of continuous

5https://pivottable.js.org/
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growth states that “the functional content of an E-type system must be continually
increased to maintain user satisfaction over its lifetime.”. Using EMMA, we were able
to compute metrics on the size and structure of the DSL, and subsequently visualize
these numbers (Figure 2.4). There, indeed we observe that DSLs gradually grow
over time, unless work is done to reduce their size (e.g., extract parts of a DSL into
a new DSL), as in Figure 10.4;

Figure 10.4: Evolution of size and structure of a metamodel.

In Chapter 3 we have used the dataset query API of EMMA to determine the
frequency and relation between various types evolving MDE artifacts, concluding
that DSL semantics are more volatile than DSL syntax;

In Chapter 4 we have used the interface between EMMA and EMFCompare to
systematically compute differences between metamodel versions, and gain insight
into what evolutionary operators would be required to specify these differences;

In Chapter 7 we have used EMMA to mine a plethora of git repositories for
their MDE related artifacts. Subsequently, we have implemented an existing metric
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for expression complexity and use EMMA to analyze the difference of these metrics
between several datasets (Figure 10.5);

Figure 10.5: Boxplot of complexity for open-source and industrial metamodels
(Chapter 7)

In Chapter 8, similar to Chapter 7, we have used EMMA to mine the git CARM
repositories (Chapter 2) for QVTo transformation, and compute a variety statis-
tics. Foremost, we have computed the frequency with which the variou slanguage
constructs are used in CARM (Figure 10.6).

Figure 10.6: Frequency of language constructs used in a model-to-model transfor-
mation at a single point in time.



10.4 Future Work

Although EMMA has already proven valuable to our work, we still envision various
directions of future work.

Firstly, EMMA supports (out of the box) support for .ecore, .ocl, .qvto and
.xmi serialized models. We would like to extend EMMA to support more types of
MDE artifacts, such as concrete syntax definitions (e.g., Xtext [54]).

Furthermore, EMMA only allows mining files from version-control systems. We
envision incorporating different data sources to allow for richer analyses. For in-
stance, similar to MetricsGrimoire [68], we would like to incorporate data from such
sources as bug trackers, code review repositories and mailing lists. Such data sources
may provide complementary insights in communication and collaboration between
the various software engineers.

While the results produced by EMMA are already being used by the ASML
engineers, we plan to evaluate usability of EMMA in the industrial context by means
of several user studies. So far, EMMA has only been applied to the open source
data and to commercial data of ASML. Application of EMMA to MDE artifacts
of different companies or from different industries might necessitate adaptations to
EMMA.

10.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented EMMA, the EMF (Meta)Model Analysis frame-
work, comprised of an analysis framework and data exploration dashboard. EMMA
allows industrial users and researchers alike to gain easy insight into their MDE
artifacts, allowing for more effective and accurate decision making.

Throughout this thesis we have used EMMA to conduct a plethora of studies,
as described in Section 10.3. To encourage the use of EMMA by a more broader
audience (both researchers and practitioners), we have made it publicly available on
GitLab6.

Furthermore, we have presented several case studies, in which we have applied
EMMA in a large-scale industrial setting. There, we have found that EMMA allows
us to gain easy insights into many facets of the MDE artifacts present.

6https://gitlab.com/PHD-MDCE/EMMA, https://gitlab.com:PHD-MDCE/EMMA-Frontend
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“Out of all the things
 I have lost,

I miss my mind the most.”

Mark Twain



Conclusions

In this last chapter, we summarize our �ndings, and discuss possible lines of future work.

XI
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11.1 Contributions to Research Questions

Throughout this thesis, we have looked into the topic of model co-evolution in re-
sponse to DSL evolution (Chapter 1). In particular, we have conducted our research
in context of the CARM ecosystem of DSLs (Chapter 2). We have started our re-
search in Chapter 3 by asking the question:

RQ 1: Can co-evolution of models, in response to DSL evolution, be auto-
mated?

Investigating literature, in Chapter 3 we find that ability to automate model
co-evolution in response to DSL evolution depends heavily on what properties one
wants to preserve during co-evolution, and in response to what type of evolution
one is co-evolving their models. We find that

There are three interesting (co-)evolutionary cases (Chapter 3):

• Syntax-preserving co-evolution in response to DSL syntax change;

• Semantics-preserving co-evolution in response to DSL syntax change;

• Semantics-preserving co-evolution in response to DSL semantics change;

Before directing our research to a specific case, we wish to know which is most
prevalent in practice. As such, we pose RQ1.1, and study the (co-)evolution of DSL
constituent parts (Chapter 3) in the CARM ecosystem (Chapter 2).

RQ 1.1: How do the constituent parts of a DSL (co-)evolve?

In the CARM ecosystem, we find that the most common type of DSL evolution
is that of its semantics (RQ1.1) Chapter 3) and that evolution of a single con-
stituent part of a DSL is far more common, than evolution of multiple constituent
parts (RQ1.1, Chapter 3). A natural continuation of this research would be to fo-
cus our investigation towards semantics-preserving co-evolution in response to DSL
semantics evolution. Returning to RQ1, in Chapter 3 we find in literature that
syntax-preserving co-evolution is automatable under very lenient constraint. On
the other hand, in Chapter 3 we prove that

Semantics-preserving co-evolution is undecidable in general

As such, syntax-preserving co-evolution is more likely to yield results that are
applicable in an industrial setting (i.e., “low hanging fruit”). In Chapters 4 and 5
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we thus focus on syntax-preserving co-evolution in response to DSL syntax change
(i.e., metamodel evolution). Again wanting to gain insight into the occurence of
the phenomenon under study, we start Chapter 4 by asking:

RQ 2: How does syntax evolve?

Moving beyond the per-case methodology commonly found in literature, we pro-
vide a theoretically complete library of atomic operators (R), presented in Table C.1.
Subsequently, we compare state-of-the-art operator libraries to R in Chapter 4, by
asking:

RQ 4: Is the operator-based approach capable of specificying of DSL-syntax
evolution?

There, we analyze syntactic evolution in CARM metamodels by studying a four-
year period of their evolution. Combining this analysis with the results of RQ2, we
conclude that in CARM:

The operator-based approach is suited for the specification of DSL syntax
evolution.

As the operator-based approach by itself is a theoretical way of working, we
wonder whether the technique can also be applied in practice. Bridging the gap
between the state-of-the-art operator libraries, and their state-of-the-practice im-
plementation Edapt, we start Chapter 5 by asking:

RQ 5: Can Edapt be used to automate syntax-preserving co-evolution in
practice?

Again studying a four-year period of CARM metamodel evolution, use a similar
methodology as applied for RQ. In Chapter 5 we compare the operators required
by the CARM case study (cf. RQ) to the operators offered by Edapt. In Chapter 5
we find that out of the box, Edapt only supports co-evolution of CARM models in
response to 72% of CARM metamodel evolutions (i.e., 72% of coupled evolutions).
Using the ability to extend Edapt with support for additional operators, in Chapter 5
we reach the conclusion that in the CARM case study:

We were able to extend Edapt such that it is able to specify 98% of the
coupled evolution
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With this conclusion, we conclude research into syntax-preserving model co-
evolution in response to DSL syntax evolution, concluding that existing techniques
suffice for industrial application. Subsequently we move to semantics-preserving
co-evolution in response to DSL semantics evolution in Chapters 6 through 9.

In Chapter 6 we introduce the idea of encoding semantics-preserving co-evolution
in response to the evolution of DSL semantics into a constraint satisfaction problem
(CSP). We do so by posing the research question:

RQ 6: Can constraint-solving techniques be used to effectuate semantics-
preserving co-evolution?

Selecting Alloy as our CSP formalism of choice, in Chapter 6 we explore the
hurdles that have to be passed before encoding into a CSP can be effectuated.
Taking from literature, we find that the major challenges lie in the translation of
imperative OCL and QVTo constructs into Alloy. As such, we explore the extend
to which imperative constructs in both OCL and QVTo are used in Chapters 7 and
8 respectively.

In Chapter 7, we wish to answer RQ7:

RQ 7: To what extent can real-life uses of OCL be translated to Alloy?

Observing that there is a need for OCL benchmarks within the research com-
munity, we opt to move beyond the scope of the CARM case study and compose
the worlds largest dataset of open-source OCL expressions, all derived form GitHub
(Chapter 7). This dataset can be used for a plethora of interesting studies, a number
of which we showcase in Chapter 7. Most important to our research is to use the
dataset to answer RQ7. In Chapter 7, we evaluate an existing translation from the
literature [7] on our dataset, and conclude that 73% of OCL expressions from our
dataset (Chapter 7) can be translated in a straightforward manner. Changing our
unit of measurement from expression to full abstract syntax trees (ASTs), we find
that

59% of metamodels with OCL constraints may be fully translated to Alloy

thus contributing to RQ7. In Chapter 8 we ask a research question similar to
RQ7, but towards QVTo:

RQ 8: Can can real-life uses of QVTo be translated to Alloy?

In Chapter 8 we again use the CARM ecosystem to study real-life usage of QVTo.
There we find that a majority of imperative behavior in QVto is again caused by
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OCL. Using the same translation [7] as in Chapter 7, we find that 70% of OCL
expressions in QVTomay be translated in a straightforward manner. Furthermore,
we have identified a set of QVTo and imperative OCL concepts to be translated in
a first translational prototype between QVTo and Alloy.

Having investigated the extent of the hurdles identified in Chapter 6 in Chapters
7 and 8, the remaining research question is RQ6. In Chapter 9 we provide a
prototypical translation between QVTo and Alloy, guided by the concepts identified
for translation in Chapter 8.

Furthermore, in Chapter 9, we combine our prototypical translation of QVTo
with existing translations for OCL [7] and metamodels [7] to fully encode our running
example in a CSP. Subsequent solving of this CSP indicates that indeed:

Semantics-preserving co-evolution can be effectuated using constraint solv-
ing techniques

Unfortunately, attempts at applying our techniques at an industrial level prove
fruitless. The expressivity required to successfully translate industrial-grade QVTo
transformations proves far beyond the capability of our prototype. We thus conclude
Chapter 9 by sketching directions of future work, such that the techniques may be
applied to industrial-grade case studies.

We concluded this thesis by showing our analysis framework EMMA, that was
used to support the various studies performed. EMMA has been made open-source
to ease empirical studies into EMF-based MDE artifacts for future researchers. Its
architecture and inner workings are detailed in Chapter 10.

11.2 Future Work

In this section, we indicate a few of many directions for future research.
In Chapter 3, we have proven that it is undecidable in general whether semantics-

preserving co-evolution can be automated. There, a valuable piece of future work
would be to investigate in what situations automatability is decidable.

In Chapter 5 we have extended Edapt with various features to enhance its us-
ability. An important piece of future work is to perform a user study and evaluate
the effectiveness of the various extensions.

In Chapter 7, we present our dataset of metamodels augmented with OCL,
and model-to-text transformations. At present, our dataset includes Ecore-based
metamodels, and Acceleo-based model-to-text transformations. An interesting piece
of future work would be to also incorporate other metamodeling formalisms, such as
UML (e.g., as has been demonstrated by the Lindholmen dataset [165]), or include
other types of transformations (e.g., QVTo).

With respect to Chapter 8, we have explored industrial use of the QVTo language
by looking at the CARM ecosystem. In Chapter 7 we have already shown that
comparisons between open-source and closed-source artifacts can be made. As such
we view two pieces of interesting future work with respect to our QVTo research.
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Firstly, one could create, similar to Chapter 7 a dataset of QVTo artifacts from
open-source code repositories such as GitHub. Secondly, that dataset may be used
as a benchmark to verify whether results obtained from our industrial case may be
generalized to a broader context.

With respect to the techniques suggested in Chapter 9 (i.e., encoding semantics-
preserving co-evolution in a constraint satisfaction problem), we have found that our
prototype is not (yet) applicable to industrial cases. In Chapter 9 we have already
elaborated on various ways in which the prototype may be augmented, such that
industrial cases may be supported in the future.

Lastly, with respect to the analysis tooling presented in Chapter 10 (EMMA),
we propose a variety of extensions. Firstly, EMMA is currently (out of the box)
only able to support Ecore based models and metamodels, OCL, and QVTo files.
Extending EMMA with out-of-the-box support for other types of files would greatly
increase its applicability. Furthermore, as already described in Chapter 10 incorpo-
rating other types of artifacts such as bug reports or mail data (i.e., not only MDE
artifacts) to the analysis process would enable a broad range of additional studies.
Lastly, we suggest performing user studies to quantify the added benefit of EMMA,
and uncover where additional benefits may be gained.

Looking beyond the direct scope of this dissertation, this work provides a ba-
sis for a broader scope of future work. A (logical) initial direction would be to
extend the work in this dissertation to other meta-metamodeling formalisms. For
instance, the Jetbrains Meta Programming System (MPS) [144] is a young and pop-
ular modeling environment for which the state-of-the-art model co-evolution tooling
(cf. Chapter 5) is not yet available. It would thus be “low-hanging fruit” to imple-
ment the various tools, both from the literature, and techniques suggested in this
dissertation for the MPS ecosystem.

Continuing this line of reasoning, in this dissertation we have focused on the
DSL/model co-evolution problem. However, the range of artifacts that can be co-
evolved in response to DSL evolution is much greater. For instance, work has already
been done on co-evolution of transformations [58] and constraints [104]. There we
feel that the general way of working from this dissertation can be reused:

• Formalize the properties (p) of the artifact that are to be preserved during
co-evolution (e.g., p(A1) = p(A2));

• Extract the defined properties p from the the artifact (A1) before co-evolution
(e.g., p(A1) = 5);

• Generate a new artifact, A2, that adheres to the extracted properties (i.e.,
p(A2) = 5).

Continuing the line of work on semantics-preserving co-evolution (Chapters 6 and
9), we have investigated semantics-preserving co-evolution with semantics defined
in QVTo transformations and using syntactic equality in the semantic domain as
semantical equivalence. Alternatively, one could extend this work by investigating
other model transformation formalisms such as ATL [98], Xtend [15], or even Java
(e.g., code generators). Furthermore, one could consider less strict notions of
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equivalence such as unit test equivalence (i.e., unit tests of methods yield the same
results).

Looking beyond the field of model co-evolution, the techniques discusses in Chap-
ters 6 through 9 can theoretically also be applied to the field of model learning
[187]. That is, model learning attempts to reconstruct models (at a higher level of
abstraction) from artifacts at a lower level of abstraction. Traditionally, the lower-
level artifacts are considered as black boxes, leaving the reconstruction mostly to
heuristics. At ASML, we observe that this is often not the case: the artifacts being
considered can actually be inspected (e.g., the legacy C code). As such, the tech-
nique in Chapter 6 may be used to reconstruct a high level model (m2) from the
low-level artifact (mSD). Indeed constraint solving techniques have already been
used for automaton learning [178].



Samenvatting

In diverse high tech industrieën is de complexiteit en grootte van software code dus-
danig hoog (100 miljoen regels of meer!), dat het onderhouden van deze software, op
conventionele manieren, niet langer uitvoerbaar is. Een techniek die tegenwoordig
gebruikt wordt om om te gaan met deze onderhoudsproblemen is model gedreven
ontwikkelen (MGO). Model gedreven ontwikkelen probeert om het abstractieniveau
waarop software ontwikkeld wordt te verhogen door (wiskundige) modellen centraal
te stellen in het ontwikkelprocess, bijvoorbeeld door middel van domein specifieke
talen (DSTs). DSTs bieden ontwikkelaars de mogelijkheid om systemen te ontwer-
pen en ontwikkelen in terminologie uit hun domein, in plaats van een vertaalslag
te moeten maken naar een standaard programmeertaal. Op basis van modellen,
gemaakt met een DST, kunnen traditionele ontwerp artefacten (zoals code) au-
tomatisch gegenereerd worden. Daarbij komt nog dat MGO en DSTs het mogelijk
maken om de gevolgen van een ontwerpbeslissing onmiddellijk te zien, nog voordat
het volledige ontwikkelproces is doorlopen (i.e., geautomatiseerde analyse).

Echter, MGO heeft ook nadelen. Wanneer MGO op industriële schaal wordt
toegepast, wordt onderhoudbaarheid opnieuw een probleem. De meest notoire ver-
schijningsvorm is hetmodel co-evolutie probleem: Een model gemaakt met een eerste
versie van een DST, werkt vaak niet samen met versie twee van die DST. Vergelijk
dit bijvoorbeeld met een Python2 programma, dat niet werkt met Pyton3, of aan
een boek geschreven in het Nederlands van 1600, dat nauwelijks meer te begrijpen is
voor Nederlanders anno 2018. Zulke problematiek speelt ook bij talen voor algemeen
gebruik (TAG). Echter, TAG veranderen veel minder vaak dan DST. Bijvoorbeeld
talen zoals Java en C veranderen een keer per twee jaar, en doen dat (bijna) altijd
op een dusdanige manier dat oude programma’s compatibel blijven met de nieuwe
versie van de taal. In de industrie hebben we geobserveerd dat DST (gemiddeld)
iedere twee maanden een nieuwe versie krijgen, die (vaak) compatibiliteit met oude
programma’s breken. Gecombineerd met een ordegrootte van duizenden modellen
is er opnieuw een onderhoudsprobleem: 20% van model gedreven ontwikkeltijd gaat
op aan onderhoud. Deze extra onderhoudstijd dreigt de voordelen van MGO (van
ongeveer 20% meer efficiëntie) te overschaduwen. Als zodanig zijn de onderhoud-
sproblemen een risico voor de adoptie van MGO in de industrie.

Gelukkig is het model co-evolutie probleem oplosbaar! Denk bijvoorbeeld aan
Microsoft Word, waar het bestandsformaat werd gewijzigd van .doc naar .docx.
Wanneer men een oud bestand (.doc) opent met een moderne versie van Word,
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migreert Wordt het .doc document automatisch naar .docx. Een vergelijkbare
methodologie kan toegepast worden op het model co-evolutie probleem binnen MGO.
Door gebruik te maken van het “alles is een model” paradigma en met gebruik van
model-naar-model transformaties, kan het gat tussen versies van DSTs overbrugd
worden. Echter, we hebben geobserveerd dat zulke transformaties vaak veel tijd
kosten om te maken. Een doorlooptijd van drie weken is daarbij niet uitzonderlijk.
Gecombineerd met een nieuwe versie per twee maanden is de fractie van het werk
gespendeerd aan onderhoud buitenproportioneel groot.

In deze dissertatie onderzoeken we of het maken van model co-evolutie infras-
tructuur geautomatiseerd kan worden, om op deze manier de fractie van onder-
houdswerkzaamheden ten opzichte van ontwikkelwerkzaamheden te verkleinen. We
onderzoeken de aard van DST evoltie, en concluderen dat veranderingen aan hun
semantiek (betekenis) de voornaamste bron van verandering is, gevolgd door ve-
randingen aan hun syntaxis (taalstructuur). We tonen aan dat uitdagingen met
betrekking tot onderhoud van syntaxis in de literatuur ver zijn opgelost, daarbij
opmerkend dat onderhoud op basis van syntaxis onafdoende is om de kwaliteit van
onderhoud te waarborgen: inachtneming van semantiek is nodig. De tweede helt
van dit proefschrift richt zich op onderhoud van modelen met inachtneming van
hun semantiek. We stellen voor om contraint solving te gebruiken om modellen te
genereren die semantisch equivalent zijn aan hun verouderde tegenhanger. Dit in
contrast tot syntaxis-preserverende technieken, die verouderde modellen systema-
tisch herschrijven tot (nieuwe) modellen. Helaas zijn er enige uitdagingen bij de
operationalisering van deze methode. In het bijzonder onderzoeken we het onver-
mogen van constraint solving technieken (Alloy in het bijzonder) om imperatieve
taalconstructies te modelleren. Als zodanig zijn twee hoofdstukken toegewijd aan
het onderzoeken in welke mate MGO in de praktijk afhankelijk is van imperatieve
taalconstructies van (1) model restricties in de vorm van OCL specificaties en (2) se-
mantiche specificaties in de vorm van QVTo transformaties. We concluderen dat een
groot gedeelte van voorgenoemde constructen vertaald kunnen worden naar Alloy.
Als zodanig leveren we een “proof of concept”. Samengevat:

Dit proefschrift onderzoekt diverse soorten DST evolutie die veelvoorkomend
zijn in de industrie en stelt in reactie op deze evoluties, syntaxis-preserverende
en semantisch-preserverende co-evolutie oplossingen voor.



All human things are 
subject to decay, and 
when fate summons, 
Monarchs must obey

Mac Flecknoe
John Dryden
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A





Traditional DSL Infrastructure

Listing A.1: A flavor of traditional DSL infrastructure
class Forward extends Command {
int d i s t anc e ;
}
class Turn extends Command {
int degree s ;
}
class Turt le {
int x ;
int y ;
int ang le ;
Graphics g ;

public Command [ ] parse ( S t r ing input ) {
St r ing [ ] commands = input . s p l i t ( " ; " ) ;
Command [ ] AST = new Command[ commands . l ength ] ;

f o r each ( St r ing command : commands) {
i f (command . matches ( " forward ␣ ( [ 0 9 ]+ ) " ) ) {
commands . append (new Forward (command . match ( 1 ) ) ) ;
} else i f (command . matches ( " turn ␣ ( [ 0 9 ]+ ) " ) ) {
commands . append (new Turn (command . match ( 1 ) ) ) ;
} else {
e r r o r ( ) ;
}
}
}

public void execute (Command [ ] commands) {
fo r each (Command command : commands) {
execute (command ) ;
}
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}

public void execute (Turn turn ) {
ang le = angle + turn . degree s ;
}

public execute ( Forward forward ) {
x2 = x + forward . d i s t ance ∗ cos ( ang le ) ;
y2 = y + forward . d i s t ance ∗ s i n ( ang le ) ;
g . drawLine (x , y , x2 , y2 ) ;
x = x2 ;
y= y2 ;
}

public void main ( St r ing input ) {
commands = par s e r ( input ) ;
execute (commands ) ;
}



Evolutionary Pattern Algorithms

Data: A revision r, and a configuration Conf = 〈Cx, Cy, Cz〉
Result: true iff r fulfills the role of syntactic definition and adheres to

Conf
1 if ¬(r instanceof MetaModelRevision) then
2 return false
3 end
4 Scurr ← r.parent
5 if Cy then
6 Q← Scurr.modifiedF iles
7 else
8 Q← Scurr.prev.allF iles
9 end

10 if Cz then
result← result ∧ ∃y:TransformationRevision [

x ∈ input(y) ∧ y ∈ Q ∧
output(y) ∩ Scurr.modifiedfiles 6= ∅]

11 else
result← result ∧ ∃y:TransformationRevision [

x ∈ input(y) ∧ y ∈ Q ∧ output(y) 6= ∅∧
output(y) ∩ Scurr.modifiedfiles = ∅]

12 end
13 return result

Algorithm 43: Checks if a given Revision is a syntactic definition that
adheres to a provided configuration.
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Data: A revision r, and a configuration Conf = 〈Cx, Cy, Cz〉
Result: true iff r fulfills the role of semantic mapping

1 if ¬(r instanceof TransformRevision) then
2 return false
/* Avoid empty domain rule */

3 result← (inputs(y) 6= ∅) ∧ (outputs(y) 6= ∅)
4 Smod ← r.parent.modifiedF iles
5 if Cx then
6 result← result ∧ (inputs(y) ∩ Smod 6= ∅)
7 else
8 result← result ∧ (inputs(y) ∩ Smod = ∅)
9 end

10 if Cz then
11 result← result ∧ (outputs(y) ∩ Smod 6= ∅)
12 else
13 result← result ∧ (outputs(y) ∩ Smod = ∅)
14 end
15 return result

Algorithm 44: Checks if a given Revision is a semantic transformation
that adheres to a provided configuration.
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Data: A revision r, and a configuration Conf = 〈Cx, Cy, Cz〉
Result: true iff r fulfills the role of syntactic definition and adheres to

Conf
1 if ¬(r instanceof MetaModelRevision) then
2 return false
3 end
4 Scurr ← r.parent if Cy then
5 Q← Scurr.modifiedF iles
6 else
7 Q← Scurr.prev.allF iles
8 end
9 if Cx then

result← result ∧ ∃y:TransformationRevision [

z ∈ output(y) ∧ y ∈ Q ∧
input(y) ∩ Scurr.modifiedfiles 6= ∅]

10 else
result← result ∧∃y:TransformationRevision [

z ∈ input(y) ∧ y ∈ Q ∧ input(y) 6= ∅∧
input(y) ∩ Scurr.modifiedfiles = ∅]

11 end
12 return result

Algorithm 45: Checks if a given Revision is a semantic domain definition
that adheres to a provided configuration.
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Data: Ecore : The root package of the Ecore meta-meta-model
Result: R : A set of atomic changes that can be performed on Ecore-based

meta-models
1 R = ∅
2 foreach o ∈ecore.eAllContents() do
3 if o instanceof EClass ∧ ¬o.isAbstract() then
4 foreach f ∈ o.eAllStructuralFeatures() do
5 if f.isChangeable() then
6 t← f.eType()
7 if f.isMany() ∧ f.isOrdered() then
8 R ← R∪ 〈f, o, t, MOVE 〉
9 end

10 if f instanceof EReference then
11 if f.isContainment() ∨ f.upperBound = -1 ∨ f.upperBound

> 1 then
12 R ← R∪ 〈f, o, t, ADD 〉 R ← R∪ 〈f, o, t, DELETE 〉
13 else
14 R ← R∪ 〈f, o, t, CHANGE 〉
15 end
16 else if f instanceof EAttribute then
17 R ← R∪ 〈f, o, t, CHANGE 〉
18 end
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 end

Algorithm 46: Algorithm for computing possible changes in a meta-model



Complete Operator Library R

ParentElement StructuralFeature ValueType ParentElement StructuralFeature ValueType
ADD CHANGE

EAnnotation contents EObject EFactory ePackage EPackage
EAnnotation details EStringToString

MapEntry
EGenericType eClassifier EClass

EAnnotation eAnnotations EAnnotation EGenericType eClassifier EDataType
EAnnotation references EObject EGenericType eClassifier EEnum
EAttribute eAnnotations EAnnotation EGenericType eTypeParameter ETypeParameter
EAttribute eGenericType EGenericType EOperation eType EClass
EClass eAnnotations EAnnotation EOperation eType EDataType
EClass eGenericSuperTypesEGenericType EOperation eType EEnum
EClass eOperations EOperation EOperation lowerBound int
EClass eStructuralFeaturesEAttribute EOperation name String
EClass eStructuralFeaturesEReference EOperation ordered boolean
EClass eSuperTypes EClass EOperation unique boolean
EClass eTypeParameters ETypeParameter EOperation upperBound int
EDataType eAnnotations EAnnotation EPackage eFactoryInstance EFactory
EDataType eTypeParameters ETypeParameter EPackage name String
EEnumLiteral eAnnotations EAnnotation EPackage nsPrefix String
EEnum eAnnotations EAnnotation EPackage nsURI String
EEnum eLiterals EEnumLiteral EParameter eType EClass
EEnum eTypeParameters ETypeParameter EParameter eType EDataType
EFactory eAnnotations EAnnotation EParameter eType EEnum
EGenericType eLowerBound EGenericType EParameter lowerBound int
EGenericType eTypeArguments EGenericType EParameter name String
EGenericType eUpperBound EGenericType EParameter ordered boolean
EOperation eAnnotations EAnnotation EParameter unique boolean
EOperation eExceptions EClass EParameter upperBound int
EOperation eExceptions EDataType EReference changeable boolean
EOperation eExceptions EEnum EReference containment boolean
EOperation eGenericExceptionsEGenericType EReference defaultValueLiteral String
EOperation eGenericType EGenericType EReference derived boolean
EOperation eParameters EParameter EReference eOpposite EReference
EOperation eTypeParameters ETypeParameter EReference eType EClass
EPackage eAnnotations EAnnotation EReference eType EDataType
EPackage eClassifiers EClass EReference eType EEnum
EPackage eClassifiers EDataType EReference lowerBound int
EPackage eClassifiers EEnum EReference name String
EPackage eSubpackages EPackage EReference ordered boolean
EParameter eAnnotations EAnnotation EReference resolveProxies boolean
EParameter eGenericType EGenericType EReference transient boolean
EReference eAnnotations EAnnotation EReference unique boolean
EReference eGenericType EGenericType EReference unsettable boolean
EReference eKeys EAttribute EReference upperBound int
ETypeParametereAnnotations EAnnotation EReference volatile boolean
ETypeParametereBounds EGenericType EStringToString

MapEntry
key String

CHANGE EStringToString
MapEntry

value String

EAnnotation eModelElement EAnnotation ETypeParameter name String
EAnnotation eModelElement EAttribute DELETE
EAnnotation eModelElement EClass EAnnotation contents EObject
EAnnotation eModelElement EDataType EAnnotation details EStringToString

MapEntry
EAnnotation eModelElement EEnum EAnnotation eAnnotations EAnnotation
EAnnotation eModelElement EEnumLiteral EAnnotation references EObject
EAnnotation eModelElement EFactory EAttribute eAnnotations EAnnotation
EAnnotation eModelElement EOperation EAttribute eGenericType EGenericType
EAnnotation eModelElement EPackage EClass eAnnotations EAnnotation
EAnnotation eModelElement EParameter EClass eGenericSuperTypesEGenericType
EAnnotation eModelElement EReference EClass eOperations EOperation
EAnnotation eModelElement ETypeParameter EClass eStructuralFeaturesEAttribute
EAnnotation source String EClass eStructuralFeaturesEReference
EAttribute changeable boolean EClass eSuperTypes EClass
EAttribute defaultValueLiteralString EClass eTypeParameters ETypeParameter
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EAttribute derived boolean EDataType eAnnotations EAnnotation
EAttribute eType EClass EDataType eTypeParameters ETypeParameter
EAttribute eType EDataType EEnumLiteral eAnnotations EAnnotation
EAttribute eType EEnum EEnum eAnnotations EAnnotation
EAttribute iD boolean EEnum eLiterals EEnumLiteral
EAttribute lowerBound int EEnum eTypeParameters ETypeParameter
EAttribute name String EFactory eAnnotations EAnnotation
EAttribute ordered boolean EGenericType eLowerBound EGenericType
EAttribute transient boolean EGenericType eTypeArguments EGenericType
EAttribute unique boolean EGenericType eUpperBound EGenericType
EAttribute unsettable boolean EOperation eAnnotations EAnnotation
EAttribute upperBound int EOperation eExceptions EClass
EAttribute volatile boolean EOperation eExceptions EDataType
EClass abstract boolean EOperation eExceptions EEnum
EClass instanceClassNameString EOperation eGenericExceptionsEGenericType
EClass instanceTypeNameString EOperation eGenericType EGenericType
EClass interface boolean EOperation eParameters EParameter
EClass name String EOperation eTypeParameters ETypeParameter
EDataType instanceClassNameString EPackage eAnnotations EAnnotation
EDataType instanceTypeNameString EPackage eClassifiers EClass
EDataType name String EPackage eClassifiers EDataType
EDataType serializable boolean EPackage eClassifiers EEnum
EEnumLiteral instance EEnumerator EPackage eSubpackages EPackage
EEnumLiteral literal String EParameter eAnnotations EAnnotation
EEnumLiteral name String EParameter eGenericType EGenericType
EEnumLiteral value int EReference eAnnotations EAnnotation
EEnum instanceClassNameString EReference eGenericType EGenericType
EEnum instanceTypeNameString EReference eKeys EAttribute
EEnum name String ETypeParameter eAnnotations EAnnotation
EEnum serializable boolean ETypeParameter eBounds EGenericType

Table C.1: Operator library R partitioned by operator kind (ADD, CHANGE,
DELETE). Each entry represents an operator, e.g., “ADD an EObject to the
contents feature of an EAnnotation”.
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After 9 uninterrupted years at the university, 
most of which I have spent with pleasure, 
I thank you for your attention and I wish to
conclude with these words: 

“Het is mooi geweest,
                      het is tijd voor iets anders”

Josh Mengerink, 2018
inspired by:

Rob R. Hoogerwoord (RH311)
[92]



Epiloog

Prof. Groote zei aan het begin van mijn promotie tegen mij: “het enige dat je tijdens
een promotieonderzoek doet, is jezelf afvragen wat nu echt het probleem is dat je
probeert op te lossen”. Dat bleek 100% waarheid: toen duidelijk was wat co-evolutie
nu werkelijk inhield1 waren de oplossingsrichtingen snel gevonden. Het kostte enkel
nog wat tijd, hetgeen soms een uitdaging op zich was (cf. stelling 14).

Terugkijkend op de afgelopen vier jaar bleken de diverse “horrorverhalen” die
iedere doctor je verteld over het schrijven van zijn/haar proefschrift toch echt
volledig op waarheid te berusten. Tijdens het schrijven van dit proefschrift heb
ik voor het eerst echt het onderste uit de kan moeten halen, met niet altijd even
leuke situaties tot gevolg. Toch, als ik vier jaar terug in de tijd kon gaan zou ik het
zo weer gedaan hebben. Ik heb gedurende mijn promotie veel leermomenten gehad,
mooie plaatsen bezocht en interessante mensen leren kennen. Maar conform het
citaat hier links, is het tijd geworden om eens buiten de academia te gaan “neuzen”.

Bram Cappers vraagt mij al een aantal jaar: “Waar denk je dat we volgend jaar
rond deze tijd staan”. Ieder jaar als we terugblikken verbazen we ons weer over de
reis die we dat jaar gemaakt hebben. En waar we volgend jaar staan?
Only time will tell...

1helaas lieten deze inzichten een paar jaar op zich wachten
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